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CHATTER 1

THE EI TENT AND NATURE OF THE HAND-
LUO 'I WEAVING Xi4JT^THY_I_K SCOTLAND

The end of the Napoleonic loons in 1815 marked the

beginning of the complete collapse of the hand-loom weaving

industry. ages had been falling since 1793,but during the

war years it hod not been clear whether the fall was due to

war-time disturbances and likely to pass, or to a more deep-

seated deterioriction in the position of the trade. In the

years after 1815 it become clear that the falling wages hod

not only come to stay, but were to foil yearly lower, and

that the industry had entered upon a long decline.

At the beginning of the nineteenth century hand-loom

weaving was one of the fore-raost trades in Scotland. It had

been relatively prosperous throughout the second half of the

eighteenth century, and hod become really very prosperous in

the last two decades. The reasons for the rapid rise of the

trade are so well known as to require only a mention. The

increase in the supply of yarn produced by developments in

spinning technique, following upon the adoption earlier in

the century of the flying shuttle and other improvements in



weaving technique, anable^the hand-loom weaver to produce

more than twice 53 much cloth as before without greater

exertion. This, provided prices remained reasonably steady,

more then doubled the weaver's income.'*" At this point, in

1779, a tremendous impetus to the trade was given by the

invention of Crompton's mule which spun by power yarns of a

fineness hitherto quite unattainable. The delicate cotton

fabrics which could now bo woven became immensely popular

and the cotton industry expanded rapidly. The weavers'
2

fortunes rose with the trade.~ It changed from being a trade

in which a man might earn a modest competence to one in which

some at least could attain to considerable comfort.' It was

'not uncommon for a weaver, by dint of steady application and

reasonable skill, to become a master within quite e short

t ime.

In Scotland the expanding, cotton industry settled in the

west; in Glasgow, and Paisley, and in the surrounding districts*

to the south end west. This area for various reasons was

particularly well suited to receive it. In particular it

already had a concentration of weavers accustomed to linen

weaving, both plain and fine, and it had access to plentiful
1. Rep.1834, M.s7 Q.I65I * *
2. "...there have been more persons risen to wealth and

eminence of hand-loom weavers than of all other trades put
together in Scotland. Ibid. ...166.

3. "Any of the more skilled weaver3 could easily earn from
30s to 4us weekly." He^.1839. p.49.
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supplies of capital accumulated in the lucrative trade

with Worth America and the ,est Indies.

Not all the new cotton-weavers were recmlted from the

ranks of the linen- and woollen-weavers, though many weavers,

and in some districts whole villages, did transfer them-

1
selves to cotton weaving. But the demand for cotton weavers,

and the powerful attraction of a trade which compared so

favourably in conditions and hours of work, and in prospects

of advancement, with any other skilled trade, and was so much

easier to enter, drew many recruits from other occupations,

2
notably from the land. Great numbers were drawn into the

trade.

The numbers continued to increase even though wages

after 1306 had begun to fall. Just as our period begins a

greet number of soldiers discharged after the. war "exchanged
3

the musdet for the shuttle",' and entered the trade. In the
1. ''The weaving manufacture is carried on to a great extent in

this parish, there being at present upwards of 3,000 looms
employed. Within these last ten years, however, this
branch of manufacture has undergone en almost total change.
Before that time they were employed in lawns, shirting,
chack and handkerchiefs, linen handkerchiefs for printing.,"
But now they are almost wholly in the muslin line, very few
lawns or checks being manufactured in this place." 0r-SrA..
0.... A. Xll. p.112. (Barony of Glasgow). Similarly, "the
woollen manufacture has been greatly lessened by the weaver
being deployed in weaving muslins." 0.o.A. VI p.106.
(Rirkmichael, Ayrshire).

2. "A country iad who could get s loom, and a friend to look
ever liiwt ^or^-a few weeks, or- even days, actually^ could,
after first web-weaving of two montha' labour, earn as
much as e well paid mason - the highest out-door workmen
I remember." Rep.1839, p.54.

3. Rep.1839, p.568.



next year, 1 16, wages took a steep downward turn and a

complete collapse of the hand-weaving trade in the cotton

and part of the linen branches,set in. It declined even

more rapidly than it hod expanded. Put it did not contract,

the reasons for its continued existence, and even expansion,

in a state of decline, and the causes of the decline itself,

with the great consequent distress to the weavers, will form

the subject of this thesis.

Throughout our period hand-loom weaving continued to be

an important industry in Scotland, from the point of view of

the numbers engaged in it. It was relatively more important

in Scotland than in England. In England it formed the

occupation of about 1/S0th of the total population; in Scot¬

land the proportion was roughly three times as great, rather

more than 1/3Oth.1
It is not possible to state the exact numbers in the

industry during the early part of our period. e come up
1. These figures are based on a comparison of the population

figures of the 1841 Census with the figures for hand-loom
a©avers, produced by the 1839 Commission of nquiry and
shown in the Reports of the Assistant Commissioners. This
date may seem to fall rather late in our period, but there
is reason to believe that the numoars in the industry had
not fallen- much, and in some districts increased, over the
previous twenty years, and as the population had been in¬
creasing steadily over the same period, the proportion
given, showing the importance of the industry, will not be
at any rate too high for tuese years.



against the fact that firm figures are simply not available.

The growing interest in statistics at this time has not

served us here, because as so often has been the case the

production of reliable figures has depended upon the intrusion

of the state. Thus after 1833 we have s growing body of

figures relating to the factory production of textiles, due

to the introduction of an inspectorate. But hand-loom weaving

remained largely a domestic industry, and so escaped the kind

of state regulation that produces satisfactory statistics.

The most precise figures come from the Reports of the

Assistant Commissioners in 1839, of which the two that concern

Scotland are the Report by Jelinger C. Symons on the areaSouth

of the Forth and Clyde, and that by Dr. J.D. Harding on the

Eastern parts of Scotland. The date 183S seems late in our

period on which to rely for evidence of the numbers in the

trade?but Symons' 1839 figures ore really based on researches
made by Dr. Cleland, the Glasgow statistician, in 182o, and

on information made available to him privately by Dr. Cleland

about the probable changes that had occurred. Symons node his

own check on the numbers in his area and arrived at a total

of 52,164 looms.'1' In most cases he placed beside each figure

which he gave for a district, the number of looms in the
i. wae Table 2 below p.*2



same district in 1828.1 If these figures are added, and

the districts for which no figures are given are assumed

not to have changed the total number of looms in Southern

Scotland in 1828 appears to iave been about 48,000. This is

of course by no means a reliable figure in itself, but it
ihdicAhfh

can be accepted as an guide, which internal evidence supports,

that the numbers in the weaving trade in this area had not

declined between the years 1828 and 1838, and had increased
p

considerably since 181'),

On the East side of Scotland the figures for looms given

by Dr. Harding add up to a total of 31,500, which makes a

total of 83,644 looms in the trade altogether in 1838.

From information given in the two Reports a table has

been drawn up to show the geographical distribution of these

looms over Scotland, and the distribution of loom-strength

according to the fabric woven.

1. The 1828 figures were presumably giver, to him by Cieiand.
They were evidently not obtainable in every case.
Rep.1839 pp.2-4.

2. Baines states this to have been the case between the years
1820 and 1834. History of the Cotton Manufacture p.237.
There are(nlso the statements frequently offered by weavers
such as, "The numbers of looms have increased in Paisley
since 10 or 15 years ago." Rep.C. *.-.1937 .9. k. 11991,
Also Ibid,. Q. 11307.
Estimates of the number of cotton looms in the trade were

given by witnesses in 1833 as 43,000 without including
Paisley (about 5,000) Ibid, k»11733, and in 1834 as
between 4.5,000 and 50,00C, Rep. 1834, . ...320, 1937, 2109
in 1838 the number was about ol,0JO Rep^.1839 p^7 and 189.
This shows conclusively that the numbers in the cotton
branch of the trade were not declining.
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TA13LR 1

The Geographical Distribution of saving and the Distribution
of Looai-Gtrengtn, according to the Fabric ;.i;;oyen, /in 1839.

Iabric a District where *•/oven Residence
of Chief
ianufr s.

Humber
of loon,
at work

P rcent
of total
loo-as
in eo.

fabric

group

i Pullicates)
Ginghams )

, cottons
Stripes & )
Checks etc)

Lanarkshire, esp.
in Airdrie, Lanark
& G1 a agaw ; also at
Girvan & on west

coast; Perth, Dun¬
blane, 3a 1 x r on,
n., rshire etc.

Gla sgow 23,420 27.7

2 Shawls, Silks
Zebras etc.

Renfrewshire,
*

Paisley, Glasgow.
Paisley,
Glasgow &
Edinburgh

7,750
i

oa

!

.

!

O
i

3 Plain Muslins Lanarkshire,
G1a sgow, I r v ine,
Hamilton, Sagles-
ii aui, etc.

Glasgow 10,080 11.9

4 Fancy iuslins,
silk. Gauzes etc.

Renfrewshire &
Lanarkshire

Paisley
Gla sgow

7,860 to

1

•

!

05
i

5 Thibets &
Tartans

Thibet a in Lanark-
shire, Dalmellington,
Gtrafton, Danquhar,
& Iis w ick.

Glasgow &
Hawick.

2,980

1

.

i

i

I 6 Carlisle Gingharas Lumfrissshira Carlisle 1,575 1.9

7

1

Woollens 8out ,h -east 3c ot 1 r-n d ,

Galashiels, Jedburgh,
Hawick, 31: irling *-
district.

Gala shiels
ilawic k,
J edburgh.
r.„ ... i n . ^

3 ,150 3.7
I
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TABLE 1 (contd.)

1
J

Fabrics

• '•

District where woven. Residence
of Chief
E?anuf rs.

Flumber
of looms
atwork

•

Pare ant
of total
looms
in ea.

fabric

group

3 Carpet s Kilmarnock,
C1 a sg ow, La swade,
Aberdeen.

Kilmarnock

Glasgow,
La SW646 ,

Aberdeen.

,

1,165

|

1.4

s Sail-clot he,
Coarse Linens,
b Haircloth.

Port-Glasgow, Leith,
. usselburgh, Dundee,
Arbroath, Ion t rose,
Kirkcaldy, Aberdeen.

I'ort -
Gin sgow,
Leith..

4,580 5*4
Jj

10 Harness Linens

e.g. Damasks
Dunfermline 3, 000 3.5

11 Osnaburghs
Light - sheeting
etc.

East Scotland 19,000 22*5

1

Total
1"""'

84,560
i

loo. 0

Sources* Reports of Assistant Hand-Loom ' savers Commissioners,
1839.

1. This figure differs from the previous total 83,644 due to
discrepancies in Symons' tables between total figures
and individual figures.
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It will be seen from 2able 1. that cotton and si

weaving were centred mainly on Glasgow and Lanarkshire, Paisley

and 2enfrewsniro. The percentage of cotton looms among the

total loom.3 cannot be exactly arrived at because Gymons'

tables combine all the fabrics woven in any particular district

end show only the total number of looms there, without specify¬

ing how many in each branch.1 Gut other information which he

2
gives, upon which Table 1 is based, along with Harding's

figures which specify the cotton looms^enable us to arrive at
a reasonable estimate. If we add columns 1, 3 and 6 together

this makes a figure of 41G which are indisputably cotton

looms. To this we may add half of columns 2, 4 and 5.*" This

makes a rough figure of 52". ithout laying too much stress

on this percentage it would probably be perfectly correct to

say that about half of the looms in the trade were cotton

looms.

Linen-weaving was concentrated in the towns and villages

of the East coast. Originally the linen trade had been

scattered widely over the whole of Scotland, due to the

1. Rep.1839 pp.2-4.
2. Ibid. p.6 in particular. But even here there is some
difficulty in extracting the cotton figures because he
puts fabrics together (e.g. Thibets and Tartans column 5)
which may be made of either wool or cotton, or a mixture
of both.

3. It is probable that in Oolmn 2 rather more than half, and
that in column 5 rather less than half, of the looms were
cotton looms.
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energies of the Board of lanufactures end the British Linen

Company in promoting schemes for encouraging it. But during

the tremendous expansion of cotton-weaving in the last quarter

of the ai^feteenth century linen weevim in the west was

gradually supplanted by cotton and became concentrated in

the Cast. There was some cotton-weaving in the £oet as well,1"
but with the exception of Port-Glasgow and Greenock, no

linen weaving in the A^est. About 31 ! of the total looms

were engaged in the linen branch.

The woollen industry had always centred on the Border

region. Borne cotton was also woven in this district but very

little, while woollen weaving in the west was negligible.
2

The woollen industry occupied about 7' of the looms. ' Al¬

though it was the smallest and oldest branch of the trade it

was nevertheless the most prosperous.

Bilk weaving, mainly of plain silks and silk gauzes, and

some silk shawls and 'crapes', centred on Paisley and district.
Very fine silks and gauzes were used for handkerchiefs and

veils end similar articles, although they were giving way in
1. About 5,000 looms. Bee below p. 16, Table 3.
2. In England the percentage of woollen looms at this time

was 40% .

3. ost shawls were mode of silk, or spun silk., sometimes
figured in cotton. The fabrics and desig'ns were constantly
changing. Twt^f-he-ahowl troJo woo ^ very important part of
the silk trade.
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popularity to the fine muslina which were cheaper. At this

time about 10" of the looms in the trade were engaged in

the silk branch.1
This gives a final distribution of looms in the industry

es follows}

Fabric Cotton Linen woollen Silk Total

fereentage 52 31 7 10 100

Though not as accurate as could hove been wished these figures
may be relied on as a reasonable guide to the distribution
of the looms within the iour branches of weaving in the
industry.

It is possible to draw up a table for the Southern

area ox Scotland showing the distribution of looms in detail
2

in this ares. (Table 2) The table also shows the numbers

of tho looms which were worked in factories, and the numbers

3
engaged on harness and plain work in 1838.
1. This figure is reached by helving column 4, end allowing

slightly cnore than half of column 2.
2. This table is mode up from Symons' figures oi the towns and

villages in his area. Hep.1839, pp.2-4. It is unfortunately
not possible to make up a similar table for Or. Harding's
area but a smell table showing the distribution of the looms
into the three branches appears below on p;*'.*6 ± and the
geographical distribution of these fabrics is shown in
Table 1, p. 7 & 0 above.

3. There is reason to thin*, that a similar table lor 1315 or
182Q, if one could have^btoined'^iigures of similar pre¬
cision, would have shown a similar distribution of tire
industry over the country, but a leso heavy concentration
in Glasgow and the Pest. This is based on the assumption
that many of the later recruits to the industry were Irish,
who did not penetrate far inland. bee below Ch.ll p.p. 3o-3/
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TABLE 2

Distribution of Hand-Loons in the South of Scotland in 1838.

1

County
f

No. of Looms
2

Factory

3
.

Harness

4

Plain

p;

Total

2
Glasgow A District 1580 1870 7 635

r■i !i 1H'1 !H
1

!Siens
i!I

i

Ayr shire 6 60 3311 9085 13, 026

Lanarkshire - 843 9310 10,153

Renfrewshire 472 54 66 3263 9,201

Dunbert onshire - 14 2699 2,713

Dumfriesshire 36 - 1709 1,745

Stirlingshire - 6 1499 1,505

jBorder 429 - 537 966

Rest of South 328 50 1392 1,770

Totals 35 05 11,560 37,099 52,164

1. source; Report of Asst. Co omisa loner, 1831, pp. 2-4.
2. Parliamentary area, with fartick and Govan.
3. Roxburghshire, Selkirkshire, Peebleshire and I'arwickahire.
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The table show s the heavy concentration of the trade

in the eat Lowlands, particularly round Glasgow and Paisley,

within the broader pattern of an industry widely distributed

over the villages and towns of south Scotland. 84 of the

industry in this area is concentrated in Glasgow, Ayrshire,

Lanarkshire, and Renfrew. The remainder is widely scattered

over the towns and villages.

Column 2 of the table shows the numbers of factory-looms

in the trade. These "factories" were shops, housing hand-

looms, and must not of course be confused with the power-loom

factories. These hand-loom factories, containing 3,0u0 odd

loomsfwere concentrated in the larger towns. For instance in
Ayrshire 500 our of 660 looms in factories were situated in

Kilmarnock. In Renfrewshire they were all in Paisley, fort-

Glasgow, and Greenock. The rest were mainly in and around

Edinburgh. The exception to this were the factory looms in

the woollen industr, of the Border district; these were situated

in the small Border towns. The proportion oi the looms in

factories to the total number of looms is vary small, only
t

about 5.Certain cloths such as broad woollens and linens,

and heavy cloths, such as sailcloths, were always woven -in

faot-ories, and of course carpet8, because _of the creadth of

loom required, but otherwise the hand-loom weaving was .lone

1. Iv. § dsxsh^Csl' . 0<*C\ (h, CL/i X fcTWTi. f xijtrvA'' /0 % .
' Se£ ladtr^J ■ f>-lo ,
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either in the home or in en adjoining loom-shop.

Column 3 of Table 2 shows the number of looms engaged

2
in 'harness' or 'fancy' work." Only skilled weavers worked

the harness looms. A very high concentration of these

weavers was found in Renfrewshire. Almost half of the total

harness looms for the whole country were found there, and

over BO"1 of them were concentrated in Paisley. The second

highest concentration was in Ayrsuire.' Glasgow and Lanark¬

shire had the remainder. Outside these areas the number

of harness-looms was small. The fabrics woven on the harness

looms were known as "fancy" goods, and included silks and

silk gauzes, figured and sprigged muslins, striped cottons

called "zebras", patterned shawls in cashmere and silk, plaids,

and a variety of delicate fabrics such as lawns and cambrics,

and mixtures of fine wool and silk. About 22 7 of the total

1. On the organization of the industry see below pp 17-24.
2. The word 'harness' refers to the type of loom. The loom

was worked with the assistance of a 'draw-boy', a lad who
manipulated the coloured yarns of the weft by a complicated
arrangement of strings known as the harness. This enabled
the weaver to produce the figurings and complicated patterns
of the fancy fabrics, quired, according to the com¬
plexity of the patterns, much greater skill than the plain
weaving. During our period the Jacquard loom was invented,
which replaced the drew-boy, with a series of perforated
cards which contained the pattern, and which could be
manipulated by the weaver himself. The invention was
adopted only slowly by the hand-weavers but eventually was
incorporated into the power-loom. In 1833 there were only
about 36 Jacquerd looms in Scotland, all in one factory
at^ Paisley. hep. C. 0. 1833, "I.E. Q. 11243. There were
rather more then 5,000 draw-boys in Paisley at this""time.
Ibid. Q.11255.
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looms in the trade were harness looms."'" Scotland had a re¬

latively higher share of the trade than England.

Column 4 shows the number of plain looms in oymons'

district. These form 6b' of the total looms in South Scotland.

The fabrics woven on the plain looms were, first and foremost,

.muslins. In Glasgow more than half of the total plain looms
■$>

2
were engaged on muslins. ' These ranged from the very fine,

such as book muslins which were woven of equal warp and weft

and stiffened afterwards,' to the coarser muslins known as

jaconets, and nainsooks. The rest of tiie cotton looms were

mainly engaged on blue and white checks and stripes, ginghams,

pullicates, plain silks, end various mixtures which were intro¬

duced from time to time, such as "bastard thibets", and

"mousselines de laine", fabrics woven with a cotton warp and

a woollen weft.

Column 5 of Table 2 shows the total number of hand-looms

4
in hymens' district, 52,164. This includes all looms,

whether in factories or at home, harness or plain.

1. This figure is reached by adding columns 2, 4 and 10 of
Table 1, above p.7 & 8.

2. Abstract.Rep.1839, p.21.
3. Oyraons mentions that Glasgow was peculiarly skilful at

book muslins. "..no other country has yet successfully
competed with them". Ibid. p.21.

4. by ions' own figure is slightly different, 51,06u, due to
—some miacalculotion oi his figures.
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Harding's figures, for the East side of Scotland, are

not unfortunately given in sufficient detail to permit a

table for the eastern district to be drawn up on the same

lines as Table 2. A3 far as can be firmly stated it appears

that the numerical distribution of trie loom3 in this area was

as shown in the following table,

Tab)®. 3.

Analysis of Loom-strength according to fabric woven in the
East of Scotland 1838.

Linen
1

Cotton oollen Total

24 , U00 5, 000 2,500 31,500

The great preponderance of linen looms in this area is

immediately noticeable. This includes harness linens, which
2

were mainly damasks, and coarser linens such as osnaburghs and

sheets, and then the very coarse work such as sail-cloths,

canvas bogging, and haircloth. The cottons woven were mainly

pullicates and ginghons and similar low-priced work.1' The

1. Taken from Harding'3 Report 1839 pp.183-212.
2. A plain light-weight linen which takes its name from its

place of origin.
3. This weaving was done mainly through agents for Glasgow
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woollens included carpets and shawls, and varieties of tartan.

The greatest concentration of looms in this areaAfos

in Forfarshire. This was the centre of the

industry."'" More then half of the lootas Isfcre found there,
2

all engaged on linen. Harding's figures of looms situated

in the larger weaving centres amount to about 20,424. The

remainder of the looms, amounting to about 10,000, were

scattered over the smaller centres. Of the total weavers^

about 19,000 were working on osnaburghs or similar light

linens, which means that roughly two thirds of the weavers

in this area were engaged on the lowest paid class of linen-

weaving.

The organization of the industry took three different

forms. The most common arrangement was for the weaver to own

3
his own loom and work at home.'" The majority of the weaVers

1. In 1822, the last year in which the linen stamp-law was
exifarced, out of a total of 36^ m. yards produced in Scot¬
land, Forfar produced 22\ m. yards. J. Mackinnon, dociol
and Industrial History of ocotlond, p.109.

2. Hep.1839, pp.206 and 209-211.
3. Perth was exceptional in this respect. It was common there

to own a loom but to h$Ve a''loom stance" in e shop,
where there might be six, eight or ten looms belonging to
other weavers. Hep. C.M. 0, 1833, Qq. 11693-5.
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are in this group.1 They worked for manufacturers who

supplied them with the 'web', that is the amount of yarn

required to weave a certain piece of cloth. The weaver pro¬

vided the loom, the light end fire, and starch lor keeping
O

the wet "dressed".* He collected the eb himself, set it

up with the aid of neighbours or friends, wove it, and on

completion took it back to t.ie warehouse, where he was paid.

In country districts where there was no resident "Manufacturer

the weavers were supplied with webs by agents who worked on a

commission basis.

secondly there were also weavers who worked at home or

in another wesverb shop but who did not themselves own a

loom, These were known as "journeymen . eevers'. They were

not journeymen in the traditional sense. t-ew had served a

3
formal apprenticeship,and few would go on to be master-

weavers. A great many oi them were married men with families

who had not managed to buy e loom for themselves and irobably
1. This is the conclusion of the Commissioners after studying

the evidence of the whole country. Hep.1341, p.2. There is
some reason to suppose that it was relatively less true of
the cotton weevin/ branch tnan of linen, silk, or wool,
bee below p.2o for a statement of the comparative numbers
owning end hiring looms in Glasgow.

• f reasing* tiie warp wits a paste kept it moist end pliable
and therefore able to beer the weight of the shuttle
constantly passing over tiie warp.

—lor e—discus a ion of the absence of a..: rent iceah in in the
trade see t slow Ch. 11 p.p. l7'2°f.



never would. The term 'journeyman1 in the weaving trade

during our period seems simply to hove meant a weaver who was

en outworker but who did not own his on loom. There appear^

to have been two classes of these journeymen. There were

those who simply hired the use of the loom but in all other

respects w >rked independently, providing their own candles,
2

oil and starch, and attending to their own web. There were

also those who were employed by another weaver end worked on

his loom and were paid by him a proportion of their earnings,

roughly two thirds.

It is not possible to say exactly how many journeymen

were in the trade. At the beginning of our period the number

was probably fairly small as the tradition in the trade was

for a man to own his own loom. As late as 1833 we have a

witness from !. arth saying that nearly ell the weavers there
3

had looms of their own. But Perth was rather exceptional in

this respect and it seems likely that during our period, in

the cotton trade at least, the number of journeymen was growing
4

with the declining prosperity of the trade. The price of e

1. " hat do you pay for a second-hand loom now?" "I suppose
25s or 30s." Rep.C. 1.3.1833, M» Q.11698. A new loom
in the linen trade cost between £3 and £5 Reu.1839, p.187.

2. Though it was customary for the master to do the negotiation
for the web and procure it for him. Rep.1839, p.9.

371?ep. C.M.S. 1833", Q. 11695.
4. Oymons in 1838 soys they were very common. Rep. p.9.
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second-hand loom was between 25s and 50s, To hire a loom

usually cost about Is a week, It seems probable that a good
«• j_

many entrants to the cotton trade in the later years of our

period would be unable to buy their looms. We have some figures

which throw some light on the position in 1858 in the cotton

weaving branch in Glasgow. Symons caused a survey to be made
V

of the looms within the Parliamentary bounds of Glasgow which

shows that there were 2876 "heads of families", or adult male

weavers managing their own concerns and owning their own

looms, end 2045 journeymen, all of them managing their own

2 £
concerns and hiring their looms. Out of the total 9,000 odd

hand-looms being worked in Glasgow in 1859 therefore, rather

under a quarter were worked by journeymen. It is reasonable

to suppose that the proportion in Glasgow was high, because

of the preponderance there of cotton looms engaged on low

paid work, and it is possible that the proportion of journeymen

weaving throughout the countryside may have been slightly

lower.

Thirdly, a small percentage of the weavers, roughlyJOf»,
wove in factories. These were "shops" where the looms were

actually worked by hand. Here the loom and the web were pro-

—vided by -tha manufacturer. The weaver had his web "beamed"
1. 8ee belowjCh. lll^for to>le of failing wages p. 77.
2. Rep.1839, p.4.
3. Ibid. p.2.
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and "dreaded" for him by machinery.^ Certain charges were
ri

made, usually e weekly deduction for light/" and usually
3

a charge for winding the weft on to the bo.bins/ But apart

from these small charges the factory weaver's weekly wage

was net.

As a rule the nature oi the fabric to be woven determined

which type oi organization was adopted. Linen-weaving used all

three methods. Heavy work, such as canvas bagging and sail-
4

cloth, was done entirely in factories. The light plain linens

were woven at home, usually in separate loomshops attached

to the weavers* houses, with about four looms in each shop.

At least half of these weavers owned their own looms and hired

1. The invention of the dressing-machine is discussed in
Ch. 11 p.55. , "Beaming" means setting up the loom ready to
begin weaving a new web. The warps, which ore the longitu¬
dinal threads, ore passed through comb-like instruments
called the keddies and the reed. The reed keeps the
threads steady and the kiddles separate the threads to
enable /".roups of them to be raised and lowered separately.
The warps ore tied to the beam of the loom. The weft
threads wound on pirns and encased in the shuttle, are then
sent backwards and forwards serosa the loom as the warp3
ore raised ana lowered. Beaming the webs often occupied
most of a dat . The weavers helped each other and the task
usually occupied most of 4ondav. . By getting his web ready
beamed and dressed lor him the weaver in the factory was
able to earn considerably more than he would have done on
tne same fabric at home even though his rate of payment
was lower.

2. .g. 3d a week at the factories in Hawick ax±d Jedburgh.
Rept. 1839 p. 40.
Id a week at Bewick, 3Ld~in the shilling at Jedburgh. Ibid.—
p.40. The weaver at home usually had his winding done by
his wi£e. (The bobbins, or ■ usually referred to as the
pirns , The word pirn for bobbin or reel is still in use
in Scotland .

4. Ibid. p.107.
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out the others or had then in use by their wives and child reru

In the harness branch, which was mostly damasks, about half of

the weavers were Journeymen, paying for the use of their
o

loom with o quarter of their earnings."

In the woollen branch the majority of the weavers wove

in factories. All the heov„ and broad cloths, plaidings, she- Is

3
and carpets were woven in factories. light woolleiis such as

tartans and shawls were woven at home by weavers owning their

own looms, or in a loom-shop where they owned their own loom
4

but rented a "stance".

In the cotton branch very little weaving was done in

factories. In the area ol Scotland oouth of the forth and

Clyde where roughly 40,000 cotton looms were worked, less than
5

2,000 were in factories.' The advantage of factory production

in very low-priced goods was small although where it did
0

exist, the weavers, owing to the economics mentioned earlier,

7
were able to earn higher wages. hut generally speaking, with

the exception of a few establishments in Glasgow end elsewhere,

cotton weaving was done outside factories. In this branch,

in addition to the high proportion of journeymen weavers
1. Ibid. p.188.
2. Ibid. p. 186 and 202.
3. Ibid. p.55.
4. Ibid. p. 1Q&.
5. Ibid, pp.2, 4. (It must be borne in minci that these are

hand-loom and not power factories).
6. See Footnote 1 p. 21.
7. 5ee below Ch. Ill, pp.
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mentioned earlier, there was also a great number of young

persons weaving. This group, which did not exist in the

woollen trade, and was not very numerous in the linen trade,

was a ver., important section of the cotton branch. It is

usually referred to as "women and children'1 but a general

impression, which unfortunately cannot be substantiated by

exact figures, throws doubt on the numbers of women weaving,

reaver's wives generally speaking were fully employed with

winding the pirns end looking after their families. As a

rule ^woraen were more profitably employed in the spinning mills
or steam factories than at the looms. It is possible that

they only worked in numbers at the loom in country districts,

where they had fewer opportunities of employment. However,

the distribution of looms between tne women and the children

makes no difference to the total figure, which was substantial,

and which undoubtedly affected the scale of wages in this

branch, lowering the wages of cotton-weavers in general.

It is possible to form a good idea of their numbers

from Symons' invaluable census of Glasgow in June 1038.The

number of heads of families was stated at 2,876; the number of

journeymen at 2,045, making a total of 4,921. If we assume

that there was -one male adult to each 'family', arid add the

number of journeymen, we should arrive at a rough figure of
ie~r8397~P. 21~ ~ "



the totel of adult male weavers in Glasgow. This figure is

practically 5,000. If we compare this with the number of

looms, 9,350, the difference, 4,429, gives us a rough estimate

of the number of women and children in the trade there. Thus

in Glasgow rather less than half the looms were worked by

women end children. This figure may be slightly on the high

side as it makes no allowance for unoccupied looms.1 But the

proportion, of ret her less than half the looms being worked by

women and children, probably holds good for the cotton trade

in general, especially as 90' of the trade was situated in

Glasgow and Paisley.

Therefore rather less than half of the cotton looms were

invariably engaged on the lowest paid work. When there is

added to this the fact that some at least of the adult weavers

were sometimes on the worst paid work, because they could get

no other, end that many of the weavers classed as 'heads of

families' were old, or unskilled at their .job, it seems clear

that certainly more then half of the cotton weavers were at
2

times engaged on the worst paid work. " On dyrnons' figures
h <5

30,075 out of a total of 52,164 looms were employed <fn the
1. At this date (1838) there were only loo unoccupied.
2. it is not possible to speak so decisively of the linen
"""trade, because of t^o less exact nature of Dr. Harding's
Report. e know that of the 24 , OtTC rinmrn looms, 19,000
were on the lower-paid fabrics.
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district on the worst paid work."*" If we add to this a

conservative estimate taken from Dr. Harding's figures, of

about 25,000 looms in his district engaged on light-linens

and cottons, we reach a figure of about 55,000. This means

that about 5^,000 weavers, out of roughly 83,000, were engaged
2

on the worst-paid work. This statement, taken in the light

of what the wages were for this kind of work from 1816 on-

3
wards, will give an indication of the fearful depression

that existed in the trade.

1. Rep.1839. pp.6 and 7.
2. This amounts to about 66;^ of tho trade
3. See below Ch. 111.
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The severe d©i ressiou of tixe Hand-loom saving industry

in the first half of the nineteenth century is well-known.

The explanation has usually been sought in the introduction

of aachiner, . But e close invest ifation of the subject shows

that the problem is far more complex than this. It seems

clear that the competition of the power-loom was by no means

the decisive factor in the decline of hand-loom weaving as

a major industry. The industry had begun to decline before

the competition of the power-loom was felt to any degree.

The earlier, and in all probability the main, factor

in producing the severity of the decline was the gross over¬

stocking of the trade. Tne supply of labour was greatly in

excess of the numbers which could be employed in the trade,

at a reasonable wage. This state of affairs continued

throughout our period, 1Q15-45, end even increased, while

at the same time the demand for that labour was diiinis/iing.

There were four loin factors hich contributed to the

ovT-rmpply of la^ur to the industr . The first factor wes

I. hoe b is- pp. 54-63.



undoubtedly the great ease with which the trade was learned,

combined with the fact t xat taere were no barriers oi any

sort to incomers to the trade. "ven in the skilled branches

there was no proper system of indenture and a prenticesnip.

Secondly, this period saw a ver,, greet influx of Irish and

Highlanders into the South and est of Scotland. These

unskilled immigrants iiocked into the lower branches of the

hand-loom eeving industry. Thirdly, the accessibility of

the trade, - due to the ease with waich weaving was learned

oiid the absence of any barrier to entry, - was not typical

of other trades. oat trades had combinations of sufficient

strength end importance to prevent unepprenticed workers

from entering. Thus the weaver, bedevilled by the situation

in his ovm trade,.could not himself escape to another, and

had great difficulty in putting his son to another trade,

though anyone night put his child to weaving. Finally,

the employment of women and children in the weaving industry,

practiceLly oil employed in the lowest class of work, meant

the lowering of wages for adults in general.

The first question, that of.apprenticeship.is a

frequently recurring, topic in the evidence of witnesses before
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the ....elect Co mitteea. 4s-.y weavers felt it to be at th-o

root of the trouble.

reaving ..lain stuffs was very easily learned. It took

about 13 months to' £ years to teach nr. average child mastery

of the craft, but only about 2 months to teach him enough

to do coarse weaving at ?■* or 4s c seek. Looms with appara¬

tus co";lete could be rented for L/~ a week. There was no

pro.or system of apprenticeship, and as far aa can I e gathered

there never had been, during the expansion of the trade in

the second half of the eighteenth century, any explicit rules

governing the recruiting of a _• prentices, though trie desira¬

bility of this was constantly before the weavers. In these

years it hod been quite usual, though not compulsory, for a

skilled weaver to take on en apprentice and teach him the

trade for an agreed fee. hut as the trade became leas pros¬

perous the custom died out. The apprentice would rarely stay

his full time because as neither party hod the meens to draw

up o legal indenture and the arrangement was purelp verbal, he

could leave when he chose. In 1812 the weavero were petition¬

ing j arliament for a ruling on the point. They proposed.-a

7 years rp.renticeshij for weaving in order to check "the

suv erflui tT - of handa thr.t were dnii rushing into the trade.

1. Report on Petition of Journeymen eovers 1811, p.7«
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But also they wished to see the same system extended to

every trade. Then the parents or the children "would go

to the trade which they thought proper,"^" and weaving would

be relieved of its role as the Cinderella of the trades.

But they were unsuccessful in their petition and the matter

was allowed to slide. Local groups and societies attempted

to maxe their own rules, but it was impossible to enforce

them.2

During our period it became very uncommon to take on

3
a properly indentured apprentice and teach him his craft.

Some sort of apprenticeship must have existed in the skilled

branches of the trade in order to teach the craft, but only

in the form of a series of private agreements between parties,

and not capable of raising the prestige or restricting the
4

entry to the trade. In the plain-weaving, where the tradi¬

tion of apprenticeship had in any case been very slight, it
5

lapsed completely.
1. Ibid. p.16.
2. The articles of the General Association of Weavers in Scot¬

land, instituted in 1824, gives specific ruling on the
number of years apprentices are to serve, their treatment,
and their wages. These rules are quoted in the Report from
S.C. on Combination Laws 1825. Appendix 16. p.53. But it
to be feared that they carried no weight.

3. Rep. C.M.S. 1833, Q.11714.
4. "The present stamp duty may be said not to be paid at all

by weavers, as few, scarcely any, of their apprentices are
under an indenture; everyone of these however,- would be
under one, were the duty reduced to a moderate sum."
Rep. 1834, M.E.Q. Su. . I $33 ■ 1171+

5. Ibid. Q.6065.
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The lock of the apprenticeship a/atom hoi the moat

serious con sequence a for the trc .e. .o or.vers the.-selves

were the first to recognise this but found themselves unable

to do anything ofout it.1 The„ felt they had o legitimate

grievance in the cost of the stampduty required to draw up o

legal indenture. One of the weover witnesses of 187)4 gives

the weavers' views very cleorly. "The Paisley savers'

Committee ore anxious for the abolition of the duty on

apprentices' indentures. They think that the duty should at

leost be lowered, nnd thet a small duty would raise a larger

revenue than the present high one, especially in the cose of

weavers' indentures. ft present, an indenture costs nearly

70s; the stami being about 20s and the change for extending

from 9s to 10s. litis amounts almost to o prohibition of

apprentices to the hand-loom oavers. i'he masters, however,

evade the law, b^ taking apprentices wit.tout indentures; and

just no., out of 80s apprentices in Paisley, only 4 ore

bound by indentures, hut as a weaver tenerclly receives

the half of his apprentices' earnings, and as any master

who may do so is liable for the penalty, which in such a case

my be imposed for the protection of the stamp-duty, and

which amounts to lul. eonsequently 99 out of every 100
1. The desire to restrict the xiumbers coming in to the Trade

lay behind the greet 3trike of 1812. See beLow Ch. VI.
pp ,191-1.



lostera in Paisley ore liable for that penalty. And although

I never knew of a case where the penalty was exacted, still

the masters ore in the disagreeable condition of being liable

for it. ..ere indentures containing the usual regulations

pre}ared by the stamp-Office, and directly issued to the

weavers, at a sum of from 4s to os., the arrangement would

be very desirable and thus obviate low expenses. Besides

this, a small duty, by more readily disposing the weavers

to bind their apprentices, would, I am convinced, be ten

times more productive to the revenue than the existing duty.

But independently of these considerations, encouraging

masters to bind their apprentices would be for the interest

of the trade itself; and, what is of more consequence, would
''
1

be very beneficial from a moral point of view.

It was ii; fact very generally felt among the weavers

that the lack of on apprenticeship a./stem with a properly

collected entry fee was one of the greatest causes of their

present r-iafortunes. hile such a state of affairs lasted

the,y felt tuere could be little real hope of an improvement

in their condition.

1. Analysis oi t-.e videnco taken before the delect Committee
on il.L, beavers Petitions 1834-1035, p.SJT
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The seriousness of such a position, where entry into

the trade was entirely unrestricted, was greatly increased

by the fact that during this period a tremendous influx took

place of immigrants from Ireland and refugees from the High¬

land Clearances who were yearly making their way in great

numbers into South-West Scotland. This was earlier referred

to as the second factor in contributing to the over-stocking

of the labour market. It comes second only in the sense that

it is dependent on the first - that is the ease of entry into

the Weavers' trade. In every other sense it is by far the

most important single cause of the declining state in which

the Hand-loom Weaving Industry found itself in the second

quarter of the nineteenth century.

This is a bold statement and one that demands argument

and proof. In the first place the actual volume of the

influx of immigrants during our period may be briefly indicated.

In 1821 out of a population of 147,000 in Glasgow there were

25,000 Irish.1 In 1831 out of a population of 202,426 there

2
were 35,554 Irish. In 1841 out of a total population in

Scotland of 2,620,184 there were 126,*21 Irish of which 97,514

were situated in the weaving counties of Lanark (55,915),
_ g

ll'enfrew, Dumbarton, Stirling, and Ayr. It is clear that
1. J.E. Handley. The Irish in Scotland. 1798-1845, p.100.
2. Ibid, loc.sit.
3. Ibid. pp.83-84.
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long before the dramatic event a of 1845-6 the Irish i n nigra

tion hod reached immense proportions.

L'he movement was accelerated by the cheap steamship

fares which made the west cosot of Scotland accessible to

even the most impoverished.^ The weavers watched with dis-

. may the disappearance of the frontiers, and indeed there is

no doubt, from evidence of both weavers and outsiders, that

a great port of this vast immigration found its way sooner

2
or later into the Hand-loom eaving industry. In the

first place a good many of the Irish had been weavers at

home end with the decline of their own trade in linen3 and

woollens had corae over to try their luck in the rising

cotton trade of the est of dcotlarxd. In the second place

it .as a trade very lifefcly to attract the unskilled nan,

being easy to learn, not unduly heavy, anu requiring no

capital, no apprenticeship, and no entry fee.

That the number of Irish did not actually couse

unemployment in the industry is due solely to the fact that
1. "The Irish come over, I believe at from 4d to 6d a head.

Rep. of 5.C. on migration 1826. M. E. Q.2200.
"The cheapness and facility of travelling now making Ire
land and 5cotland like neighbouring countries, it has
frequently happened that the Irish can come from Belfast
for is; the fare was once reduced to 6d; but now it can
be got I believe for 5e."Rep. 1834. 4.E. £.3627.

2. "Have many of those (Irish) Hand-loom weavers come over
to 5cotland?" "To a very great extant. I think that is
one cause of the depression of wages, the ver„ great
facility with which people cone from Ireland to this
country for the purpose of weaving." Ibid. £.1358.
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wages were dragged down so low in the plain branches that

it did not pay manufacturers to install machinery when they

could call on labour so cheaply. In other words, given no

influx of labour from outside, the competition of power-

looms in the plain branches would have driven wages down,

but the influx of labour was in fact so great as to keep

wages below the point at which machinery could effectively

compete with hand-labour.

In thus postponing in bcotland the advent of the Power-

loom in tne lower branches of the industry the Irish did

the industry a great disservice. It was not the competition

of labour with machinery, but the competition of labour with

labour, which dragged out the decline of the Hand-loom

Weaving Industry. I feel this to be the crux of the matter.

J.E. Handley puts forward the view that the influx of the

Irish labourers merely "gave the quietus sooner than might

have happened to a wretched business.""*" To my mind this is

the exact opposite of what really happened. The incoming

Irish labour in fact prevented, or retarded, the mechanisa¬

tion of the industry in those fields In which the power-

loom could best have ta^en over.

If the industry was to become wholly mechanised what
1. J.E. Handley. Op.cit.p.133.
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was needed was such a technological advance in power-weaving

as would ac'uo it physically impossible for a man to subsist

in competition with the machine. The fact that hand-loom

Weavers were able to continue in their trade for such a

long period means that the rate of technological advance

was not great enough to achieve the expulsion of hand-labour.

It might be argued that in the absence of an Irish influx

the wages of ocottish weavers in competition with machinery

would have fallen and hence would have had the same retarding

effect on mechanisation. But it is possible to doubt this.

It is certain that, even without the influx of the Irish,

Scottish wages would hove been driven down, but this would

have occurred in c process of continuing competition between

hand-weaving and power-weaving, a process in which there

would have been a continuing incentive to improve power-

weaving. As it was the Irish influx drove the wages of hand-

loom weaving down so low that any competitive tension between

hand end power-weaving was eliminated, witn the consequence of

retarding tne technical development of the power-loom.^"
1. "You think those who manufacture by hand do it quite as

cheaply with human labour as the man who is en$o$ed iit
I o.,er-Looras?" "fee.
"Tien that at once closes the opinion, that the power-looms
can be extended to a considerable extent as long as human
labour remains as it now does?" nies.w
. . Rep. C. .w. 1833. .... 1972-1973.
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Thus inat *ad of giving tie final push to c dying in¬

dustry the entrance of the Irish dragged out the death, by

supplying a constant stream of labour to fields open to

mechanisation. It is true tact a distressing state of

affairs would have been bound to occur in the hand-loom

weaving industry when the power-loom ousted the unskilled

hand-labourer, but it is impossible that it could have been

on suea o scale, raid it was unlikely that it would have

lasted so long, hod there been no Irish to affect the issue.

A third factor in the over-stocking of the labour

market in the weaving industry is to bo found in the existence

of combinations in other trades and the lock of combination

in the weaving trade. The difficulty of combination on any

scale hod proved insuperable to the weavers. In the first

place they were so scattered throughout loom-shops and

cottages that it was difficult to neat or to keep in touch.

And they worked for so many different masters, on so many

different materials to so many different specifications, that

to obtain concerted action over the whole field of the trade

1. Chapter VI pp. 174-194.
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take advantage of the repeal of the Combination Laws of

1024/5, but not the weavers. "'or other trades, by means'

of their combinations, being concentrated, can defend them¬

selves very well against their masters who have *>ever the

less a propensity towards reduction; we being scattered over

the whole face of the country, cannot communicate with each

other, and we are easily routed by our masters.

Tile weavers' attempts to form combinations will be dis¬

cussed later in Chapter IV, but here it is sufficient to say

that whereas the weavers formed no union of any strength,

other trades did, and were sufficiently strong to keep their

2
wages up, and to keep the weavers out." All the witnesses

before the Committee of 1834 who were questioned on this

were firm on this point. "Have many of the Hand-loom .'savers

gone into factories? No; the whole of' the trades have com¬

bined, and it is impossible for a weaver to break in upon

them.'* And again, "Every trade finds it has a redundancy,

and a combination is formed to shut out anyone who is not

connected with their own families, end it requires greet

interest to get ill. "4
_

1. Kep.1834, M.E. Q.991.
2. "1 do not know scarcely a trade in Glasgow that uas not

combined for the support of their wages." Ibid. Q.1J92
This is coni ir-aed by' evidence in the "eports on Combina¬
tions 1825-i 1838, and the "e ort by the Assistant Commis¬
sioners on Hand-loom caving in 1839.

. He . C. 1833 . . ,11V10. ' ep. 1859, p.55.
4. ?e. . 1834 . .. ...1042.
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Then in the second place the number 3 engaged in weaving

the chant cloths made them so ver.y ehaa - indeed that it seamed

to the critics mite impossible that even combination could

have squeezed n higher ware out of the trade, but in other

sections of the trade where unions had been established the

wages were ver, - much higher. A witheso who had this subject

vor„ much at heart voiced the general feelings of the weavers

ween he said. "Our opponents generally say that n yard of

muslin is so very cheap that it is impossible that you can

live comfortably in producing it, but we have learnt that

there ore a number of other branches employed in the producing

of a yard of cloth, from the raw material till it comes into

consumption, and that, through the effects of combination,

those employed in producing, that yard of cloth hove the means

of protecting themselves, and that, through those means, they

g
ere enabled to be comfortable while we or© miserable." "*

1. "How I apprehend that combinations have had a wonderful
tendency to keep up the price of wages in other branches.
Now it is certainly true that every ian, except the weaver,
that is employed in mbing any piece con earn his 2us a
week. I believe the average earnings of every cdult-
labouror in making any piece, the moulder, the mechanic,
the spinner, the dyer, the calico-printer, and I may say
that every species of labour that is bestowed upon any
piece receives an equivalent for their labour at t ;e rate
of £0/'- a -week upon it, except tue weaver. Ibid. .5737.

2. hep. C. ,w. 1333, . . ^.1173*.



It is bard to see now a successful combination could

hove : ooia achieved among the weavers but undoubtedly its

at sance put tbo weaving trade at a great disadvantage to

other trades, not only because of the lack of bargaining

power but also, and perhaps more injurious, by making it

nil too frequently the repository of labour which they

excluded.

ourthly, some contribution to the swollen ronka of

the weaving trade was undoubtedly mode by the employment in

the trade of women and children. This in part follows from

the previous discussion. It was obvious that women and chil¬

dren, especially of weavers' families, would take to the trade.

If they could get in nowhere else, thep could get in there.*"
ut many children wore put to weaving whose parents wore

2
following quite different trades. The reason usually given
1. "*o you think that the other trades which hove been united

lor the purpose of preventing depression of wages, or if
possible the over-increase of hands coming to their trades,
would be willing to nave the children of weavers sent by
the government, and at the exi-ense of the governmen t to
acquire a knowledge of tuese trades'?' "ho, ...'it would
not be a desirable interference?'' "It would be most awful;
it would create a rupture in society; the, would be up in
arms at once." Rep. 1834, M. IS. Qq. 5274 and 5276.

2. Ibid. Q.2584.
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was that in the country districts end sail towns there wo a

1
nothing els© to put them to. A truer reason would probably

be that there was nothing, els© to put them to so young.

Probably at no other trade could they make a comparable wage

so young. It seems likely therefore that some of the younger

children who were weaving were not destined to stay permanent¬

ly in the trade but were merely put to it for a year or two,

to earn n few shillings a week, saxa until they were old

enough, and strong enough, to follow their fathers' trade.

It would be interesting to know what was the proportion of

young children to older children weaving. It seerts that the
'

p
age of entry had been getting earlier.~ Children of 7 end

0-/could be found sitting daily at their looms. The effect of

the Factory Act of 1333, in prohibiting the labour in textile

factories of children under nine years of age, would probably

be to strengthen this tendency of employing young children

in weaving and in the other domestic industries.

1. "Do you know that in the country districts the agricultural
labourers end others send their children to weave? And in
those districts the children of the hand-loom weavers are

almost invariably brought up to the loom?" "Yes, because
they have nothing else to put them to." Ibid. $flglo84 and
1085

2, one of the manufacturers of the period seems to confirm
this. "Are not the young children brought to work upon
the loom at on earlier age than they were formerly?" "I
should think they are." Ibid. p.1512.
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In Glasgow, whore the opportunity existed, the weaver

often sent his children, especially daughters, to the power-

loom factories.1 Jut in the country districts there was no

sueh outlet. The resent1© of children, and of women, working

on so many looms, amounting to about half the total," inevitab¬

ly affected the industry adversely. It is noteworthy that

in the heavy linen and woollen branches, where women and

children were not employed, wages were markedly higher. The
0

women and children were invariably engaged in the plain cottons,

and supplied labour to the already overstocked pool of un¬

skilled labour in that field.

The women who actually wove at the loom seem to have

been the wives of the Irish, rather than the Scottish weavers,

and do not seem to have been great in number, Sut most of the

wives helped in the trade by winding pirns, thereby earning

for themselves an average of 1/6 a we k, and keepiiig the

hand-looms constantly supplied with bobbins. There does not

seen to hove - sen any complaint that the women competed with

men for work, but of course ev©r„ contribution of labour to
1. "In Glasgow where there are power-looms, the girls have

a for better c mnce of being employed, but the boy a remain
the some." lany of tae children oi the hand-loom weavers
are sent to the power-loom weaving; man, of their daughters;

- and it is trie umpport that they bring into s family that
enables a weaver in the neighbourhood of Glasgow to live."
Ibid. .j.2324 and 1083.

£. dee above Ch, i. p. H
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the already overstocked market lowered the rate of remunera¬

tion for all. In this connection it ought to be added that

the weavers took grave exception to the use of weaving in

prisons as a suitable trade to which to set prisoners. In

the depressed state of their industry they felt it hard that

they should have to face the competition of the low rices

of prison work. It is not likely that this competition made

much real difference to their state but they felt it was an

injury which could more easily be removed than most of their

troubles, end that it was particularly unjust in view of the

fact that there were in any case for too many hands in the

trade already.

At the same time as t *e supply of hands was becoming

excessive the demand for their labour »oa diminishing. This

arose from a variety of reasons. The weavers themselves were

inclined to place high amongst these the effect of t.e Corn

Laws of 181- , and ardently wished for their repeal. The
1. 'The operation oi she lews ail ecting tue importation of

corn was stated bv. the itnesses of all classes, with
scarcely ru exception, to be most injurious to the hand-
loom weavers, as"well as to their immediate employers.
To this cause the gradual deterioration of their condition
was generally, and in many cases exclusively, attributed.
It v.oula be~""impossible ter describe too strongly the unanim
rr.d str-uot;. of the feeling on this taint which pervades
the district." "/"-p. 1839 p.192.



abolition of the Corn laws in the ou'a night have w idened

the market for textiles to the extent that the income lost

bp the landlords would be more evenly diffused either at

hone or abroad, r.t ao" : t here v.oulu have ' een a redietriiu-

tion of income cud also ox. increase in the total of income.

Cliio uc& vl.c.t the weavers hoped for, but v. ether it would

have been to the advantage of the textile industry in con¬

suming more of its goods would hcv• defended on the relative

consumption of the lendholding classes as against the rxnu-

facturing population. It was though! that abolition would

almost certainly increase foreign demand for manufactures

because the effect of increased import of corn would be to

increase tir incomes of foreign j,ro...uc ;rs. Of course ritioh

textile producers would have to com. ete v itl domestic .pro¬

ducers for the higher demand. It cannot be assumed that -

abolition, hr d it i . cap in IV "C, it ..of of i'VO, would

auto.catically .-..eve aided the weavers but on balance it seems

likely that it would have added to tie demand for their

labour and to that extent Would have lessened their hardship.

It is possible to assess the situation only in the most

general terms.

—A consequence-of" the Corn bewsmvh-feh-was frequently

complained of, by the entire manufacturing population as well
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03 by th^ weavers, was that by compelling foreigners to

manufacture for themselves, at lower prices, what thej

could not afford to purchase from ;ritein,they not only

drove rit a in out of the custom of these countries, but aloo

out of third markets. The dangers and rigoura of foreign

competition were thereby said to be greatly increased,

hat exactly the dangers of foreign competition in

weaving were is obviously of great importance to any study

of the trade. but there is very little information on the

purely Scottish side of this question and for the most part

it con only be looked at from the angle of the weaving trade

of the United Kingdom as o whole. It is possible indeed that

the general influences outweighed in importance those that

ere eculiar to Scotland, but to be sure of this one would

need to know the degree of dependence of the bcottiah weaving

trade on overseas markets, end whether it diverged significant¬

ly from the average for tae country. This is not known.

During the period 1815-1845 there was a great increase in

the quantity of textiles ex .-orted. Very largely this was en

extension of cotton exports. bxports of woollen goods

(with one or two exceptions, including wool and cotton

-mixtures! did not participate in—this expansion, - hut there

was o substnntini rise in the export of linen cloth after
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1830. The movements of exports over the period are shown

in Tables 1, 11, end 111, shown below

Table 1
ft port s of Cot , on Manufacture a from the U.K.. 1815-1044.

■ •

fenrip Average Cotton Yarns j Piece Goods Piece Goods
for

m. Ibe. rn. yards. '-.rn.

1810-19

1820-24

14.1

26« 4

£27.4

293«4

14.3

13-5

1025-29
, - • . • !

■; . AQ j

1830-34

46.3

70-2

347«0

475-8

12»4

12-9

1835-39

1840-44

99.0

131.6

629* 6

848.2

15.4

15.4

Table 2
ot - orta of linen Cloth and Yarn ..from the II. b. 1815-1844.

"Yearly Average Cloth
for Quantity

n. yards
Value
*

T*

Yarn
n. Ibe.

... ■ . \
1820-24 5 0» 3 — — —

1825-29 53- 0

183u-34 62» 6
n

2.4 " i ^ 31.5

1835-39

1

76.2 £.8 9.4

1840-44 84»9 £•8 24.4

1. Includes exports of Irian linen. Also, includes »ailclotu.
2. Declared value of exports in 1834 only. ...uentity exported

xn that err was 67.8 n. yards.
3. Qxporta in 1834 only.
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To bio 3
x; ort o of ■ oollen Goods fro a the U.K. , 1815-1844.

1 2 3 4

—

5

jYeorly Average
for

.

Total value
^

of exports.
•

• • •

■ . .. ' ■.;

Cloths

ooo

pieces

stuff S
oollen or

orsted
000

pieces

Carpets

0 JO

yds.

1015-19 -3 . <!
V-1
1 1

:VH ....1 474 704 804

1820-24 6*0 37 0 1U64 761

1825-29 5*2 357 1028 1000

1830-34 5-4 4 68 1506 663
4

1835-39 6*2 542 1429 867

1840-44
—

, ,i

6*3 230 2128 761

1. The values in column £ ore total values of ell manufactured
woollen goods, excluded yarn, exported, it covers a
wider range of goods than t.oae shown in the remaining
three columns.

One striking fact, observable both in cotton arid linen

exports, is the stability of the value of exports in the face

of tremendous expansion in the quantity exported. This was

a period of a downward trend in prices, but by far the most

important factor at work was declining coat of production.

Thus in spite of the much greater increase in the quantity of

cotton exports compared with linens and woollens, the relative
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importance of the various textiles in total exports remained

practically unaltered during these years. In the period •

1820-24 cotton goods (including yarn) amounted to 46" of

the total value of Iritish exports, and other textiles

accounted for 23 In the period 184 0-44 the corresponding

percentages v ere 46 "' and 22 ? and there was almost no varia¬

tion in the interveiling years.

In all classes of textiles there was a very great in¬

crease in the export of yarns. The rate of growth in the

export of cotton yarn was very much greater than in piece

goods. This was a reflection of the earlier progress of

mechanisation in the spinning process, and of Britain's lead

in this development.^"
The importance of exports to the textile trades was

very greet; although the proportion of output exported at

this period was not as high as it was to become later in the

century. It has been estimated that during these years about

half of the cotton nanufacture (i.e. including yarn) was

g
exported. Gcotlond probably participated f.uliy in this

trade. e have a statement t.iat of the 105 million yards

of cotton cloth produced in Glasgow in 1818 nearly one half

1. The effect of yarn exports on the weavers' position is
discussed below pp 52-3.

2. -llison, The Cotton Trade of Greet Britain, p.60.
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wet. exported.1 ;ost of this cloth was woven on hand-looms.

In that year the number of power-looms in the city was only
O

2380, against about 19,000 hand-looms."

There are no figures to show whet proportion of the

totel production of linen cloth was exported. It is known

that between 1320 and 1825 about one quarter of the linen
3

goods shipped from Ireland went to overseas destinations.

(The remainder was retained in Britain). In 1833, according
4

to Porter, the amount of linen, sailcloth and bagging shipped

from Dundee was 60 million yards, probably equal to the entire

shipments from Ireland. ut only a fraction of this would

represent consignment to oversees markets. A witness before

tne select Committee of 1834 thought that most of the cloth

woven in the "astern Countries was for the home market, al¬

though of the output of Dundee itself more thdn half went

abroad.*' The mar; et for heavy canvasses and coarse linen
fabrics was principally at home,° but some bagging went

1. Cleland, "The Rise arid Progress of Glasgow, pp. 237-239.
2. This figure is the (rounded) total of hand-looms in

Glasgow and its suburbs in August 1019. Not all these
looms ~ere occupied at that time. However it is not clear
whether the total of loo million yards included production
for Glasgow carried out in other towns. If this were the
case the total number of hand looms involved in this

output would have to be increased considerably.
3. Porter, Progress of the Nation (1847 Bdn.) p.228.
4. Ibid. p.2,3u.
o. Hep. 1834. i.: . .q.3459-3460.
6. 'op. 1839. p.187.
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ebroed.^ Irobebly the export market web of greater importance

in quality trade; for instance, a very high proportion of

the damasks woven in and around Dunfermline went to foreign

markets. According to the Assistant Commissioner (Harding)

in 183P, nearly one half of Dunfermlinefa output went to the

United States.*'

information is most scanty in the case of wool.

icCullough put the total value of .-.oollen manufacture at

£26 millions. Exports at that time were in the region of

£10 millions. It is probable that the proportion of exports

would be higher then then earlier in the century and this

would indicate that during our period the export market was

of less importance to weavers of woollen cloths than to
4

cotton weavers.

Finally, the silk-weaving trade, in which ucotland hod

a share, had oversees markets, but exports of silk goods were

not large. In the eight ©en-twenties they amounted to well

under half a million pounds, although they rose in the

thirties.

On the question of the competition that faced these

Iritish woven goods in foreign markets it is probably true

1."Hf^7"l8M 14. E. ."34577
2. ^op. 1839 .135.
3. cC lloug.h, Commercial Dictionary, p. 1428.
4. Thi is borne out by Demons Dep. 1039 p.56.
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to soy that, treating Britain ns a unit, the moat important

competition come from the domestic weaving tradeo of import¬

ing countries. That is to so,; that with certain exceptions,

there were no other groat exporting nations in the field.

This was certainly the cose in cotton? here, as one witness

pointed out to the 1834 Committee, it was "Glasgow versus

holt on in the markets of the world.Cotton-weaving abroad

wea increasing, of course assisted in part by yarns spun in

.ritain, but the expansion was riot as rapid as in i-ritain

and at this period such production was aimed primarily at

home markets.

In woollen goods, the export trade was of much longer

standing and had not been subject to such rapid recent growth

as cotton, here again Britain was predominant as an exporter

and again the main competition was with the domestic industries

of the other countries. It seems to have I ©en principally in

linen and silk that the corresponding British trades met most

competition from other exporting countries, Germany, and to
2

some extent Russia, were exporters of linen cloth," In silk

goods the dominating position was held by France.
1. Rep, 1034. .K. .. 707.
2. bee Rep.1834 .b. b,3457. Certain kinds of linen goods -

"Russia a" and Osnaburgs - were produced in, end exported
from, the places from which they^took their name. The
Scottish and Irisa equivalents were classed as "imitations"
oiid did not command as high a price.



In the following Cable, the importation of text ilea

into New York, from rit-oin, Germany end France, for the

I eriod 1829-51 ia given. America wsa an important market

for textiles, and the relative importation froca these throe

European countriea probably gives a fair indication of their

relative strength at this time.

Table 4
The Average Annual Amount, by value, of Textiles imported
into the Town of New York, from Britain, France and Germany,

1829-1851.

[Art icle from

b-reat Britain
0.0. 3 .

from
France
6000. a.

!
from

Germany j
5oo0. 3.

Cloths Kerseys 591* 5 62*7 3*7

Other oolle. '-If re a 432*9 GO* 3 16* 2

Manufacture of
Cot ton 1114-9 172*9

-

105* 0

Do. wilk 96* 9

'

943* 0
(

7.3

Do. Flex 242*3 57*5
, ' , ----- --|

37*2

Do. Hemp 52.1

1. Tables of the "evenue, 1'onulation and Co amerce 'of the
U.N. and its Dependencies, lart 11, p.617.
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In many of the countries to which British .oven foods

were exported there was a domestic cloth industry. This

was not everywhere the case; in places like Brazil and the

British est Indies, important outlets for British textiles,

there was probably a negligible amount of indigenous weaving.

But in all the Ouropeon countries, in the United states, and

in the uastern markets, the British weaver whose products

were exported was frequently in competition with the indigen¬

ous weaver. In many of these countries - especially the

European ones and the United states - the domestic industry

received protection."*" Also, a fact of some relevance to the

question of competition, in many European countries hand-loom

weaving only existed as a separate trade in the fancy trade.

Plain weaving was carried on largely as a supplementary employ¬

ment , or in conjunction with small-scale farming. Under such

conditions, competition would tend to be sustained even under

severe price competition. To use the economist's tern, the

supply of such labour would tend to be inelastic.

But in general the foreign competition which the trade

faced was not, with the exception of one or two branches,

vorj fo rmid ab1e.

It remaina t./ consider the broad miiuences of the foreign

trade, on the position ol the hand-loom weaver at hone. From
n In rBfr th~""ohly'"country"ursuiiTg~a~co~pleFeTy~freeTr'an

policy was Switzerland. Zee Uep, 1839 p.Ilk.
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one i oiiit of view tae existence of foreign marketa would

appear to nave been beneficial to the hand-loom weavers as

it would provide vents for their goods. This would be

particularly the case after 1330 when the power-loom was in¬

creasing rapidly and making its competition felt in tne

hand-loom trade. The fact that the power-loom cloth found

markets abroad mitigated to that extent the effects of its

increased competition on the hand-loom weavers' income. It

expanded the market end therefore helped to sustain prices.

But this is not a particularly illuminating way in which

to view the place of foreign trade in the industry over the

period as a whole, end especially in the earlier years. The

year 1315 found Britain specialised in the product ioxi of

textiles. There was already a considerable export trade; of

long-standing in the cose of wool, more recent in linen, and

very recent in cotton. uring the years of war when Continen¬

tal countries hod been cut off from su plies of rew cotton,

and tic pound sterling bed been depreciated, the cotton indus¬

try had been stimulated to the point where a continuing nigs

volume of export a was necessary simply to keep in employment

large numbers of weavers in the industry. These men were

committed to the trade end could not readily troxiSfor them-

selves to oriy other occupation.
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rising, -he^ were dependent on foreign markets in order

to maintain even the meagre standard which they were

enjoying.

One definite disadvantage of dependence on foreign

markets may have been that foreign demand was possibly more

unstable then home demand. Certain foreign markets were

probably subject to a high degree of instability, arid any

sections of the trade t,,at were especially dependent on these

would suffer. There was a considerable decline in the total

export of cotton manufactures between 1825 and 1826, and

this was the cause of much distress among Scottish hand-loom

weavers, 3ut certain markets fell for more than the average.

The decline in total exports was about £0% but shipments to

the U.S.A. fell by a third, and to another important market,

brazil, by nearly iu

In conclusion, something should be said on a point raised

by oymona, one of the bcottish Hand-loom weavers Assistant

Commissioners in 1839,He points to the two years, 1836 and

1837, as showing an increased export of cotton yarn coupled

with a fell in the export of cotton woven goods. This was

said to be "proof of the progress of the competition of

foreign weavers with our-own," t he imp lieat ion being that the

1. Rep. IS~9™v: ~
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export of yarn adversely affected the position of the

British weaver. But merely to look at the movements of ex¬

ports in e pair of years like this was quite misleading.

It is true that yarn exports were rising rapidly: between

1815-19 end 1840-44 they rose nearly tenfold. But over the

period as a whole exports of woven goods also increased con¬

siderably: between the seme two sets of years they almost

quadrupled. Hence the most that exports of yarn could be

said to do was to slow down the rate of increase of exports

of manufactured goods. Still, on a wider view, the export

of yarn did increase the competition which the British hand-

loom weaver had to meet. Up to the eightenn-thirties the

most spectacular effect of machanization was to cheapen the

cost of spinning. The export of yarns from British spinning

mills meant that the benefits of this development were made

available to the foreign weaver. He was enabled to partici¬

pate in the increased demand for the services of the weaving

trade consequent upon a fall in the total manufacturing costs,

due to the mechanization of spinning. But in the later part

of our period any contribution which this might be considered

to make to the distress of the British hand-loom weaver was

probably outweighed by the growing, competition of^ tHe

power-loom.
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The assumption has generally been 'node that the intro¬

duction of the power-loom meant the end of the hand-loom.

And clearly in the end this wen so. . ut the remarkable

feature of the depression of the hand trade is that the com¬

petition of the power-loom only began to be really felt when

t. . trad© was already in o very wretched state. The entry

of the power-loom, on any considerable scale, comes late in

the history of the decline of the hand-loom weaving industry)

and much too late for it to be considered the sole, or even

the 'noin, cause of the decline. Obviously indeed tnere were

several causes, of which tne power-loom was one, all contri¬

buting to the same end, but it seems a istaken view to think

of the entry of the power-loom into the weaving, trade as

summarily disrupting a flourishing hand trade; it was already

seriously depressed, neither contemporary opinion nor present

research bear out the view that the power-loom played any pert

in producing the v rtec led situation of the trade during the

period 1815-1525.

eaving by power really dates from the beginning of the

ineteenth Centur,. . Ccrtv/rig}v6~ra Invention of 1785—Jtrr pra©—

tic-e id not work. The credit oi producing the first -working
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loom is attributed by bdward Semes, the historian of the

industry, to Mr, Robert Millar of Glasgow in 1798."^ His

improvements were incorporated in subsequent machines pro¬

duced by Messrs. Redeliffe end Ross, Mr, Thomas Johnson,

and r. H. Horrocks, ell of btockport, who between them

2
devised various techniques to meet the early difficulties,"
1. There may be some doubt on this point. The Records of the

Incorporation of esvers in Glasgow, printed under the
title of 'Old Glasgow eavers', make the following state¬
ment "The power loom was introduced to Glasgow in 1773,
by Mr. James Louis Robertson of Dunblane, who set up two
of them in Argyle street, which were set in motion by a
large Newfoundland dog performing the part of a gin-horse."
But later we find, "John Robertson, a Pollockahaws po^ er-
loom tenter in several letters sent to the Glasgow Herald
in January, and February 1371 stoutly contests the accuracy
of this statement ... and says that a man named Adam
Einloeh, whom he net in 1845, and who was then 35 years
of age, "made the first two power-looms taat ever were
made in the world, and drove them with the use of a
crank, by his own hand, in a court off the Gallowgote in
1793." Old Glasgow '••eavers. bdited by R. McSwan, 1905,
ppf. 131.

2. One stubborn problem was to find a fool-proof method of
stopping the loom, when the weft thread broke or the
shuttle was ccugut in the shed, without causing the sudden
shock to damage the fabric or the' loom. This difficulty
was evidently not completely overcome until 1342. Another
problem was to keej. the warp dressed with starch (to bear
the strain of the shuttle constantly flying, across it)
without having to employ a man for each loom so that there
was no saving in cost. The hand-weaver performed this
operation afresh about every yard and it took up time,
"..the fine weavers must be good dressers, or else they
cannot be good weavers." Rep. 1334, M.K. .,.,5881, The
operation was cut out on the power-loom by dressing the
warp by a " aizoing"—or "dressing"-;?wc hir n before it was
placed in the loom.
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Meverthelesa adoption oi the power-loom was slow. "both

loom end sizeing machine had been brought to a comparative

degree of perfection in 1805; but in 1313, eigat years leter,

it is estimated that not more then 2,100 power-looms, with

about 100 aizeing machines are in use in the whole country.'1
between 1813 and 1820 power-looms increased rt a more

rapid rote end by 1820 there were in nglend and Scotland

together e total of 14,uoo looms. The fable given below

shows the increase in the number of power-looms between

the years 1820 and 1335.

1. Wllliatt Fairbsirn. The Kiae end progress of Manufactures
end Commerce in Lancashire and Chesire. p. CCX1V.
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Table 5

Numbers of Power-Looms in Operation, with Hand-Loom
Equivalents, 1820-1035.

1

Year

2

England

■' '':H —— mm!

3

Jcotland
:

Vuimiii 'in-

4

Ireland

5

Total

6
4

Hand-Loom

Equivalent

132 O1 12,150 2, 000 14,150 28,000

18291 45,$00 10,000 55,000 166,500

1333 2 85, 009 14,970 99,979 300,000

18353 97,564 17,721 1,516 116,301 350,400

1. Given in E. Beines, 'History of the Cotton .'lanufacture' „

The original source was a manufacturer and commentator on
the cotton industry named Kennedy.

2. o.C. C.M.J. 1833. M.E.
3. As reported by the factory Commissioners in 1835.
4. These figures ere very approximate and ore calculated

on the following basis:

1820 1 Power-Loom = 2 Hand-looms

1829, 33, 35 1 Power-Loom = 3 Hand-looms
These ratios are based on statements by Haines Op.cit. p.Llf
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In column 6 a rough figure has been given of the hand-

loom equivalent a of the power-looms in existence. If we

recall that throughout our period the number of hand-looms

in the cotton industry was between 200,000 and 250,-000 it

will be seen that in 1320 the lower-loom figures are not

important compered to the hand-loom capacity. Therefore at

that time end probably up till about the year 1825 the dis¬

tress in the hand-loom weaving industry was not due to the

power-loom. It was moat probably due to the combination of

the over-sup, ly of labour to the trade with falling prices

for the finished roducta. By 183? however, as the tabic

shows, the growth of the power-looms had increased the hand-

loom capacity by at least loo', and therefore simply from

the point of view of the supply of cotton goods, end regardless

of their coat-reducing influences, thep were bound to be

affecting tue position of the hand-loom by that time.

• The power-loom by 1830 was perfectly able to produce

successfully all kinds of plain fabrics, and some patterned.

It could easily have taken over much of the hand-loom work

end done it as well, if not better. According to Guest,

the cloth made by the power-looms, "when seen by those manu¬

facturers who employ hand-weavers at once excites admiration,

and a consciousness tne't their own men cannot equal it." 1
1. Guest. :istor^ of t;,e Cotton Manufacture p.46.
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;ven the beat hand-weavers could not . roduce a cloth oi

entirely uniform evenneso throughout, the reason being

that a stronger or weaker blow with the lathe immediately

elters the thickness of the cloth, and oft or an absence it

would be impossible ior e weaver to start off again with

exactly the seme strength of blow as the one with which he

left off. In consequence of its evenness power-loom cloth

became so popular that dishonest manufacturers sometimes

stamped "power-loom" on hand-woven cloth. Yet the progress

of the power-loom in the patterned trade was slow. As late

as IS?5 we find hainee writing, "..although this machine has

for more then ten years been well adapted for weaving of all

kinds of plain, silk, linen, woollen, and worsted goods, and

all patterns of those fabrics not requiring more than 12 .

teddies end If sheds, and in some patterns upwards of 50 sheds,

and wonting -with one or two shuttles, yet it is comparatively

lit tie used in anp of those manufactures,It was still

kept e ployed on plain cloths end calicoes and coarse cloths

until the lest years of our period." The explanation can

only lie in the extreme lowneso of the hand-loom wages,

couples with the higher costs of weaving the fancy goods by
1.—S-r Baines, History of tue Cotton Manufacture 1838, p.239.
r. The po. or-ioom did not compote at all in the woollen

industry fore 1039 end only c vor. little in the fane, tch*
trade* in the riuslin branch.



power-loom.

Nevertheless the fancy trade was not unaffected by the

increasing power-loom production of plain cottons after 1330.

In the first place although the power-loom did not compete

directly with the harness weavers it did so indirectly by pro¬

ducing cheap cotton cloths as alternatives to their silks,

and linens, for instance the use of linen-shirt inf. was giving

v.t„ to cot ton-shirting. ..nd in the second place the pressure

of power-loom competition in the plain trade tended to drive

more and more weavers into the fancy trade."'" The result was

that wages were low, and although not as low as those

branches in direct competition with the power-loom they were

very low indeed compared to those of other trades which de¬

manded a com: arable degree of skill. In this connection it'

might be pointed out that no wages were lower than those of

the checked pullicate and gingham weavers with whom the power-

2
loom did not come into competition at ell. The fact of the

matter was tjiat tne existence of the power-loom in the cotton

industry, reducing costs and increasing, output yearly, was

l7~C. 1834 . "iq. 4371^43731 "
2. This was a branch oi the plain weaving which for long

defied the power-loom though mastered tbith ease by young
children. The main cause of the depression in this branch
must "be ascribed—to- that very fact, that it was tremendous¬
ly overstocked by every kind of unskilled labour; men
women and children.
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affecting the whole of the textile trade, whether the power-

loom was actively engaged in a particular branch or not.

ltd effect upon the industry may be summed up as three¬

fold. firstly it competed directly wita the weaver who made

plain cottons and lowered his wage accordingly. secondly

it reduced the dorand for so weavers when the cloths they

wove, such as linen shirtings, become superseded by more

popular power-loom cloths. bad thirdly it had the tendency

to drive the intelligent weaver out of the plain trade alto¬

gether and into the fancy trade, where the weavera though

not in direct competition with the power-loom were then
/

faced with over-crowding. In short? it low ores the wages of

some branches directly, and it must be re crded aa indirectly

lowering the wages of all, by ..lacing on the moruet an alterna¬

tive choice to hand-made goods, whether cotton, silk, linen

or 'wool, of cues- v. ell-produced cotton cloth.

nevertheless, it should be borne in mind that the

weight of contemporary informed opinion, both within the

trade and without, was decidedly against attributing the

whole of t-.e depressed state of the industry oft or 1325 to

the effects of the power-loom. And the conclusion reached
— — -

T —

I y tne Commissioners- after studying the evidence collected

in 183S tears this out. "concluding their observations on



the subject of the ower-boom 'our Co mittea bag, again, to

be listinctly understood that nothing cnn to further from

tueir opinion than that the ho.wi-loom weaver, in certain

l-ranches of the trade, can ultimately resist t e effects pro-

Juced by the introduction of the power-loom. All they have

contended for, and that is supported by the Evidence before

the -t, is that the pow er-loom of itself would never have been

the cause of such immediate widespread misery and list reus as

that of which the hand-loom weavers now so reasonably complain

They repeat toe opinion, that other causes, wholly apart and

listinct from tho power-loom, have tended to aggravate their

difficulties, and that if tney had had to contend with the

power-loom rlone, t ae difficulties, although they light

have been sufficiently apparent, would have been greatly

ait igst ad, 1,1
one final comment light be added. It will be seen from

columns 2 and 3 of Cable 5'" that the lower-loom expanded .tore

rapidly in ngland t arm in Scotland after 1325. Phis - of

course cannot be held to nave effected the total market for

the Scottish. lend—loom weaver's labour r.ny the ies«, but it

lid mean that there were fewer opportunities of employment in

tnff power factories for his family,—and - avout ua1iy- for himself

I7"Ifip7"lGbsr7ReJT"p. TO~
2. Above p. 57.
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Thus the slower rate of power-loom expansion eftor 1825

probably raedo the depression relet ivoly more severe in

Scotland.

One possible explanation of Scotland's lag in the

application of power may lie in the high numbers of very

ana11 manufacturers in the trade, the "small corks", who

though they could continue to employ the outworker or the

hand-loom factory could not raise the necessary capital to

in at e 1 mo ch inery.

There was no hindrance of any kind to any men's setting

up as e manufacturer provided he could purchase " a winding-

machine end a werping-mill and get credit for a skip of

yarn.1,1 In the early flourishing days of cotton-weaving it

had been by no means uncommon for a weaver to set aside from

his wages sufficient within a few years to set-up as a master,

and to hire out two or three looms to journeymen. From there

he might easily progress to being e prosperous manufacturer.

John KtJlgan (c retired muslin-manufacturer of Glasgow) said

that more persons rose to wealth and eminence out of hand-loom
a ~77i£7o7~~———
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weaving t Tan "all the other trr ies." "I could • 4.) or*
«

G'. :eo;le who were hand-loom weavers >-.ho are now men of

cr jit el nn d character filling high situationa. Two late

Lord .1 rovoats of Glasgow (?-?onteith end Dalglaieh) were hand-

loom weavers in my remembrance. It mot have been an en-

cour aring picture, but it ha d unfortunate effect * upon the

trr do. : lopes of aucc a saful enterprise, -nonoevoring on little

ccpito1, drew many into tne trade who had not the neons to 'o&

2
there. Their cr.oital was small, t.:.<\. .v.I no reserves, and

were totally unable to meet the ups rr.-l down-:, of the trade.

3ut small though these firms uor^-y In sine and score of

operation, their influence or, the trade was said to be very

3
greet.' In any reduction of wages it was generally a. small

house that led the way, in any recession of trade it was

generally the little houses toot were the first to reduce
1. . . 1834 ,.166.
2. " e novo got a great number of manufacturers. k great many

of them save little or no capital; the,, give out the work,
which is the same fabric rs the man above him, at lb or
12 pc. lower; he goes to toe nrket and undersells him
who is above him; he that is above is under the necessity
to come down to him end he that is below keep-a at the seme
distance. -'ho price of weaving is ; aid from 6a to Is f>d
lower thru, some other houses.Ibid. ;,,1997.

3. " e have long considered that pert ol our grieve...ce was
caused by the steam-looms, end by the com. atit ion of foreign
manufacturers; but v.e consider that a very trifling natter

- in-eom arison with the home competition tiici. exists among
our costers, and till there is some remedy for that we shall
never be oottor. fUf>. C. . . 18:V f . . ,.11724.
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wage 3.

But more thou this, and more serious, was the fact thot

the small houses frequently were seen to reduce wages when
2

under no apparent compulsion from the state of the trade.

• ages sometimes fell quit a unaccountably. And what statted

the fall was frequently the work of a very small manufacturer.

His cheai goods on the market threatened to undersell his

neighbours and sooner or ieter houses would reduce wages to

be able to compete at the lowered price. Nowhere was the

spirit of competition, so characteristic of the age, more

evident then in the reckless drive of these manufacturers

1. "Those houses, having no large amounts of capital are
frequently obliged to dispose of their goods under prime
coat in order to carry on trade and reimburse themselves
by a fall in the wages of the weavers?" "Thot is the case;
they have not the power of reducing the price of the yarns;
and they always fly to reducing the weavers* wages."
vidence of Ur. Robert Galloway, manufacturer of pullicates
at Lanark.ffy 2561.

£. "Is that circumstance within the up here of your observation
that the fails of wages have been sometimes capricious,
that they have not been necessary according, to the state
of tho market?" - "Yes I believe so;. they have proceeded
from the avoriciousneso of individuals, low-paying houses
as they ore called." "Do you agree with .previous witnesses
in attributing those capricious fails to what is termed
home-co petit ion?" "The hone-corn -»t it ion is considerable;
in ray observation I hove noticed that these people enter
into business with little capital, and that they do perhaps
as nuch business on loo 1. as tile,, should do on '1,000;
thereby they are the first to reduce the .rices generally,"
flip. 1034 Qig6S8-P,

. Cheap because they ..ere frequently mode from stolen
eft. see below

, . 70.
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to undersell each other in the norKet, regardless of con-

soquence.^ Cloth beer-no cheeper, and wages fell in a never-

ending spiral, Excellent though this was for the population

in general it was a very wretched state of affairs for the

weavers end many of the manufacturera sympathised heartily

but declared themselves powerless to atop a fall without
p

putting themselves out of "business/"

There was at the ue q time considerable variation in

tue trade between whet one house paid and another, largely-

due to the difficulty of knowing what each house was paying
3

for particular work at any one time." This was one of the

1. The weavers felt that the home-competition was particularly
severe in their trade pertly because they hod no defence
against it. They felt their isolation and their lack of
combination very keenly in this connection. Also their
lack oi a general understanding, of the state of trade was
a great disadvantage to them, dee ;heir arguments in
favour of Board a of Trade. Ch. VI. pp. 194-211.

2. " hilst things remain as they are tne better disposed part
of the manufacturers hove no more control over this est
of trade and his country (the small manufacturer) than if
he resided in the moon." From an appeal by weavers to trie
manufacturers and merchants of ianchester. nuoted in
&f,1834 ./•. ;.3P7J3.

3. "I went through the city of Gin ago.-., probably in 100
warehouses on the 2nd of December (1834); not a single
manufacturer said he could not give tue price we demanded,
a very small advance. It as not from foreign competition;
the question which met us was, ..hat is Mr. Ouch-a-one
doing? If he pays it I will do it. I vent into a warehouse
employe . in the trade, that is r. at son's in ontrose Jt;
not one inch of their cloth is consumed in Great 7ri.te.in.
lie did not complain of foreign com etition; he said whet
is such-a-one doing? end ho rose his price of weaving.
Bolr n inch of his goods is consumed in Grert : ritain.
From that and other tilings we consider home-corn; at it ion has
been the principal cause of our ruin, to o certain extent."
Ibid. .1987.
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weaver's - end some manufacturers - strongest arguments in

favour of oords of Trade.1 They claimed that the mutual

irnoronce of manufacturers and weavers as to what prices

others were pacing and receiving invariably worked to the

detriment of the eaver. There may have been some truth in

this in so for as wages were more likely to fall by mutual

consent than to rise by mutual consent, but of course the

reel weakness in the weaver's position was in his lock of

bargaining strength vis 6 vis the manufacturer.

Wages were sometimes not lowered directly, but indirectl

by increasing the length of tne web to be woven at the former
O

price. ages were traditionally paid by the yard*" and not by

the piece, but it seems that the unscrupulous aoster could

give out a we-- stated on the ticket to be such and such a

length when in reality it was several yards longer. In Dundee

the length of hesoian sheeting; had been openly increased by
3

37 yards without a commensurate increase in wages."" John Adam,

a linen weaver of Torfer, told the Committee that "when the

24-porter Uanoburg measured 143 yards it was keeled (measured)

120. I have ser,n/ it neesure 16b yards and only keeled 12C.

If the manufacturer did not attempt fraudulently to practice

1^See Chrypp-. 194=2Ht M2.f^i et it ion of Journeymen ©avers 1811 .4.
3. 7et . 1034. :. h. ~i.34 u2.
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upon the weaver what way the use of him deceiving him by

his keel a and his ticket a?""*" In Dundee the weavers were

generally not paid by the yard but by the 'ell' and one of

their difficultiea was tact there seems to have been no .fixed

length for the ell. This was annoying to the weavers aa it

laid them open to fraud and they were very anxious to have

2
this point finally settled.

Another t, pe of fraud practiced upon the weaver by the

small and recerious manufacturer is described in detail by

James "c'wan, a weaver of ferth, who was himself a victim of

it. 'There is home-competition going on at the present time

ot ierth, by those that make co tries end umbrella ginghams,

and one master has made another almost lay aside trade, by

underselling him at the resent tine; and he is just stopping

for a time to see how the other conducts himself. The one has

been in operation these 16 years, the new competitor for only

3; and that is the one.that has out-done the other. The

practice in ierth is, a manufacturer will commence with s

fabric of 12°° umbrella gingham, at a medium not very stout

or very light but in between them; he will reduce the wages

1. Ibid, ,*.3476. bee also evidence of linen weaver of
Aberdeen Lawrence son. Ibid. ,q.5989-5993. The evidence

- for this fraudulent practice cornea from the weavers on the
East side, and seems to nave existed mainly in the linen
trade, though it was said to happen in cotton too.
Ibid. „. 5991.

2. Ibid. ..34o7-8.
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for the v.eb of 7 cfnta 3 s d, or 6d a cut; Lut when the house

in London complains in any way about the lightness of the

fabric, he will tell the weaver to put a spindle .flora weft

upon the piece, but not a farthing more will he give him

for the weaving, end the weavers become reduced in this way,

although not nominally reduced; and he brings it up nearly

to the old fabric at the close." "This is a kind of fraud

practised upon the weaver?" - "It is clearly a fraud upon

the weaver at the present time ii a mutual agreement is not

made. I engaged for 15 shots, that is 79 shots upon the inch;

now the warehouse said that the agent in London was complaining

upon the fabric being rather light; and he asked me to put

on 84, that was 5 shots more upon the inch, and I asked him

for d more, ana he said lie could not give it. How I as¬

under the obligation, having agreed to do so, of putting on

the 16 shots.""'"

frauds of this *iind created ill-feeling in the trade but

without doubt the most serious form of dishonesty, and the

most damaging to the trade, was the extensive traffic in stolen

yarn. The villains of the piece here were the small manu¬

facturers known as "small corks". These were men but lately

risen from being, operative weavers Irhemselves, mrd. usually

employing only a few weavers, although some might have as

lTTbldT ~946^7." *
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many as 200 on their books. Their peculiar distinction was

that they did not sell their foods in the regular market but

direct to cash warehouses or commission agents. And o further

distinction was that in the great majority of cases they

worked with stolen weft.^
O

Embezzlement of weft was very widespread.'" This was

well-known in the trade. And it was equally obvious that

most of the small houses worked with it. hat is less certain

is whom they got the weft from. Many witnesses questioned

on the point were sure that the weavers frequently succumbed

to the temptation to pass on a spindle of two of weft. The

Procurator-fiscal of laybole who may be supposed to have

known whet he was talking about quotes many examples of the

wa„ in which the weft was disposed of and the extraordinary

1. Rep.13397~p.T67
2. "Is the amount of property stolen, purloined, or embezzled

from cotton-spinning and manufacturing concerns in the
west of Scotland, great or small?" "It is very great, and
to give some idea of the extent in which this traffic is
carried on, I may state, without fear of contradiction,
that some extensive manufacturing establishments in
Glasgow suffer loss, in this way, to the extent of hi,000
per annum at least; and to my certain knowledge the pur¬
chase of goods mode partly from embezzled materials, by
two establishments in Glasgow, amount annually to upwards
of 31,000 1.j and these purchases are mode generally at
a price from 10 to 15 per cent below what the some descrip¬
tion of goods cen be made by a regular manufacturer."
Anew er oT^Cr pt a in Jeffrey, -Superintendent of • 1 olice- in
Corbels of Glasgow to questionnaire on Embezzlement.
Rep. 1839. p.©0.
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difficulty there we a in bringing the offendera to justice.

This was partly due to the apathy of the manufacturer a,

which in turn arose from the difficulty and expense of

obtaining a conviction. And even if a conviction were ob¬

tained most likely U<otii fine or weft or both would b©
1

unrecoverable. Also there was the real difficulty of

2
identifying stolen weft. Apparently in the frocurator-

Fiscel's area ,(Moybole) weft known to be stolen circulated

quite freely end was not only sold to agents and small corks
3

but to private families and stocking-makers. He himself had

no hesitation in naming the weavers and their families as the

main culprit a. "The embezzlement by winders not connected

with the weaver's family is, I am sure, very trifling; while,
1. bee a number of convictions submitted to bymons by the

Chief Constable for Ayrshire. Hep.1839, p.93. Also
Ibid pp.85-92.

2. "How do not the weavers sometimes embezzle' pert of tueir
materials?" Yes, that is frequently the cose."
"Is it not possible for the manufacturers to prevent it
as the law now stands?" "be have not found it so. The
stolen materials may be siezed by officers but the
magistrates cannot convict unless you swear to the pro¬
perty. How, every gentleman here, acquainted with the
business, knows you ccrmot swear to the property; you may
be satisfied it is yours, but you cannot positively swear
to it, therefore the magistrates will not convict.'
Rep. 1834. . bq. 2362 and £363.

3. "It has, for instance, of-late become very common for
private families to purchase Thibet yarn from weavers

~

employed in the manufacture of -shawls-* for t,ne purpose
of making stockings, and from the line texture of this
material, it is preferred to silk and looks equally well.
A great deal of it is bought in this wa„. by private
failles." Rep. 1339. p.88.
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on the other hand, the embezzlement by the weaver or his

wife and family is enormous."*"
on the other hand a pood many witnesses seemed certain

2
that the weavers themselves had little part in the traffic.

They declared that the thieves were the winders. An Agent

writes in to say that the pilferers "are the most abandoned

i characters, (principally those employed to wind weft), who
3

will not work if they can find the means of living otherwise."

And a manufacturer questioned on the point gives the firm

opinion that embezzlement is the work of the winders of pirns;

"weavers seldom know anything of it." The obstacle to

accepting this statement is that so frequently the winders

were the wives of the weavers. Perhaps it is best to leave it

1. evidence of the Procurator-Fiscal of laybole "ep. 1839,
p.85. This is corroborated by the evidence of the Chief
Constable for Ayrshire: "From my own observations, I think
it is the weaver who embezzles more than the pirn-winders;
as I have seen, in searches made in some of their houses,
two and sometimes three, webs or chains, end not one pound
of weft to work the web; and likewise, the quantity of
coops or pirns, which never goes into any persorfs possession
but the weavers, which has been seized, aho s that the
weaver is the principal purloiner of cotton yarn."
Ibia. p.94.

2. There is this equally strong evidence given by a manufac¬
turer in 1834; "'the manufacturers count the weft which
they deliver to the weavers, and when not by count it is
by weight; consequently it will appear to the Committee
that the weaver has not the chance of embezzling in tiie

—seme ti egree-mn/i th warehousemen,—warpers, and other individ-
uais who hove free access to the materials without any
restraint being imposed on them." Rep. 1834, !, C..3360,

3. Rep. 1839. p. 92.
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that embezzlement by weaver end family took place on a very

large scale. Hut it is perhaps only fair to the memory of

the weaver, if not to his wife, to add that the whole course

of embezzlement was of the greatest possible disadvantage

to him and he must have known it. In the first place he

would b© fined if his web was thin, hut secondly and worse,

his wages in general would be lowered because til© small manu¬

facturer could, at the price at which he could buy stolen

weft, undersell the regular manufacturer.^ Some large houses

dealt almost exclusively with these small manufacturers be¬

cause they could buy the goods made up a greet deal cheaper

than they could make them themselves.

The allegations of embezzlement did the weavers' cause

harm and it benefited c few only at the expense of the many.

The witnesses of 1334 wore unanimous in wishing to see an

2
end to it. There were some who felt that something should

1. "Has the traffic in ornbe zlad materials a tendency to re¬
duce wages?" "Tea greatly so. A weaver will steel yarn
from me wnich has cost 3s, and he will sell it to one of
these dealers at Is per pound — he will bring that cloth
into the market, and (sell) in the market at a low price,
and will, in flat times especially, give a sort of
currency to the market; and therefore it has a very serious
effect in reducing wages. It is a very great annoyance
to the honest manufacturers." Rep. 1834, I. ...2367,

2. "Are all res;actable manufacturers and weavers inclined
to hove tiris- state of things put an end..-to?" "I thin& toe
respectable weavers even tore than the manufacturers.
1 think they are more deeply concerned. Ibid. 2368.



be done to check embezzlement only after relief had first

been afforded to the weavers but the more general feeling

was that embezzlement should be stopped by whatever means

possible.^ It did nothing but harm to the trade, and

encouraged the competition among the manufacturers at home,

which in turn lowered the weaving prices and kept the

weavers' wqges on a continuous downward trend.

It must finally be said however that the competition

of the manufacturers at home, ruinous as was its immediate

effect upon wages, was only possible because of the super¬

fluity of hands to choose from. This competition was the

most apparent cause of the depression but it was in fact onl,

a consequence of what I take to be the primary cause, namely

a great excess of labourers over the natural demand. On this

1. "I consider it absolutely necessary that parties guilty of
this crime should be prosecuted at the public expense,
in the same way as those guilty of crimes of a similar
nature. Until this is done there never will be any
effectual stop put to the too general practice of stealing
weft, and selling it again at half its value, to small
manufacturers, who are thus enabled in some measure to
undersell capitalists who are desirous of keeping up the
wages of the weavers at a fair rate, in so far as in their
power to do so." Rep.1839. p.92.



question it moj fairly be said that without pursuing "the

fetish of the single cause", end while fully acknowledging

the many factors that contributed to the depression of the

hand-loom eeving Industry. - most of which have been con¬

sidered here, - pet it seems entirely certain that by far

the most significant end conclusive of these factors was

the unlimited supply of labour, which, from whatever sources

it came, overwhelmed the trade with numbers far exceeding

what could ever conceivably be called a natural or a

reasonable demand.
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CHAPTER 111

IK riiH TRAjh.

ages in the hand-loom weaving industry declined

steadily throughout the first half of the nineteenth

century.

J.C. dyraons in his excellent report on the industry

in the bouth of scot land gives a table shoeing the de¬

cline in wages in the various branches of the cotton in¬

dustry over the years 1810-1830. This trble is quoted

in full below as it in the most authoritative source ol

evidence on the state of wages in the trade during these

1
years.

1. For examples oi wages paid in particular branches of
—trie trade see tables.—2-6, and Table 1 in the Appendix.
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Table 1
Average weekly enr..infs of hand-loor: weaving ro'n 1010-1838, ^
eccordin. to ,,.esc ri. ti.:,. of work n. r letiv"- ..,111 i v. eav ;r.

As collated i'rot: ^nnufact ;.,rero' booku and re;,or,t-rsd by
. L.k • i k ■; \ • v Co' ,i.c,ra 1°'P.
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6/9 11/3
77-i1/3

8/6 16/9
3/613/6

9/6
?/-

10/6
8/6

7/7
5/6

i«29
1830

8/-
7/6

6/6
G/-

7 /il
6/5

6/5
5/3

11/3
lo/6

8/6
7/9

11/6
12/6

8/9
9/6

8/9
8/-

5/8
6/3 18/- 15/-

1331
1832

7/6
7/-

6/-
.. h/9

"

6/5
rf/9

5/610/ 6
4/210/6

7/9 13/6
7/6 12/2

10/0
9/9

8/-
8/-

6/9
5/6

18/-
18/-

15/-
1S/'

1833"
1834

b/ 6
7/3

5/3
0) /6

6/6
Q/i

5 A
5A

10/6
10/ 6

7/617/6
7/4 I ;/6

Is/2
9/8

8/6
8/j-

7/8
o/lO

17/-
15/-

14/-
13/-

1335
1836

7/9
7/6

| 6/8
5/9

8/2
8/iJ

5/9
6/6

l.J/9
10/ 6

7/4
7/-

115/6
11-/2

10/8
17/-

9/-
...8/-

7/2
7/6

IV-
16/9

12/-
12/—

1337
1833

6/6
7/-

4

4/6
7/9
7/6

4/6
4/6

! 9/6
9/6

S/-I13/2
6/-J13/2

3/4
6/6

8/6
j 7/6! '
|

8/-
6/3

16/9
16/9

11/-
11/-

1. In each description of work a high rate and a low rate of
earnin* -• is / i on; the hi,<-h rate • ei; . the aver-e eekly
eernings of skilled -eevors on the Lest vork; the low rate
i oixx th -1 average eekly earnings of inferior .severs on
inferior work.

7. sources The Table is baaed n one given by J.C. hymona,
iiobli. . ni h-Lao , eeveru Co iasion r in his •?; ort oi
I I P. sv! . or t s o 1 ont. • i. ,-.j :> . eover o' Co :isoionors
1 P, :.11.
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While these figures are in themselves striking

enough evidence of the groat decline in wage-rates it

seems possible that even so the rates quoted are too

high. It has been possible to check the figures given

by hymona for the year 1834 with those given by witness
1

before the Select-Committee of that year. Table 2, given

below, places the two seta of figures aide by side.

1. by eona' figures ore quoted from manufacturers only.
The flpurea-Xor 1854 wore given -by
and weavers.
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Average weekly earnings according to description of work,
na reported by various witnesses before the Select Cotraittee
of 1834^set beside earnings quoted by bymons 1839.

1 2

IWM. 1 — ... 1. ■

3 4

Report Glasgow Ging¬
hams <7 I alli¬

es t 33
_

Glasgow Plain
usiina

Paisley
Shawls

Zebras £
Harness

« o X • • e s. *. * s... d

1839 1 6/10%
1 —

; — t " 1 ■ —1

6/7 j 8/10 7/5

1834
L —■

.

3/ Of 2 5/0 3 n / „ 48/ 4 7/10 6

1. bymons' figures have been arrived at by striking an
average of the high and low rates given in Table 1
above.

2. bee Rep. 1834 H,E, Q.2562, evidence of Robt. Galloway,
weaver, end *.2668, evidence of Thos. Mellock, weaver,
Also see Q.1314, evidence of Win. Craig, menufocturer.
Crsig stated that:-
'the everage rate of wages for several years back has
not been, perhaps, above 4/6 - 5/6 a week; the gross
wages not above 5/u,

3. See Ibid. Q.675, evidence of Hugh Mackenzie, weaver, and
.1282, evidence of Win. Buchanan, weaver.

4. See Ibid. Q.890, evidence of Jas. Urr, weover, but C.K.
.2423, evidence of Jas, Stalker, weaver, *ho gives eJ
figure of 6/9 for corresponding work in Perth. Orr'a
figure referred to Glasgow and Paisley where all high -
class work of this description was carried on. In terms
of value of output this was a very small group.

5. bee Ibid. Q.2332, evidence of Thos. iaul, but C.j3.
1787, evidence of Thos. Davidson, manufacturer, ho

gives a figure of 5/u.
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This point is further borne out by a table of wages

handed in by ..illin:* Grcig, manufacturer of ginghams and

pullicates, to the select Committee in 1834. This table

is given below, vith ^ymons' figures alongside for com¬

parison.

Table 3
A comparison of overage weekly earnings ih the weaving of
ginghams and pullicates/as calculated by J.C. Lymons,
Asst. and-Loom savers' Commissioner, with those reported
by a witness to the delect Committee of Enquiry 1834. 1

1,

2,

— —«•_ 1
Earnings reported „ Earnings report¬

Year by Asst. Commissioner ed by witness

s... d s... d
1821 9/6 9/ l\
1822 9/6 7/10>
1023 9/6 7/10V
1024 9/6

_ 8/ 9f
1825 7/6 6/114
1826 6/ 6

_ 6/ 3f
1027 7/6 6/ 3f
1828 6/6 6/ -
1329 - 6/6 4/ 5i
1830 6/- 4/ 9
1331 G/- 4/ 9
1832 5/9 4/ ll
1333 5/3 4/ 5i
1834 6/6 5/ Of

Figures prepared by weavers and handed in by ivm. Craig,
manufacturer, Ibid. p.126.
Figures calculated by J.C. byraons, as shown in this
column, are rates earned by overage inferior weavers on
inferior work, and are given by him a3 an average
minimum, dee Reports of .test, hand-Loom severs'
Commissioner, 1839, p.15.

From n comparison of these two tables it con be seen

that the average wages quoted by Craig are in every case

lower than the wages of inferior weavers quoted by Jy ions
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And when it i3 borne in mind that one half of the weaving

population was engaged on this class of work,^" and that

the country wages were lower than the Glasgow wages, it

seems very probable that the great majority of the weavers

were rather worse off than the Assistant Commissioner's

table indicates.

The wages of linen-weaving ere dealt with by the

Assistant Commissioner, Dr. Harding, who produced the

Report on the East of Scotland in 1839. This is a much

less comprehensive report than Symons', and it does not

treat the question of wages nearly so widely nor so well.

The following table, however, has been compiled from

evidence taken by Dr. Harding, mostly from the books of

manufacturers.

Table 4

Average weekly earnings in the weaving of linens in 1838.
— ——— —

Harness work and
Damasks

Sailcloths, canvas
bagging etc.

Osnaburgs •

2
1st class

2
2nd class 1st class 2nd class 1st class 2nd class

s.. d

12/3
s... d

8/9 HCO0•1 1•
D.

1

s.,. d

8/6
S. • • Ci

7/6
.I,, i. - ——— ——

3. ..

4/-
d

1. Taken from the Appendix to Report of J.D. Harding. See
Reports of Asst. Hand-Loom Weavers' Commissioner pp.198-
212. (passim).

2. 1st class refer to rate of earning of the best hands, 2nd
class to that of "old and inferior workers".

1. See Ch, 1. p. 9.
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Dr„ Harding quotes the decline in wages from 1824-

1830 in the weaving of osnaburgs,in a table which was

furnished to him by a Forfar manufacturer, Mr. David

Littlejohn. Alongside this I hove placed a table handed

in by a Forfar weaver, John Adam, to the Lelect Committee

of 1834.

Table 5
A comparison of average weekly earnings of linen weavers
in Forfar as reported by a manufacturer and a weaver.

——— ?■— ——— ——————-———

fear Rote of earnings reported
by a manufacturer.2

Ptate of earnings re¬
ported by a weaver.3

s... d
1824 12/-
1825 11/-

a,., d
11/-

1826
1827

8/-
9/-

6/6
6/6

1828
1829

10/-
8/- 6/6

r—m -,
. 6/-

1830
1031

87-
3/-

1832
1833

7/-
8/-

5/6
6/3

11834 0/- 6/-

1. Rates are for weaving of 24 Porter Osneburgh.
2. These rotes furnished by David Littlejohn, manufacturer,

to J.D. Harding, Asst. Hand-Loom Weavers' Commissioner,
Lee Rep. 1039, p^210,

3. Lee Select Committee on Hand-Loom Weavers, 1834, M.E.
v..3515, evidence of John Adams, weaver.

While it is true that there were considerable varia-

£
tions in rotes paid by manufacturers, and these findings

cannot be regarded as conclusive because there is no evidence

1. A cheap linen fabric comparable to the gingham and pulli-
cate class in cotton weaving.

2. This was one of the weaver's strongest arguments in favour
of Hoards of Trade. Lee below Ch. Vj.. pp. 194-211.
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that witness Adams worked for manufacturer LittleJohn yet

what the witness says of the rates received for weaving

this fatrie seems to reinforce the point made earlier that

the figures given by the lanufacturers to the Assistant

Commissioners were probably somewhat higher than those

actually being received by their employees*1
A study of tne wages in the various branches of the

industry leads to the conclusion that no connection existed

between the texture or value of the fabric and the weaver's

wage. The price of labour depended on two factors s

strength and skill. '.here either or both existed the supply

of labour was proportionately narrowed, and its price

raised; where the skill and strength required was smell

the wages were low. Of the two factors, the first, strength,

seems to have been the more powerful element in the price

of wages. Thus cheap coarse cloths, like canvas bagging

and sail-cloth, which required great strength in weaving

because of their width and weight, earned the weaver a

higher wage than even the patterned fabrics on the harness

looms requiring great skill and ingenuity.

A table hes been compiled to illustrate this point

and i3 given below. — —~~~~~—
IT" Trhat are' the "averager"wages of "e good""weover in llorTar?Tr

- The very best weaver in Forfar might get about 8s.
clear; but it is only strong stout men that can yake
that sum; the average wages are about 6d. a week .

Hep. 1834. M.E. Q.3515.
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It will lie clearly seen 1nt the highest rates of wages

in each I ranch oi the industry are paid for the class of

work which requires both strength and skill; and that within

this class the highest rates go to work requiring a greater

proportion of strength. Thus brood carpets are paid at a

higher rote than shawls and da'flaska, not because of the

intrinsic value of the articles themselves, nor because of

the skill required in weaving, but because oi tue width end

weight of the fabric woven.

It will be noticed taat the woollen industry, although

conforming to the general principle outlined above, shows

a uniformly higher rote of wages for ell grades of work

then the other three branches of the industry. This extra¬

ordinary difference between the wage3 in the cotion and the

woollen districts is one of the most striking features of

the hand-loon industry of this time. hile the cotton

areas of the west, south-west, ana centre of Scotland

were in grave decline the woollen weaving area of bouth-

Eaat Scotland was exceedingthriving. The wages of the
woollen weavers in Galashield, Hawick, etc., were aore than

100 per cent higher then those of cot on weavers in the

same area. Symons" gives an interesting piece of evidence-

which bears this out. At Galashi Is he found the wages
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ranged from 12a to 17a per wask. At Inverleithan, ten

miles further on, a branch factory weaving the same kind

of fabrica, (trouoer stuffa, woollen tartans etc) paid

similar wages, hut at feeblea, only six miles from

Invarieithaii, he found the average rata of 'wages to

be Gs clear at the most, The fabric woven was muslins.

On being told that three or four of these Ieeblea cotton

weavers had been admitted to the woollen factory at

Invarleithan he went back there and sought them out. They

were employed on lower wages than the regular woollen

weavers, but even so they made lls-Gd per week which was

almost 100 jjor cent more than they made at Peebles.

The Inverleithan factory was a small one and Oymon3

enquired wnatnor cotton workers were admitted to trie woollen

factories of Coiashiel3 but was told that the Gaiasniels

weavers would not permit it."*" He suspected that the manu¬

facturers themsolve a were not in favour of' this either as

they feared that if they allowed wages to foil, as in the

cotton trade, prices would fall also and their profits

with them.

The causes of the high wages in the woollen industry

are not wholly lilebr7, being generaxly~putr'down to the great

i. ncp7~ii3o7~pTa7 "
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demand throughout the count -y for woollen stuffs.'** Sysnons

makes the point that, "The exceeding difference of the

wages earned even among the hand-loom weavers by those

employed on cottons and those on woollens is another

proof of the power over wages which the possession of
2

machinery by the master gives to the artisan . In the

woollen districts most of the looms belonged to the manu¬

facturer and the weaving was done in factories.

The extreme steadiness of the woollen wages over a

long poriod, however, seams to be mainly accounted for

by the absence of two factors which were seriously affecting

the cotton industry. The first was that the Sast of Scot-

lend was largely free from the great influxes of unskilled

Irish who made their way into the weaving industry of the

West. One of the main conclusions of thi3 investigation is

that the hand-loom weaving industry in Scotland was brought
3

low mainly from the excess of hands in the trade. In

escaping this the woollen industry of the South-Sast very

largely escaped the fate that overtook the cotton industry

of the West.

1. "There is a greatly increased demand, owing, perhaps to
fashions for woollen goods, Ibid. p.59.

&« Ibiu. p.5o.
3. see.above, Ch. 11,
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And secondly, the woollen / nufncture was very largely

oxo 4:t fro the foreign competition it. which the cotton

rand oil;, manufacture contended."*" The competitive power of

."•ritifcvA woollens in overseas markets woo relatively strong nr.

Finally, the coat of the raw aterial, wool, -as greater

then that of cotton, end thiu uey have tended to ward off

the a] eculotor with little capital, toe small cork" who

aa the wane of the cotton industry.

fhe woollen branch woo, however, only a very o all

part oi the hand-loom weaving industry, not employing 10
2

of the total looma." ith the exception of this branch of

the trade the main conclusions which can be drawn from the

foregoing evidence ere that the rate of wog.os in the main

branch of the hand-loom weaving industry, the cotton trade,
3

was extremely loi ," end showing a steady decline. A similar

trend, though vith very slightly higher rates, ia to be

observed in the silk and the linen industry.

?he total amount earned in any one weaver's family

would depend of course not only on the branch of tie trade

1. .. i ovo Ch. 11 pp. 42-52.
2. dee above Ch.f. Table I.&. pp. 7-8.
3. -ages of country weavers were lower than Glasgow weavora,

for whom i'i^ urea have been given (table i) Cp. .inross
where the overage weekly wages i ore:

Got toe a (pull ice tea) lot c: I e a 4 a.6d, 2nd clns a 3a.
woollens 14a.3d. Hep.1839, p.212.

The diffo ence in wages was due to t .e extra expense of
agenc.y ; altnou; in some cases tue weavers see to have
p.aid the o{ one,, end received the reduced rate besides.
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and the description oi fabric on which he himsolf was

working, cut also on the earnings of any other nemberu

of his family at the loom.

on this (iuootion there is a considerable diiference

to bo found between the cotton and woollen trades. The

weaving, oi noat woollen cloths, and of all the brood cloths

and carpets woven in factories, was a trade confined alto¬

gether to men. omen end children were wholly excluded.

on the otner hand, in the cotton trade in particular,

and also to a lessor extent in the linen and ^ilk trades,

according to the strength and skill required in each, the

weaver's children wore able to weave plain cloths at quite

an early age. iiis wife might also weave, • or moke a small
2

sum weekly winding the pirns." Dut even so it does not

seem likely that at best it would amount to a good woollen

weaver's wage, and the disadvantages of over-stocking the

cotton trade in this way with women's and children's labour

1. "Tuo comparative facility with which children of from
10 to IE years of age can earn a subsistence on the loom,
induces parents, particularly weavers, to give a preference
to this trade without considering that the., ere voluntarily
over-stocking t ie labour market.
Evidence of James Clelond, Esq., L.L.D. quoted in Rei>.1839,
p.83, Cp. also the 'weavers rhyme' which used to be sung
at choir practices?

T (6 weaver said unto ms son
The night that he was born?
1/ blessing on your curly pow;
You'll gang, wi' pirns the mora.'

2. The average amount earned by winding pirns did not exceed
2s.Gd. per week.
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reacted very unfortunately on the lives ol' the cotton weaver

and hio children. moreover, clearly only a proportion of

the cotton weaver a with fc lilies of the right age, could be

in a position to enjoy those supplementary earnings, and

while it is not now possible to determine exactly what this

proportion was it is possible from the evidence given to

form en opinion.

The difficulty here crises that there was some difference

of opinion on this point between Syraons, one of the

Assistant Commissioners, and Hickson, a Commissioner. From

e consideration of the care end thoroughness which Symons

gave to his investigation, compared to the much more cursory

nature of Kickson's deport, I am inclined to give more weight

to bymons' im ressiona on this point. ut in neither case

can it be regarded as really more than impression because

no country-wide survey of the weaving population was ;iede

to elucidate this point.1
1. At Agieahom, where ouch a census was token, rather more

thai, a quantity of the weaving population fell into the
group of four or more dependants supported by one wage-
earner. Rep.1839. p.5.
According to a census taken by hymona in Glasgow in ln>38
there were, on average, 1*8 looms per family. This means
that a majority of families hod the earnings of more than
one loo o Glasgow, however, was predominantly c cotton
weaving centre and the drafxo Axf looms "nigi.it nut be so
high over the country as a whole. Hep. 1839, p.4.
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It was g ver. generally held view in the country at

the time that the hand-loom weaver, though ill-paid himself,

had o source of income in his family which was not the case

in other trades. Symons' findings indicate that this view oa

exaggerated, in that it by no meona referred to the weaving

population as a whole, As moreover the looms worked toy

women and children were almost invariably engaged on the

cheapest forms of v.ork, it is unlikely that the collective

earnings of any but e very large family would amount to any

considerable sum. In any case, such supplementary earnings

as a weaver received from his children's work were available

to any tradesman who put his children out to work, and a

great many in fact did put their young children to .-saving,

even though they were not weavers themselves. oat children

of working class parents began work early and contributed to

the support of the home. I'he only real difference between

weaving and other trades in this respect seems to be that in

the weaving trade the father was able to employ his child

at home instead of sending him out to work.

Below pro printed from specimens of fa»ily earnings

given by oyrnona.
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Table 7

specimens of collective earnings of weavers* families,
as reported by J.C. Oymons, Assistant Hand-Loom Weavers'

Corn lias ioner. -

Net weekly wages.
£ S D.

Ho. 1 nn, v ifo four childrenJ
Father, weaving lb shawl, with
second son drawing for him 12 6

First son, 14 yrs, weaving
14°° pullicate
Third son, 9 yrs, at school

3 10

Daughter, 17 yrs, em! roldering 4 6

Wife, winding pirns 2 2

Total per week 1 3 -

Average per heed 3 10

Ho.2 lan, wife t- five childreni
Father, weaving 17ot> book
muslin
First son, 11 yrs, weaving
12'° check

)eughter in factory
Three children, young
ife, time partially occupied
with children, winding

Total per week
Average per head

Ho.3 icn, wife, & two children:
Inn, weaving 15 ginghnni
v.ife, winding
Two young children

Total per week
Average per head

Ho.4 ion, wife, & five children
Father, weaving ualin
Eldest daughter (sick) winding
Four young children
ife, winding

jyeek
Average per head

7 6

3 4

3 6

1 10
16 2
2 4

5 11
2 —

7 11

2 —

5
1 -

1 2
7 2

1. Report, 1839, pp.7-8
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The first and last examples are extreme cases of

prosperity and poverty, but the second and third are offered

by dymons as representative of the. wages and distribution

of labour among the cotton weavers.

Hickson in his own Report disagrees with hymens'

findings, saying that ho has not seen any reason to believe

that "weavers with young families, in England or heotland,

form a large proportion of the body". Out one may take

leave to doubt whether Hickaon had really seen enough of

the matter to make such a sweeping statement. His tour

of ti*e whole weaving districts of Sngland and ocotland was

confined to throe months, much of which must have been taken

up in travelling. Very little time was actually devoted to

int rrogction of the weavers themselves, from the evidence

of the weavers and other witnesses it does not seem that

there had been as yet any noticeable drift by the young men

away from the trade. Rntry into other trades was frequently
2

made very difficult for a weaver. It seems likely therefore

that the proportion of families with young children in the

weaving trade would be* much the some as in any other trade.

It is true that as a weaver's children grew up their

earnings were added to the family budget hut as he himself
1. Wickson'3 Report p.12.
£. vCQ below Ch. 31. .35*.
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grew older his wages declined. In on industry where

strength counted so greatly the earnings of the very young

1
end the very old were much the same. And when it is borne

in iind that weaving was a trade which, because of the lock

of air and exorcise, was enfeebling to the constitution, it

is probable that nen were 'old" long before their due time.

Mickson, who says that he felt most sympathy for the older

weavers, refers to them as "family men above the age of 40,

too much advanced in life, or too infirm of constitution,

or too fixed in their habits, to think of changing their

trade fur a better".*

On the question of 'collective earnings' therefore, and

the possibility of a weaver, as distinct from other tradesmen,

being considerably better off than his wage-rate indicates,

there does not seem to be any substantial evidence to lead

to this conclusion. Urx the contrary, about half of the total

numbers of looms were worked by women end children. But

these were almost without exception engaged on the cheapest

forms of work, where neither strength nor skill was required.

The individual contributions made to the family earnings by

these looms were small sums only. It appears that the
1.tr"3rd class, old people and children, 3s,2d" (Averages of

weaving pullicates furnished by tt.L. Corniute, Baq.,—to—
r. Harding.) Sep.lB39, p.2u4.

2. Hicitson* s beport p. :7.
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average mover's to ily contained lour persons.1 But by

no mesas oil fa n'iliea were in a position to use the labour

oi the ife and children, iinelly, no the children grew

to working age t.ue head of the family' s working power de¬

clined, enu hi a v. age a accordingly, .o that of the group

enjoying 'collective earnings', probably a high proportion

oi heads of fa ilioa were on the lower rate of wages. It

aerns reasonable to conclude, therefore, that on the whole,

except for c favoured few, the collective earnings of the

cotton and plain linen weaver did not approach the single

earnings of the t,oollen weaver, or of the comparable worker
rj

in other trades.'

The point is sometimes lado that the weaver had sources

of income other than weaving. Hickson suggests that field-

work was an alternative. This seems to hove been the case

3
among the weavers of kortuorn Ireland, but not in Scotland.'

Young strong men weaving in the country districts may well

have augmented their earnings in harvest time, but it seema

unlikely that this could have been the cose, se.v, in Glasgow.
1. ;,Oi , 1839, } .b.
. c /\ppendi> • Drsie 2.

3. In northern bcotlond 'customer weavers^ and families weav¬
ing for their own use onlyj combined it with forming. Also
in r. fe. count t'w districts like \uchtornrdor mere wages
were very low it wcs usual to help ih the field at harvest
time. ut it ,rs not general. il the evidence r -fut
the idea that it was possible to combine weaving for a
wage it nny other work.
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The weavers worked very long hours,"*" nnd even had they had

the strength they certainly would not have had the time. No

witness that I have corae across mentions this, and tiymons

himself says, et the close of his intensive enquiries, "The

great hulk of the regular weavers of Scotland subsist entire¬

ly by the loom, and engage in no other pursuits; the only

exception I am aware of, exists at Largs, where the weavers

derive considerably higher earnings in summer from fishing

and boat-letting, than from the looms, and where the looms

are generally unemployed except in winter". This is partially

the case on the coast at watering places, but seldom else-

2
where, among the regular weavers".

The wages of the hand-loom weaver working at home were

lower than the wages of the weaver working in a hand-loom

factory or 'shop'. This feet has already been noted in

connection with the woollen workers, whose wages were high,

and whose work was nearly all done in factories^because of
the cost end size of looms necessary for making such things

as blankets or carpets. But it is equally striking to note

that the cotton weaver elso, when in the hand-loom factory,

could often average nearly double what the weaver made on

the aame cottoh fabric when woven at home, and this despitc

1. Dee below Tolle 9.
2. Hep.1839, p.5.
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tae fact that the rate of payment was lower in the factory.*
The manufacturera explained the difference in wages by-

pointing to the regular hours of the factories compared with

the irregular habits of the weavers. They indicated that

the domestic weaver could throw up his labours for the hour

or for the day» according to his whim. Rot so the factory

weaver. liickson, in accepting this explanation, quotes the

evidence of one Glasgow firm, "Messrs. Jeffry, of Glasgow,

told me an instance of a country weaver, whose interest they

were anxious to promote, because he was related to their

agent. This v.-eaver, whose earnings, at eatlington in

leebleshire, had not exceeded 6s. per week, was offered employ¬

ment in the factory and enabled to earn lls.6d. He soon

found that more leisure and less money suited him better than

close application to the loom during factory hours (69

working hours in the week). He therefore returned to his
„ 2

native village .

1. "In the factory of Messrs. Johnston ?• Galbraith, the
weavers are raid for a 15 4/4 gingham, 52 inches wide,
2d per ellt, For the same fabric, the domestic weavers will
receive 2yd and 2^/8d, yet the net average amount earned
by the former will b© at least 9s per week, and by the
latter 6s at the very utmost, both working the same length
of time". Ibid. p.8. ( r. homerville, the manager of this
factory assured hickson that if a weaver earned habitually
less than 8s.6d a week he would be discharged for not
rendering his loom more productive) c .^ict son's Top.p.11.

2. Ibid. p.9.
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While this is obviously en authentic case it seems

doubtfuL if extensive hours of work in the factories were

the real reason for the weaver's reluctance to enter them.

His hours see u to hove been quite as long^or longer ^working
in the home."1" ■oroover in some of th'-* factories at least

O

the hours were by no means regular." The real explanation

of the difference between the wages of the factory worker

and the out-worker seems to lie in the fact that whereas

the working hours of the factory worker were all taken up

with actual weaving, those of the out-worker were not. The

domestic weaver took up time every week in attending the

warehouse, collecting his yarn and taking back the cloth, and

preparing the web for the shuttle. This last operation,

which involved beaming the warps of the new web and drawing

or passing them through the heddlos or reed, often took up

most of onday. In this the weavers assisted one another.

The beamed warp had then constantly to be kept moist by

applying a special paste. All this and other details took

up a considerable proportion of the domestic weaver's time,
1. bee Table 8 below p. 102.
2. bee also Harding's description of the weavers in linen

factories. "They are under very little restraint as to
hours, and those who receive high wages often work very
irregularly. The weekly average would not, in my opinion,
be above 60 hours. On carefully examining the books of
a canvas factory at bundee, I found that a week during
which the average earnings had been high, was almost in¬
variably followed by one in which very little was earned;
the difference frequently amounted to 50 per cent. Saturday
oftornoon, iondry, end often Tuesday, are considered
holidays, or. rather idle days, during which little, if any,
work is done . Rep.1839, p.187.



whereas in the factory he found the web reedy for him,

beamed and Pressed by machinery, with nothing to interrupt

his speed ct the shuttle. Frequently also the yarn used

in factories was of a superior quality to that given out

to the domestic worker, and so broke and halted operations

less frequently. The cost to the manufacturer of this beaming

end dressing of the web probably accounts for the lower rate

of wages paid to the factory weaver against the out-worker,

but the fact that the factory weaver was able to specialise

in his own work enabled hin to earn on a normal week's work

r higher total than he could at home. In thus being able to

devote his whole time to his own crth't, and not spending time

on tasks which could be done by inferior labour or by machin¬

ery seems to lie the explanation of the higher wages earned by

the weaver in the hand-loom factory.'*"
In view of this unavoidable loss in earnings to the

domestic weaver the advantage seems to have been all on the

side of the factory. 3ut clearly the domestic weaver did not

2
himself think so. Despite the fact that in no instance did

1. There is also the probability that the average efficiency
of the domestic worker was declining duo to his poor
condition generally (see Chap.IV), and due to the rsemt-
ment of totally unskilled labour (see Chap.11), while at
the same time the factories were increasing their

a, warywii8r0 x ouserved a visible reluctance to working In
factories, excepting among the woollen weavers, where the
the custom of working in shops is the general rule of the
trade". Hickaon'a deport p.11.
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n domestic weever's wage come within 2s. of the factory

weaver's wage on the same fabric, Hick son found that the

majority of the domestic weavers preferred to make this

sacrifice rather than leave their homes. lie quotes the

experience of a now factory in Edinburgh, the Tan-Field

Factory.—"The proprietor, Mr. John Wyllie, had found pre¬

viously to my visit, a considerable difficulty in obtaining

a sufficient supply of hands. He assured me that the majority

of their weavers might earn, on the premises, from 10a. to

12s. a week, and without extraordinary application, but that

although they had posted bills about the streets, advertising

for weavers, but few were willing to accei't the terms, and

of the 18 first engaged five had left of their own accord in

less than a month. On this account, Mr. Wyllie was turning

his attention to teaching the trade to the young, whose habits

were unformed. Perhaps at Paisley or Glasgow the same

difficulties would not have been found But the evidence

seems to suggest the same reluctance to enter the factories
2

there also. Only in the woollen districts and the linen

districts round Dundee, where coarse bagging and canvas

sheeting were woven, was a high proportion of the weaving

population to be found in factories, Out of the total number
1. iiickson's Rep.p. 11.
2. Mostly the Borders. Also Kilmarnock where carpets were woven.
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a domestic weaver's wage come within 2s. of the factory

weaver's wage on the same fabric, Hickson found that the

majority of the domestic weavers preferred to make this

sacrifice rather than leave their homes. He quotes the

experience of a new factory in Edinburgh, the Tab-Field

Factory.—"The proprietor, Mr. John fyllie, had found pre¬

viously to my visit, a considerable difficulty in obtaining a

sufficient supply of hands. He assured me that the majority

of their weavers might earn, on the premises, from 10s. to

12s. a week, and without extraordinary application, but that

although they had posted bills about the streets, advertising

for weavers, but few were willing to accept the terms, and of

the 18 first engaged five had left of their own accord in less

than a month. On this account, Mr. Vfyllie was turning his

attention to teaching the trade to the yoxmg, whose habits

were unformed. Perhaps at Paisley or Glasgow the seme diffi¬

culties would not have been fownf.1 Edinburgh was mainly a

harness-weaving centre, engaged on rich fabrics. The wage

offered by the factory might have held out more inducement in

a plain-weaving centre. It seems unlikely that the same diffl

culties in obtaining weavers to go into factories, at this

date, would necessarily have^been found among^the plain-

weavers of Glasgow. But out of the total number
1. Hickson's Rep. p. 11.
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of looms in the country only about 10* were situated in hond-

loom factories, and opportunities of factory labour therefore
i

were small. It seems to have been the case that in the

cotton industry the weaver preferred the independence of his

home to the regulation of the factory, even although it meant

lower wages, as has been seen, and in all probability longer

hours of work.

The hours of work of the weaver in the hand-loom factory
2

are generally stated to be about 60 hrs. in the week. I

have drawn up a table of the hours worked by the domestic

3
weaver in his home." This is compiled from evidence given

before the Committee of 1854, and includes both weavers' and

manufacturers' statements. The figures ere given as an

average over the year. Weavers sometimes state themselves to

work longer hours than this, as much as 16 or 17 hours for

days together, but obviously could not keep up this rate over

4
a long period. Although this table should not be regarded

as anything more than a guide it seems clear enough that the

hours worked weekly by the domestic weaver were considerably

longer than those worked by the factory weaver. Alongside

the hours worked in each branch I have given the figures
IT This figure is baaed oh the assumption that all the looms

engaged in the three branches of woollens, carpets, and
canvas sail-cloths etc. were situated in factories.
See Ch, 1. Table 1.

2. See Rep,1839, p.187, A Glasgow firm quotes a 69 hr. working
week. See above p.97.

3. See Table 8, below, p.102.
4. See for instance Rep.1839, p.188.
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Table 8

Table showing hours of work of domestic weaver per day,
(Saturday was usually taken as a half-day)

Fabric

— —(

Ging¬
hams <:

Pulli¬
cates

1 rrr r-li- n J

Plain
mus¬

lins

Li -t -i - T

Plain
silks

silk

gauzes

Zebras
&

Harness

|
Coarse
Linens

Light
Linens

Hours of
work per
day (ex¬
cluding
meals)

1
13-14

o

13-14
3

13-14
4

12
5

12

..ljii.. .ijumm i. iinil

■

6
14

r i mi \m m i

■

7
14

iAversge
Wage
pate
Iper wk.
b/D

8

5/Q%
8

•v-

.

9

6/6
8

7/8
8

7/10
l

o

o
!

r-i

\
1

<o
11

11

6/-

All figures are taken from the inutes of Evidence, S.C.
(Hand-Loom severs) 1834.
1. I.E. Q.2564.
2. Ibid. ,..9680.
3. Ibid. Q.2498; in this case a deduction for mealtimes has

been made on the basis of that given by similar classes
of weavers.

4. Ibid. ,.962. see footnote 9.
5. Ibid. .3694.see footnote 9.
6. Ibid. Q.3235.
7. Ibid. ,.35317.
8. Lee Teble 2 above.
9. "The hours of the plain weavers ore longer than those of

the harness weavers for this reason, that the harness
weavers require a drawboy, and that the drawboy cannot
undergo the seme fcticjue, end that they are confined to
12 hrs. a day, while the plain go to the extent of
14 or 15 hrs." M.' . ,..3694.

10. Ibid. Q.3242.
11. Ibid. Q.3516.
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quoted as average wage rates for this year (1334).

The Tai le indicates, whet was to be expected, that

the longest hours were worked on those fabrics which paid

the lowest wages. But there is some reason to believe that

employment was probably more regular among the weavers of

the plain fabrics than among the fancy and silk-weavers,

who were the first to feel any fall in demand or change in

fashion. It is probable that dependence on exports was re¬

latively greater in the higher-class work which would make

the better-paid weaver more vulnerable to Irregularity of
1

demand. And the demand for the high-priced fabrics which

he produced was always a temperamental one, being frequently

confined to certain portions of the year, at any time liable

to sudden changes of fashion, and at all times dependent on

2
the prosperity of the community.

Thus although the weekly income of the skilled weaver

is high, and his hours of work low, as compared with that

of the plain weaver, it is possible that his average annual

income may have been relatively more reduced by unemployment

then that of the plain weaver. The comments of a silk weaver

on this point illustrate the position. '"The weaver would do

pretty well if he could depend On full employment throughout

the year, one year with another, and especially upon the best

l^or Hiaeussion*of fluctuations in demand for Paislep dhowls
3ee Hep. 1839, p.33.
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fabrics; but the trade hes always been uncertain and pre¬

carious, "very five or six years there comes e period of

stagnation, which often lasts for two years before the

trade is brisk again. The last winter (1338) was one of

the ..orst we hove known. The weather was unusually severe;

end the trade almost destroyed, owing to the panic which

effected the American houses. The holders of silk could not

sell at any price, and the manufacturers therefore completely

stopped. I and my family were always able to get work, but

thousands could not, and owing to the inclemency of «he

season, they suffered much, it the present moment there are

still many looms idle, though the greater part are employed .L

The silk and harness trades, being probably the moat

concerned in the export trade would bo most vulnerable to

any contractions in overseas markets. Apart from the year

1339, mentioned above, there were three other periods of

particular depression in the trade. These are years of

cyclical depression in trade in general - 1319, 1326, aipd

1837. Roatow, quoting Burns and litchell, marks these as

years of trade cycle "troughs", following upon periods of

2
particularly strong expansion. ' The evidence of the marked

depression of mne hanu-loorn weaving industry in these years
1. Hickson's Report p.76.
2. W. W, Rostow. British Economy of the nineteenth Century,
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ia to be found in the statements of witnesses, in the

movement of wage-rat es, showing a fall, and in the numbers
2

of looms employed.

Apart from the effects of the broader cyclical move¬

ments, the trade was subject to shorter seasonal fluctuations

of its own. It was usual for trade to be slack during the

first three months of the year, and to pick up towards the

end of the year. It might depend therefore on when a man was

asked whether he had plenty of work whether his answer would be

Yes or No. In general the witnesses questioned by the Committee

in June and July 1834 had no complaint to make of irregular-
3

ity or shortage of work at that moment. But on the

other hand it is mentioned as an evil by both Symons and

Harding in their reports of 1839. The evil must have in¬

creased during these five years. By 1841 it is pointed

out by these Commissioners in their final summary as one

4
of the most serious drawbacks to the trade. "There is no

constancy of employment in any branch of Scottish hand-loom

weaving; all are liable to periodical stagnation, and there
1. See tables of wages above, Tables 1, 3, 5. pp.77, 80, 82.
2. The only precise figures ore for the year 1819; 13,281 looms

occupied, 5256 standing idle. See J. Cleland, Snpneration of
the Inhabitants of Glasgow. There are no figures obtainable
for 1825, and in 1837-41 many weavers out of work were
kept L oix^g with webs from the various relief committees
(see Ch. V.>p.^1'"A). But presumably without the activities of
these charitable committees many more looms would have been
standing idle.

3. See for instance M.S. p.212 Q.2836. "Have you constant em¬
ployment just npw." , "We have had a.surplus of work forthese 6 months. (lullicates ana ginghams).

4. Report of the Commissioners 1841. pp.18-21.
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were few of which some portion of the weavers were not

thrown wholly out of employment during the crisis of lest

summer (1838), in fact these frequent stagnations are a

considerable part, though far from the whole of the

greivence.Irregularity of employment affected the whole

trade, both skilled and plain weaving, and not even the'

prosperous woollen trade was exempt from the evil.."Even

at Jedburgh, nothwithstanding the extraordinary impulse

recently experienced in the Scottish woollen trade, both

manufacturers and weavers complained of the inconstancy

2
of demand end employment." And at Lasswade, where the

wages stated are the highest found in the west, or South¬

west of Scotland, being 20s to 25s a week (gross), the weavers

were frequently idle for a week waiting for webs.1"
1. Hep.1839, p.8. See also "In May this year 756 of the

Paisley looms were idle; in two months subsequently they
were all, or very nearly all, again employed; at the
present time, August 1838, all the Paisley and nearly all
the Glasgow looms are in full employment, and some
employers have already raised wages 1/8 to -id per
on pullicates, and in Paisley the lower class of wages
is raised by 20 per cent. In April there were 365 idle
in Glasgow; perhaps in six weeks there may be from 505
to 600 weavers seeking webs in both places..In the check
and striped ginghams a very few weeks ago the demand
slackened so much that a large hand-loom factory was com¬
pelled to work short time." Hep.1839, p.9.

2. Ibid. p.9.
3. Ibid, p.44.



Thus the wages ol the annd-loom weaver which have

been given in evidence in thin chapter should not be

regarded as static, but an subject to irregularity and

fluctuation, not only from year to year but also from week

to week. While the rapidity vjith which they fell in Lad

timea;and the difficulty of mising them in goodwill be
dealt with later,"*" no discussion of rates ox wages could

be considered .completely without drawing attention to this

irregularity oi the trade, which teny of the weavers them¬

selves regarded g„ a greater evil than the actual lovmess

ox wages.

Thus from the xoregoing, certain conclusions emerge

on the state oi wages in the hand-Loom -.caving industry.

iirst, that during, the period (1815-45) the tendency of

wages was to fall, with periods of particular depression in

181f, 1852C, and 1837. secondly, that wage-rates varied in

the industry, not according to the value of'the fabric woven

but according to the strength and skill oi the weaver. Thus

the highest rates were reached in the woollen industry,which

demanded a considerable degree of both skill end strength

and engaged no female labour; and in the broad linens and

cottons which required strength; end in the silks and muslin

which required skill. The lowest wages ware paid for plain
1. Ch. V, p.200-ion.
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work which required neither skill nor strength, and by far

the greater number of looms in the industry, including near¬

ly ell those worked by women and children, were engaged in

this. And the hours worked were longest on these fabrics

paying the lowest wages. Thirdly, in the hand-loom factories,

regardless of the fabric woven, the rates of wages were at

lest 2s a week higher than the out-worker*s wage on the

same fabric.

It is also cioar that there was considerable irregularity

in the demand for the commodities which the hand-loom weaver

produced, and that possibly this was most felt in the better

classes of work which supported the higher-paid workers, but

that fluctuation in demand, and therefore in wages, affected

the whole of the trade, finally, there does not aeera to be

much evidence to support the idea that the hand-loom weaver

was peculiarly able to take pecuniary advantage of the

labour of his wife end children to an extent which would

bring his total earnings up to the rates of wages in other

trades, or that he hod sources of income readily available

in addition to the wage he mode at his loom.
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CRAJTVR IV

Til. .iAT ,KI.,L ,J.D ioR^ luPJUluH 01 TrlE • AVPRd

In the fifty yeprs preceding 1315 there he .1 been no

1
more prosperous trod© in Scotland than hand-loom weaving,

nor c. trade that employed o more enlightened and knowledge¬

able body of men. In education "nd understanding, in zest

for rending and argument, and in intelligence end skill in

their own trade they had no equals. Indeed they were marked

out by their contemporaries as men whose calling, seemed to

raise them altogether above the general level of the trrdea-
2

men of their dry.

In part this wr,3 due to the prosperity of the trade.

v*hile wages stood high, and work well paid, the weaver worked
3

only four or five days a week. This compared very favourably
1. .."I have it on the moat competent authority that from

1786-1815 hand-loom weaving was the best trade going, and
that in no other were wages so high." Rep.1839, p.49.
dee also table of wages in other trades. Appendix Table# 2,

2. "But when the century was in her teens what a band they
were of single-minded, energetic, knowledgeable men".
David Gilraour, Reminiscences of the Pen Polk, 1876, ..9.

3. "Then was tne daisy portion of weaving - the bright and
mid-day period of ail who pitched a shuttle, and of the
happy one whose luck it was to win a weaver's smile.
Pour days did the weaver work - for then four days was c.
week, as for as working went, - and such a weak to a

• • ill lam Thorn of Inverurie. Rhymes l Recollections of a
hand-Doom ©aver. 1844 , pa* e. 3.
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with moat other trades and left the v.eaver with both

leisure and income to satisfy his to ate for reeding and

argument. His fellow-wenvera, frequently his neighbours,

were in the seme fatunato position end so the habit was

bred among the weavers of devoting a great deal of tine

to discussion, in the loom-shop when the loom was silent,

or at the Mclose-mou". Chat and argument went on for hours

on every conceivable subject, but more particularly on

literature, morals, ond politics."1"
It would not be enough to say, however, that the whole

refinement of mind which characterised the skilled weaver

procoeded solely from the remarkable combination of leisure

and prosperity which the trade enjoyed. The work itself also

had its effect upon the man. In the first place there was

the discipline of a solitary craft, where the weaver sot for

many hours, alone, or with his draw-boy, but in either case

both constrained to silence by the noise of the loom. In

the second place there was the nature of the work. In the

harness weaving, where generally speaking t e cream of the

weaving society lay, the very greatest concentration was

required. Continuous attention and a careful touch, and

all a ion' s powers of •onui'y and--precision- <-ere called for.

1. dec David Cilmour, Paisley cavers of other Days, 1876.
Also otthew Hair, The laisloy shawl, 4.9-h.



The successful manufacture of the imitation Cashmere shawl

nt Paisley is en out atending exe *5pie of this. The I eialey

weavers were already notably skilled in figured goods, such

as light muslins and lawns and silks, when the popularity of

the Indian Cashmere shawl alter the war induced then to

try their hands at co; ying it. They succeeded so v eil tnat

the shawl trade became the foremost part of the harness

trade at J aisley. hot only that, but it transformed many

weavers Iron craftsmen to artists, or to a combination of

both. They were greatly influenced by the beauty of the

patterns on which they worked, "wot of the travail of thi3

drudgery, was born the patient industry, the intellectual

strength, the cultured taste, and that love of beauty in

fee ories, in nature, and in song, which marked the weavers

of laisley . ^ It as not beyond the skill of some weavers

actually to create the \attorns on which they • orked

th eraseives.

It v.-r s very hard work, and often heavy work, but it

was a rewarding and satisfying kind of labour which gave the

weaver a sense of one-ness with his work, and he wished for

no other. "Handicraft is an education. The hand-worker

has sco e to exercise taste, invention, harmony,—art end

genius, in a we.; that the worker who simply tends 0 nacaine
1. fotthow 31air. The Paisley bhcwl 1904, p.
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can never have' . '"

It is nut too much to say that the highly skilled

weaver was an artist who appreciated the skill of his work

and ecce,ted prestige and prosperity as his duo. How much

the more bitter therefore was his fell; e fall so low thot

within twenty years of the termination of the war it had

placed him on a level with the poorest unskilled labourer,

and left him scarcely a vestige of the substance and the

leisure which had formerly so distinguished him.

The effect of this catastrophic decline in the weavers'

fortunes was to divide the weaving classes into two distinct

classes, almost entirely demarcated by age. The "lder men

still retained to a remarkable degree the distinctive

qualities of the weaver and faced their misfortunes with all

their intelligence and good sense. Charles laird who saw a

great deal of the weavers in distress in the years 1837-42

says warmly of them, "From personal experience, as well as

from the information of others intimately acquainted with the

subject, the writer is able to state that the religious,

moral, and intellectual condition of the workers was long of

a very high grade, end even yet the writer is of opinion that

the elder portion of them rank higher in these rooj octu titan

1. Ibid. p.4fj.
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any other class of trades on .

But the younger generation wea, as might be expected,

an altogether inferior body of men. The younger weavers had

never known the good times at first hand, or only in their

childhood, and ell their working years ware associated with

tea declining fortunes of the trade. 'any worked desperately

hard, but it made no significant difference; however great

their exertions they were unable to extricate themselves

from the poverty of their trade, and the knowledge of this
2

iiad an inevitably lowering effect.

It is natural to ask why, in view of all this, the

weaver aid not quit his unprofitable trade? The answer is

not straightforward. huy obstacles faced the weaver trying

to change his trade. These will be dealt with more fully
3

later," but it can be said that their combined effect was to

ke :p the weaver where he was. Few escaped. Indeed between
4

1815 and 1845 the number of weavers increased. At the same

time wages steadily declined. The result was that between
1. Charles Baird, Observations upon the'Poorest Class of

Operatives in Glasgow Voi- 1, 1339, p.171. Baird was
secretary to the Glasgow belief Committee from 1837-41.
For some account of his work see Ch. V, pp. i3S<iif|

2. "They have become so cast down on account of the reduction
of the remuneration of their labour, that they have lost
the.r situation in society, and as soon as that is arrived
at, it has an effect upon their morals". Be-. C. .5. 1033,
!.k. y. 11285.

3. ,.-ee below Ch„ V.
4. bee above Ch. 1.

. • fo.
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these years the weaver's whole wny of life wau transformed.

In the first piece he experienced e tremendous fell in

his standard of living . 1. to the pence of 181; he hed

normolly liv d very well. T ierocftor little by little he

hod to tighten his belt until by the thirties he was often

struggling to ward off actual starvation." eat hod oltost
2

disappeared from his diet. -ost weavers before the Commission

of 1834 state simply that they never saw neat; they hod

potatoes and milk mostly. One witness was asked to recoil

what he used to eat. "I remember in former times, that the

soever could sit down to a tea-breakfost, oud hove his butter

and hrm like any ordinary furnished table; but the general

breakfast now is porridge and butternilk, and the dinner

potatoes and possibly a herring, or any cheap article; as

for broth or fresh meat, it is o very rare thing that it is

in a weavers homo .

A comparison of weavers' wages with the price of

provisions during this : eriod, 1815-45, makes clear that only

the cheapest food could be bought, and even that frequently

1. "You know that weavers frequently" suffer from want of
food when they are in full employment. " Yes I am certain
of it; aore particularly those that have two or three
children under eger. Rep. 1834. *4. E. Q.8C9. See also

2. Rep. 1834 M.E. Q.3s30. Rep.1839. p.18.
3. Rep. 1034 . . ..77,.
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in insufficient uuontities. Prices of provisions nad beon

foiling since 181o, but not nearly ao steeply ea weavers'

wages.

The Table given below ha a been drown up to show the

movements of Heel and oney a/ ea of Cotton hand-loom

weavers in the years 1821-J?8.

1.
fear Index of (ages

of Cotton
eavers

3 —
Index of

holesale0
.rices

- - 4
Index of ^eal ages

col 2 _

—rr xloo
col3

1821 100 100 100

1825 93 110 05

1830 62 86 72

L835 68 85 80

1838 55 89 62
I
t

l.This index is calculated by taking a simple average of the
high and low rotes of earnings on fine classes of work as
shown in "able Ch.lll above.

2.Jorons' Index, as given in ^eyton & Crowther, "An Intro¬
duction to the study of Prices", 3rd Edition, p.237.

The general benefit felt in the country from the

reduction of food prices was hardly noticed by the weavers

because of the tre endous reduction of their own wages which

put most articles practically out of their power to purchase.

Three budgets out of those submitted to the Committee in

1834 may be oiiered as a sample of the situation prevailing

at that time:
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Cir.^row
o «-

11 iocftj ootaeel 1-
1\
3
2

1
l

I.

\
1

potatoes
pts buttermilk
lbs herrings
lb unit
lb soap
lb cheese
lb sugar
oz tea

1 art train oil

starch, dressing
Rent of loom A

setting up
Fuel
House Rent 1
Church sent

7-

2 3
Jumino Perth

J o ~ d s - d

4| 3 pecks oot- 2 1 pec.\o oat
7 m al 1/1 3- 3 meal 2- 8
3 ilk 1- 2 31 lbs barley
3

2 oz tea at
A

(1 lb a day) 7
1

9
3~ lbs beef

3 i a a
( \ lb a day)1- 9

4

3 1
I4 lb sug,ar 6d 9

vegetables 3*
o >

rb \ lb soap 3 potatoes
Ct j

O
1 loaf wheat en ( peck

*7

bread 7 daily) 2- Ob
6 Potatoes 7 V milk 1- 2

3 lbs beef 5dl 3 House rent 9

6 Light for week
6 (average through¬

1V0 out year)
salt
House rent 1-
Coals per wk.

1
2
9

uV 10- 9 9- 3

1. iniuu subsistence oi a Glasgow weaver, without la It
Liquor, Animal Food, Clothing, Church went (sic), wchool,
Friendly Cociety etc. Rep. 1834, ,.1912.

2. ". eekly arintanance of a eaver's Family consisting of
e man, wife, end three children! Ibid. Q.3249.

3. ,!I drew up a scale of living for a husband, a wife, and
two children . Ibid. ^,.3016.
"This would be a bare supply to him but he Joes not get
oil this . Asked what the weaver did then witness replied,
"Those who cannot obtain that must just exactly lose
clothes, and get in orreer with house rent, and withthe
groceries which they deal, and so they morally and physically
get down probably for years, until probably some of the
family arise end g;ive them a help". Ibid. '^.3031.

The weaver will see that the Glasgow budget contains no

allowance for meat at all. At the same time the weekly sum

required for this budget is higher, according to the findings

of tue last chapter, thon the overage weekly wage of a great
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icny of the v eovers.^ It may be assumed therefore thot a

great many families did not achieve even the meagre comfort a

ol their budget quoted here. The Perth budget has provision

for meet but makes no allowance for tea or sugar, or for

fuel, light and dressing for the loom. It seems likely that

the food allowance would have to be cut to neet these

necessities.' The Dundee budget is more comprehensive and

reflects the generally higher wage scales at Dundee. Tone

of the budgets makes any allowance for education or clothing,

for rates or replace sent a, or for the maintenance end de¬

preciation of the loom. only the Glasgow budget allow a any¬

thing for a church seat, and from the replies of , itnesses in

general on this subject it wes unusual to do so.

The point to be taken irom these budgets needs no

labouring. The weavers, so frequently colled all too truly,

"the poor weavers'", were in many cases near to starving and

in ever, cose fearfully reduced, either by the standards of

their own former state, or the state of skilled and semi-

skilled trades ion of -their own time.

1. bee eb >ve Ch.lll, Table 3, and Tables 4 Se 5.
2. see footnote 3*W .itnesa a* acted a weekly leficienc of

ls-2s a week "at least" on this budget, see wages at erth
Ch.lll, Table 2 footnote 4.

3. ..ee below p. 13^ •

4. "])o you think it possible that a men ith Gs 6d e week can
keep—his fa mily from starving'." I have known n fa il •

before now want neat for £4 hours; there is no proof that
they hove absolutely fallen down ith hunger, but they
are extremely ill-looking compared ith the rest of the
trades in general. Rep. 1834, . . .826.
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It might be expected that the weavers would e heavily

in debt to tradesmen, and in the early years of their

changed fortunes this must certainly h- ve been the case,

but os they grew :rogressively poorer and poorer le3S and

leas credit was allowed them until in 1334 we read, ' Credit

has vanished almost to the weaving body of Glasgow L
In the natter of house rents the -reavers1 arrears were

more serious. In the more prosperous do, s at the ••.eginning

of the century it had become quite common for a weaver to

build his own house. But by the time of the Enquiry in

1834 it seemed that few weavers remained who could call,

or even hope to ceil, their homes their own." Nearly all

were rented.

1. "Are they in debt to their tradesmen often, from the same
poverty? I believe there will be a great deal of money
owing to the crocera by the weavers; but I believe that
poverty has also caused a great lessening of credit amongst
that body." M,E.1834, ^.858 (Paisley). see elso Ibid.1.1916.

2. "Bo you recollect, in former times, weavers, out of those
saving's, were in the habit of building houses for them¬
selves? "Yes, it was very common in Paisley before my
day; there are a g root number of the houses standing yet,
where weavers have built a shop end as much of o hous-" as
would serve their own family...In my day, it became quite
common for weavers, by their savings, to borrow perhaps,
if they had £100 of their own, to borrow £2o0 or >300
more, and build a house, a house that would serve them¬
selves; and they coulu let perhaps as much as would pay
the interest of the borrowed money. This was done to a
greet extent in Paisley, but the alteration of the currency
m 1879 has in many cases given the lender the whole of
the money." Ibid. Q.1145.

. In 1876 oavid Gilmour writes of Paisley that, "At this
Joy not one of whole streets of houses built from the
savings of weavers remain in the possession of the original
fa iilies or ^thalr descendants, Paisley envers of ether
Days, David Gilmour 1876.

3. A Scots weaver usually rented the whole house for himself
and his fa ily. The Irish weavers on the sr. -e low wages
frequently shared a property with another family, .hich
lossendd the burden of the rent. Hep. 1834. to.E. Q.3281.
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Rent s in Scotland were usually paid he If-yearly at this

time and leases taken from year to year. 3ut it woa becoming

increasingly common, where the tenant was o weaver, for the

landlord to require security before letting a house to him,

or else asking a month's rent in advance, thereafter collect¬

ing it monthly. It might even be collected fortnightly or

weekly in an attempt to forestall the desperate arrears into
r«

hoich the weavers were wont to fall. There were instances

of weavers being a year or e year and a half in arrears, and

being ejected on account of it. frequently goods were

taken on Recount by the landlord if the weavers themselves
4

did not :a. e t. o first move to pawn or sell them. There
ft

Mere without doubt many exceptions. But it wa3 generally
1. Rents paid at this time by the weavers were around 1/- to

l/2d a week. In the countryside they were rather lower
(6.i.Perth; 9d). Rents had fallen sine ; 1015 in some
parts of the country, but not in or near the large towns
where the demand for dwelling houses kept the rents of the
weavers shops u;.

2. ...in Paisley, since about 15 or 20 years ago, if a hand-
loom weaver had not his ront paid at the tern of payment,
he was extremely anxious that that should not be known to
the public. How the people ore not ashamed to acknowledge
tuat. their rents are hot paid, end in most instances rents
are levied quarterl., , end as their poverty increases, it
is by the week.* Rep. 1834, . . .857.

3. Ibid. R,. 765.
4. " have they aomotiaos been obliged to pawn or sell tueir

furniture and their bed-clothes to pa their rent, "nu to
keep themselves g sing7 *' ' Yes, often, and they ore often
token by the landlord for the rent. Ibid. Q.3264.

5. "I know of some individuals ho ore in the practice of
put in{ la or Is.6d into the bank weekly, for tie purpose
of meeting their rents, but they are not able to do that
every week; but some ox fc.-a lost industrious do it, though
I_was never in the practice of doing it myself." Ibid.
Qi 3262
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accented by the v.itnesaes in 1834 that the weavers as a

body ..ere usually behind pith the rent.

on the question oi rates, police rotes, water rotes

and so ois, it see ns impossible that toe cotton weavers could

actually have paid their rates regularly, except perhaps those^

in the harness branch. A Glasgow wittxess says that to his

certain knowledge "there is c much greater proportion of

weavers that actually do not pay the rates than of any other
2 3

tradesnen." But all were charged. This witness adds that

in his district the rates were very rigorously exacted, and

the weavers were frequently pounded for them and hod articles

of furniture taken away. "I believe it will just show the

miserable condition of the weavers as much as anything for

me to state that I know a street just now in the Calton of

Glasgow, where as 90on as a collector of police-dues, water-

rent or rood-money is seen, an alarm is instantly given, end
1. After giving his wage a Paisley weaver states, " a. d upon

each rent of 15 we nave to pay 5s police-money, and in
fact for gettiiig leave to walk upon our streets we have to
pay 3s which they call road-money; and we hove to pay 3s
to the support of on hospital for we have no poor-rat00 in
hcotland; end all this is to be taken out of those earnings
and at the seme time it must be considered that when those
institutions were set up the operative weaver hod as much
for his labour ix^ one day as he has now for the whole
week together." Hep. C«M»S.l833. Q.11987.

2. Hep. 1834, . E. ..801.
3. with occasional exceptioris. Are weavers obliged to pay the

same assessments end jjblic burdens of all kinds as they
used to do?"- "Squally the some; but there was one season,

~

I think It was last year or tlie year before,--t,< 101, the
weavers of Cnlton, a suburb of Glasgow, in which there are
20,00O people, and about 2,u00 weavers: the magistrates and
police commissioners were kind enough to ">oke the assess¬
ment as low as possible, lower to them than to any >>t;
of the inhabitants. Ibid. „.?69.

her
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every door belongin; to a saver in the street is bolted,

lest they should get admittance and take away any little

t ing they have for arrears."*"
There cannot have been much to take. There had been

no money for a lon,« time to replace things which wore out,

and the better articles of furniture wore frequently pawned
2

or sold.' Bedding and blankets were scarce and in many

3
houses nothing remained but the barest minimum.

Clothing was equally scanty and it was becoming no

uncommon tiling in the thirties to see a weaver in rags.

The weavers had in the past been noted for trie substantial

way in which they dressed themselves and their families.

ut twenty years of falling wages had made great changes

and on every side observers declared that the weavers were

1. "?ep7l334, 1.7691 ~ " ~
2. have they worse furniture? (than formerly;. Their

furniture is in a great measure run out, and they ere
certainly not able to purchase new furniture at the present
time. And their houses, taking them in general, ore'ex¬
tremely poorly furnished." Ibia. Q.668.
.. In e great many cases in respect to houses, they have
got no furniture in them.'. Ibid. ^.1286.

3. The bed-clothes are very light indeed; they have very few
of them, and during the winter months of the year they
fede great deal or privation on that score, for their beds
are very lightly covered; I know that for a fact*'. Ibid.
1.3263. Mao 1.806. "The weavers are as badly off here
as anywhere else; many in the Caiton hove no bedding to
sleep on." Rep.1839, p.22.

4. The working suit, provided it covers the akin, is not
minded, so that you would see a weaver in rags occasion¬
ally?" "Very frequently; it is quite common, and being
common in his neighbourhood, he is not ashamed of it among
his own class." Rep.1834. 1.776, "I have known the situa¬
tion of a weaver such that he was obliged co-borrow his
neighbour's shoes before he could go to the warehouse."
Ibid. .774.
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extremely ill-clad, and the situation getting worse yearly.1
The cost of clothes made it impossible for weavers to buy

2
them. As their clothes from better days wore out there was

3
no way of replacing then/'

To make matters worse the weavers had taken to pawning.

ouch clothes or bedding as they had that were decent were

gradually finding their way into the pawnbroker's shop.

According to Clelond Pawn-broking had not existed in Scotland
5

before 1315. It expanded and flourished in the distress
1. "I have observed, in twenty-five years, a wonderful

difference in the clothes of the working classes, and in
the numbers that attend funerals. Formerly large bodies
of weavers, in cases of funerals, would leave their work,
and dress themselves like gentlemen, in black, and attend
the funerals of their deceased acquaintances; but not one
for four now attend that used to attend. I have put the
question - Why Is this? The answer has been that their
clothes were worn out, or if they have decent clothes,
that they are in pawn and they cannot relieve them."
Report on Poor Laws 1843. Appendix 1. Q.10343.

2. The price of clothes had fallen since 1815. Witness Buick
was wearing a coat which cost him 50 shs. (he does not say
when he bought it, but it is some time ago). In 1809 he
v,?ould have paid £3 for it. But he was much better able
to pay £3 then than he is to pay £1-10/- now. (see wages
Ch. 111). Similarly shoes had fallen since the war about
ls.6d a pair. But what weaver could afford 7s to 8s for
a pair of shoes?

3. Some weavers bought secondhand but said the clothes were
"fairly worn out before they got them. M.E.1834, Q.3259.

4. "Is it the custom of the poor people to pawn their clothes
at the beginning of the week and to take them out at the
end?" "I have no doubt of it." "Bo you know whether hand-
loom weavers resort to these pawnbroker's shops more than
the other inhabitants of Paisley?" "I dare say there are
some of the Irish people; but I infer that there must be a
proportion of the hand-loom weavers also, because that
trade forms the greatest part of our bociety. ' Rep. C.M. S.
1833, M.S. Q.q.12001 and 12002.

5. J. Cleland, Plnuraerat ion of the Inhabitants of the City of
Glasgow 1820. Postscript.

"Within these 12^ or 15 years we had no pawn-
broking ahopa in our town, (paisley), and now, we have
three or four." Rep. C.M.S. 1833.
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alter the war. In 1820 a charitable Committee in Glasgow

set out to redeem the pledges of 2043 heeds of families.

It found that, contrary to expectation, the pledges were

nearly all cots, with very fev.. Irish, and that of the 2043

only a very few were actual paupers or in receipt of relief,

and that by far the majority were drawn from the ranks of

the "industrious poor'. Of the 7330 articles redeemed,

(pledged for the total sum of £739.15. 6*), 6762 were personal

clothes or bed clothes. x

As the distress increased the number of pledges increased

until it came to the point when there was nothing left to

pawn. "They have been left perfectly bare. Their clothes

are pawned, and anything they can make goes to redeem the tnii#}

they have pawned. If they are not redeemed before the winter,

t^ey will be as they were last winter, (1342), in the most

distressing state." It may fairly be taken as evidence of

the savers' distressed-state in Paisley at leaser (-for it

ma,, be assumed that in this town most of the pledgers were

weavers), that after 1837 the number of pledgers decreased

till the pawnbrokers were complaining that such business as

they did hove was of the most meagre sort, such as a shirt

1. J. Cleland Enumeration of tne Inhabitants of the City of
Glasgow 1820. lostcript.

2. Report on ioor Lews 1843 Appendix 1. vidence on
Paisley. 1.10,343.
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or e. handkerchief which in ordinary tines would never

, 1hove been pawned.

The lock of wholesome food, worn clothing, end any

sort of comfort in their houses, had en inevitably wretched
2

effect upon the health of the weavers. one doctor giving

evidence to syraons in 1339 sa^s outright that, "they (the

weavers) ore more liable to typhus fev :-r and other epidemics

than the class of field labourers or mechanics, from exposure

to cold, undue exertion, want of solid nourishing food, and

spore clothing. The privations suffered at home engender

diseases of the lungs and stomach, complaints which the

nature of their employment and sedentary habit a aggravate.

Neither form-servants nor other out-door labourers are

3
nearly so liable to the influence of these diseases."

In addition to the privations they suffered, the long

houru of their work pulled down the weavers' health. The
4

pallor of tneir faces was an accepted feature of their work.

Cut apparently their growth also was affected, one witness

went so for as to say that in his recollection the Paisley
l7~l837-42 pledges~uank from 3,966 to 17927 "i bid7'~7.732.~ "*

Very few articles were being redeemed in 1841-2. Previously
only about four in a hundred were not redeemed. Ibid.Q.1252.

2. Hep.1834. M.S. Q.2313.
3. Pep. 1830 p. 20.
4. ..a large proportion of the weaving, population is easily

diatinguiahe-d- by even a casual observer, from other -c1nsues
of lebourerajby a pale complexion, a somewhat worn appear¬
ance, and a stooping, and by no means a robust or active
carriage." "o; .1839, , .188.
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1

men wera 8 "larger race altogether."

In Glasgow the weavers, in common with all the very

poor of that city, suffered the most terrible Ill-health

that prevailed there. Symons, who had travelled widely,

said finally after his investigations at Glasgow, that

disease culminated there "to a pitch unparalleled in

2
Great Britain." Certainly the mean annual mortality rate

was higher in Glasgow than anywhere else in Great Britain.

But equally grim is the statement of Captain Miller, a

Chief of Police there in this period, that for everyone who

3
died annually, two were constantly sick.*"

There can seem no doubt now that the prevailing destitu¬

tion was the foremost cause of disease. But at the time the

relationship was less clear and Dr. Alison's was a lone

voice urging the theory that fever epidemics were largely

the result of much previous want and misery, and ware not

to be found in thriving prosperous communities where the

working classes were able to maintain themselves in comfort

I7~~M7i7 1834 ~Q736957 "
2. Rep.1339 p.62. It was believed to be at 1 in 24, higher

than the mortality rate of any other European City.
Cleland, the Glasgow statistician, took great exception
to Symons' remarks on the wynds of Glasgow (where very
few weavers lived) on the grounds that they were not re¬
presentative of the city as a wnoie. He also objected
to attention being drawn to the high death rate there
on the grounds that many of the deaths were due to
fevers,' James Cleland. De~C\i/|ilTWN CJU

3. Captain Miller, Papers on Crime 1841. ' l'
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1
end decency. Statiatics show Glasgow to have been the

2
v.orst plague-spot in Britain, not excluding London. Typhus

v as probably the most deadly of all the fevers ; most fre¬

quently its victims were young men and women in the prime

of life, most probably parents of young families. It is

i ot to be imagined that the weavers could have escaped this

scourge, arid indeed though no statistics can be celled to

prow- it all the evidence points to their having been among

its most likely victims.

It is much to be feared that death by fever from

inanition, or constant ill-health throughout their lives,

must have been the lot of a greet many of the weavers of

Glasgow, vho indeed were 1/Sfch of the hole weaving
3

populetion.

In connection with the ill-health of the- weavers the

question of their addiction to spirit-drinking arises. This

was n subject very much before the minds of the Commission

of 1034, and the witnesses were asked to give their views

on whether they thought the habit was increasing among the

weavers, and whether they were more intemperate than other

classes. home witnesses thought not, but they were not

1. Dr. "Alison. The heringament of the loor in Scotland, p. 10
2, J, Stark. Vital statistics of Scotland. Scottish

Journal Vol.XIV, g>p.74-8G.
oe Ch. 1 p. 12.
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those who were moot closely in touch with the weaving body;

they were menufecturers or outsiders."'" Those witnesses

who were weavers themselves nil confirmed the impression
2

that spirit-drinking was increasing. This was particularly
3

emphasised by the Paisley witnesses'. They regretted it

Put clearly thought that no purpose would be served by

minimising the situation. They thought that the increase op
intemperance among the weavers was the result of anxiety

end exhaustion brought on by their poverty, and the fact that

due to their weakened condition a small quantity of spirits
4 ,

would inebriate them. Thus rather than do the weavers*

cause harm the witness felt that a true knowledge of the

situation should command sympathy on their behalf.

It is not surprising in view of the ill-nourished, ill-

clad, generally weakened state of the weavers, and their

consequent ill-health, that they should no longer enjoy the

reputation in society for intelligence, dignity, end sobriety

which they hed formerly held. It was very generally agreed

that the older members of the weaver class had changed very

little, not nearly as much as their changed circumstances

might suggest. In spite of steadily increasing poverty they
1. Hep.18347~m7s. Q.3695." ~
2. Ibid. Q72699. 7
3. Ibid. Qq.3696, 1206, 858.
4. Ibid. Qq. 1208, 2544.
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their reduced circumstances permitted* But their numbers

were yearly • growing smaller and their place was being

taken by a generation whose upbringing, was altogether harder

and barer, and who knew nothing at fir at-hand of the influ-

onces which lied moulded their parents' lives. The witnesses'

descriptions of the younger generation which they gave to the

Poysl Commission in 183* form a sad commentary on the for¬

tunes of the weaving trade in the twenty years since the

peace.1 The most severe critics of the rising generation

were, _er re understandably, the weavers themselves. Out¬

siders might perhaps not be so fully aware of what had been

lost. fit at the same time the weaver witnesses were not,

g
with one exception, " censorious. They ex; aloned that such

was the weaver's poverty that, struggle how ho might, he

could hardly keep his head above water, and his children,
3

witnesses of his confusion, grew easily out _of hand.
1. Ibid, Qq.2314, 2481, 859, 2432, 2697 etc. Rep.lf339, p.52~
.. the younger generation in other trades very greatly
excel tne contemporary class of the weaving population
There is the odd dissentient voice. Charles bird for
instance, who as secretary to the Glasgow "elief Committee
during 1337-41 had every opportunity of judging,thinks
the weavers in general civil and industrious and in point
of moral and mental worth at least equal 1\o the same class©
in any other city or town 1 iiave visited.' Observations
upon the Poorest Class ol Operatives in Glasgow 1339 p.5.

2. dee eviueiica of Thomas Paul, M.3.1834, C.,.2314. This weaver
hold very rigid views, not shared by the others. v<v? his
evidence on bunaay schools bolow p. i3i- Jrgh**B i.

3. "'Joes the poverty of the father diminish his coxitrol over
the conduct of his sons and daughters?" "Tea, I cm of
opinion that it does weaken his authority to a greet
extent. Rep.1331, . . . 86u.
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• hen they in turn cr. ie to marry, often early and perha. a

imprudently (though it is hard to see how prudence could

have helped i") they had not the background nor the training

that the previous generation had had to sustain them in

their troubles. In particular they lacked to of the

formative influences of previous generations - Education

and Religion.

4r.ny hand-loom weavers still made vigorous efforts to

send their children to a day school, but it was a habit not

2
nearly so widespread among the weavers as it used to be.

The cost of schooling in the country was generally from 2s
♦"7

to 2s.6d a quarter. In Glasgow it was rather dearer, being

about 4s a quarter.^ It is clear that to raise these moneys

was almost certainly beyond the power of the plain cotton

weaver, or even of the harness weaver who had only a single

wage coming into the home. In the budgets described earlier,

1. It was generally thought that marriages were getting
earlier - "if we ore to wait until we have something laid
up we must wait for ever.357 ITvid. The umistera
questioned unaer the loor Low nquiry of L044 give no
decisive answer on this point. lee Appendix to Report
on Poor Laws 1344, Part vl.

2. Rep. C.M.3. 1833. M.S. 1.11277. Also Rep. 1834. . :f. 2. £.730.
Re's. 1839, pp.48 and 49.

3. John Adam, plain linen weaver from lorfor stated that in
his district schooling was vor/ cheap; 12s to 14s a year,
yet he could not afford it. Rep.1834. t. . ;.3534.
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where the auras required ranged from Vs.u'-d to lu^.9d,

nothing was set aside for education. borae families con¬

tinued to have one child at -the school for n short time

until he no of age to be^in work. Formerly it had been

the weaver's custom to send each child when he was five or

six end koop him there until he was about nine. "Mow they

have to wait till they ore about six or seven years of

age, and they go to school one at a time in a family, and

remain a short time till they can read the Few Testament;

and then commence working."^ Not later than the age of ten

their education, such as it hoi been, terminated. A few

children were sent to evening schools for an hour or two;

but after their day's work it is not likely that they pro¬

fited very much by this. A great many children got no

education at all.

The Glasgow weavers were particularly pessimistic about

tae state of education among the children there. It was

clearly not general among Glasgow cotton weovers to attempt
2

to send their children to a day school at all. The be3t

that most weavers could hope to do was to send the children to

a bundey-school where they were educated free. There, they
1. Ibid. I.Q55.
2. Lave you yourself been obliged to take youj

from school?" "I have never been able to send them to
school, because as soon as tue^ are able to do anything
in working t .>ey are put to it; and these are the general

- features among the weavers at Glasgow." Ibid. 1.2317.
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were taught reading, and sometimes writing, as well aa

receiving moral end religious instruction, and most weavers

ciioug t the -unda.y schools a valuable institution,1" ;ut the

progress wsa necessarily - terribly slow, 1 robably the bunday-

school a were tetter than nothing, but as a means of education,

properlj so-celled, tin, were wholly inadequate.

It was a great sorrow to the weavers not to be able

to educate their children. Thio merges clearly from ell

the evidence which thew gave in 1934 end again in 1839. They

would have educated their children ii taey could; they valued
2

education greatly, but their poverty prevented them. In

the woollen districts and some of the linen districts hero

wages were higher, the weevers* children cere much better

educated.

1. hot ft I ho.ua a laul, who adds to his general criticisms of
Sunday hchools that it was "nothing uncommon" when those
sabbath schools are dismissing to hear a noise in the
streets of children cheering as if it was any other doyi
Ibid. Q.2319.

2. "Whilst I distinctly assert that the great body of the
children of the cotton-weavers ere growing up in. a state
of semo-barbnrism, I must also state, that I believe that
there is no one feeling more deeply or more strongly
implanted in the breasts of the parents than a desire to
educate them. ...The„ make generally speaking, greet exer¬
tions to effect it; and I know an instance where clothes
nave b en : arteci with to <,eep a cxiild at school.'
ep.1839, .48.

3. Ibid. p«48» bee sr. Harding's Report for the b. of
Scotland 1839. He gives a much more favourable account of
the state of education in his district, whore a greater
proportion of t, e weavers was engaged in better-paid work.
11»i . p.m.
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The ;ook Oocieties, formerly rlmost entirely supported

by weavers, were almost extinct, looks the as >lves were feat

disappearing from the homes of the weavers, where, of all

working men, they were moat likely to be found.~ Newspapers

and magazines, books of information and travel, science and

philosophy, had disappeared from the shelves, and even the

family ible had in some case found its way to the pawn¬

brokers.4'

"Intelligence and knowledge will consequently cease with

the present generation. * This pronouncement of r Glasgow

weaver in 1839 has a specially sad ring in that intelligence

and knowledge had bean the very qualities which had so dis¬

tinguished the weavers as a body, hut to the render of 100 .

years later studying the evidence thoy gave to the Commissions

of inquiry, it seems hard to believe that the intelligence

of the weavers was in question. The witnesses seem so extra¬

ordinary alert and intelligent, so clear and forthright,

1. "nooks, then a rarer commodity than now, were scattered
over every available spot in the large kitchen, end in
groat demand after the day's labour, lilt on, burns,
Snakaspeare, and volumes of the Spectator night bo found
mixed in admirable confusion with Brown's Commentary and
Concordance, Ounyan, Bibles end The uestiona." Javid
Gilmour, Paisley ecvers of other Days 1876, p.21. "deny
of t e weavers of those days hod libraries equal to those
of ministers or professional men". Matthew Elair. The
Paisley - havbl, 19 J* , j .46.

f . of the articles pledged at tne pawnbrokers (quoted above
p./2-3) only 618 out of 7380 were not articles of clothing.
1 oh of these t>18 articles were idles.
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that rai,/ present day Commission would e find to noet them.

However, one must accept what tue; say of themselves, and

.hot observers confirm, and assume thot in selecting tiioir

representatives to go forward for exa;"-inat ion the.) hod chosen

extraordinarily well. These witnesses were not oil men of

the older generation, dome lied young families. .But the

two who stand out in the exhaustive inquiry of 1334 were

Hugh iackenzie, a plain eotton-weaver, and James Urr, a

silk-weaver; they were both ion who had known personally the

earlier prosperity, and whose families were grown up; and

they showed the greatestpossible concern about the state,

physical and moral, into which the younger generation of

weavers was rapidly falling.

Church-attendance was another side of the weaver's life

which had gone the same way as education. A steady decline

was everywhere remarked. Various reasons were put forward

for this, the most usual being the lack of suitable clothes.

Though this in itself may not seem an insuperable obstacle to

1. "Even since their condition has deteriorated the,/ have in
a great measure lost heart, and because they have not the
same outward look as other tradesmen they generally stay
at home and take skulking walks in the country to get
out of sight." Hep.1834 M.B. Q.609.
This evidence is repeated almost word for word by anotner
witness . in Ibid. p.3550.-—
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attending church it wcs no doubt reel enough to those who

wore the clothes. Some 3aid they were too fatigued after

th© week's work to go to church on Sunday."*" Others pointed
2

to their inability to pay seat-rents."" One minister from a

Glasgow church gave his opinion that it was very probable

that, "a poor person taking e seat in one of the churches

in Glasgow might be removed therefrom, but that the same

3
exclusion would hardly be visited on a well-dressed person.

He added that there were no free sittings for the poor in

4
Glasgow in general? in the Barony Kirk there were 50. The

words have not an encouraging sound. On the other hand it

i3 very likely that this rent would have been waived willingly

had the weavers asked, but pride and the dislike of being

thought paupers prevented them from finding out. The fact

was that the weavers had lost heart. They looked back to

their prosperity and their church-going, days together. The

church had had its place in their lives in their prosperity,

but in their adversity they did not turn to it. Even among

the elder class of weavers, who were best suited to meet the

difficulties of suitable clothes and seat-rent, church-

attendance had fallen off markedly. They were not necessarily

more deficient in this respect than other trcdetmen. Opinions
1. Hep, C.mTs.' M.S. 'q.112397 ' ~ *
2. Hep. 1334, M.S. Q.2316, and Qq.1132-1144. Also see

Rep.1839, p.47.
3. Rep.1839. p.47.
4. Ibid./oc. sim
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differed on this point. Some witnesses thought they were;

others thought there was nothing to choose between them.

But in either case the significant fact to the weavers wea

still that whereas in the past - many of them had been in

the habit of attending church and regarding themselves as

members of a church, that habit had been lost, not from

principle but from poverty.

Poverty attacked from every side and its effect went

far beyond the immediate necessities of life. Without

assuming, or wishing to assume, that material prost erity,

or health, or leisure, or education, or church-membership,

had necessarily engendered in the weavers' lives virtue or

happiness, yet it is hard to think how in the absence of

them all virtue or happiness could be sustained. The tele

of the weavers' declining fortunes, sad as any such tale must

be, was a particularly hard one in that it all took place

within the lifetime of a single generation. The man who had

seen the good times saw also the bad, and saw with them the

whole fullness of their lives taken from them. Their comfort

at home, their enjoyment abroad, their pleasure in things of

the mind and of the spirit, their pride in their trade, ana

their hope for their children, were all cut from under them

in the short space of twenty year3.



CHAPTER V

STATE - HELP
■ "!m> .L'Xiaa

During this period of very greet hardship, when the

hours of labour were inordinately long, and the wages of

labour intolerably small, the weaver might turn for help

in two directions : he might look to the benevolence of the

Society in which he lived; or he might by hisrown exertions,

or by concerted action with his fellows, try to better his

conditions himself. For the sake of clarity the two may

perhaps bo regarded separately as otate-help, and Self-help.

For the first, State-help at this time was limited to

action in two fields : there was the stote system of Poor

Relief, and there were schemes for state-assisted emigration,

hut to the weaver in Scotland the limits of this assistance

were narrowed because before 1045 there was no state-system

of Poor-Relief in Scotland such as obtained in England.

The tradition in Scotland had been that each parish

either supported its poor out of collections and special
1. This help sounds meagre indeed to the modern ear. Never¬

theless I think it would be a false judgment to regard thi
meagreness as a measure of the state's concern for the
distress of the weaving body. See Ch. Vll»jfc for a
discusalon of this point.
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contributions, or, as in the case of large towns, made an

assessment of its own. The funds obtained were used to re-

lieve the sick and the aged, either at homo or in hospitals;

to take core of orphans and lunatics; and to assist widows

with young children. But for able-bodied poverty there was

no relief, nor had there ever been any tradition of relief

to the able-bodied poor in ordinary times. But in the thirty

years between 1315 and 1345 the times were not ordinary, and

the periodic depressions combined with the movement of the

population into the industrial areas, imposed a strain on

the traditional system which hod brought it to breaking-

point by 1845."'" when in 1842 the Disruption of the Scottish

Church rendered it unable any longer to attempt to make it¬

self fully res onsible for the poor, the system hod to be

2
abandoned in favour oi an assessment on the Bnglish model.

In 1845 the new Scottish Poor Law introduced the principle,

albeit most limited in practice, of relief for able-bodied

poverty.

However this was as yet in the future. A generation of

weavers grew up in the twenty years of distress proceeding
1. In 1813 Glasgow relieved 2,000 legal poor; in 1830 more

than 5,0o0. Cleland. Annals of Glasgow, 1816, ii.p.426.
2» The Church was by no means wholly against the assessment

principle. It was divided in its counsels. A good many
clergymen who hod earlier defended the "voluntary" system
became convinced by events. bee Rev, Robert Burns, A
"plea for the Poor of Lcotiand. 1341.
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the Act. In these years the lack, of a legal aid to the

able-bodied poor was made good to a certain extent by the

voluntary efforts of individuals, societies, and municipali¬

ties. These effects rose to a peak during such years of

distress as 1819, 1825, 1837, and 1841-2. In 1819 we hear

of men being set to work to break stones on Glasgow C-reen.
•7

It is unlikely that many weavers were among them. In 1825

a Relief Committee was sot up in Glasgow which distributed

large sums collected for relief. The aid was general but no

doubt weavers were amongst those benefited. But by 1837 the

distress of the weavers had become so serious that in the

depression of that year the weavers were in the forefront of

the ranks to be relieved, and the Relief Committee set up

in that year in Glasgow had as its main object the assistance

of the distressed weavers."*" Other towns also set up relief

funds and organised working parties to give employment to

the unemployed. In Glasgow and Paisley the scale of opera¬

tions grew so great that sub-committees were set up with paid

2
officials to organise relief." In both these towns the popu¬

lation of weavers was very high.

_ iS GlasgQw at a public meeting in May 1837 a committee
L~, "The greater number of men we got employed were weavers:

of this class we had 2884 on the fund. The great diapo-si-
tion of weavers may be accounted for by the fact that that
fund was raised more especially with a view to assist the
Hand-loom Weavers." Charles Baird. Observations Upon the
Poorest-classes of Operatives in Glasgow, 1837. pp. 4 & 5.

2. See below p.p. I'i'j-ii+c
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was lormed and a subscription list opened.£b,GUu was

collected in a snort time to which a balance of £3,000 from
9

a former Relief fund 'was added. The activities of the

committee were to be two-fold : to provide work for those

who were able; and to provide soup and bread to those who
3

were not. of the men assisted uy the soup-fund tue weavers

formed about two thirds of the total; of the women and girls
4

only one fourteenth were weavers.

The committee had two paid officials, one to manage the

fund, and the other to be in charge oj. the weaving department.

This department distributed weos to those weavers who applied

for relief who were unfit for outdoor work. Most of the

work offered to the unemployed was of the stone-breaking and

digging kind. The committee had some help from the Elver

Trustees in providing work and in managing the men, and it

also could call on the poor-rate authorities for help in in¬

vestigating cases, but by and large the unemployed were main¬

tained, in so far as they were maintained, during the depress-
1. "The first motion was moved by Sheriff Alison, which was

to the effect that we should turn our attention in the
first instance, to the providing of means for the assistance
of that class.' (weavers). _£ep. loor Laws 1844 App. I. „..7do<.

2. Ibid. Q.7001. Se* . i»Ut 3 .

3. "We could never specify the number that were on the soup-
fund; but se one time there were 6,500 on the fund."
Ibid. Q.7U08.

4. see Appendix., Table if- ■ V,
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ion of 1837, and the years that followed to 1843 by this

private charitable organisation."''
When in 1842 the distress became acute again the Re¬

lief Committee of 1837 which was still in existence was

reorganised to work at greater pressure. Clerks were engaged

to sit in a central office from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. and from

6 p.m. - 8 p.m. to take down particulars from applicants for

relief. Sach applicant was given a schedule to fill in

which was submitted to a small committee, a sub-section of the

2
main Committee. This committee met daily. If the applicant

was considered a suitably deserving case he got work, or

3
rations of soup and breed."

With the years of practice the administration of the

fund grew in efficiency but the difficulty in obtaining

sustained contributions grew likewise. Without large sub¬

scriptions from the ban^to" the Relief Committee could not have
4

carried on and as it was it had to turn away many applications.
1. A certain amount of help was received from the London

Relief Committee.
2. Inspectors were employed by the committee to check each

applicant'3 statements and the committee acted on their
evidence. "It was only after several years' experience
that the Glasgow committee saw the necessity of appointing
inspectors to have the cases fully reported on. The fund
was infinitely better managed after we did appoint paid
inspectors.' Rep. Poor Laws 1844. App.I.i4rhf Q.7006.

3. They only took on to the roll those able to work; but
they were obliged to give support to many unlit to work.
Ibid. Q.6765.

4. Ibid. Q.7010.
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It was obliged to raise the residence i^ualificntion from

one year to three years. At the same time it found difficulty
in finding profitable work for the men to do. The stocks

of broken stories accumulated over the years end hung like a

dead weight on the committee.1 The work was herd end unpopu-

2
lcr, and the earnings small.

l.y 1843 there were few weavers left on the roll and no

3
weba at all were given out.' This year marks the end of the

phase of pre-1845 voluntary measures of relief on such a scale.

Glasgow had had a tremendous problem of relief in these years,

and on an enormous scale, but from our point of view perhaps

the problem of Paisley, though smaller, is even more interest¬

ing. I'cisley was a town almost wholly given over to weaving,

and in the years 1841-2 the depressed state of the trade

plunged practically the whole town into distress.

Here as elsewhere there was no recognition of the claim

1. '"At present at one-breaking is unprofitable. A dead stock
of £b, 0U0 - 6,000 worth of broken metal has been accumulated.'"
Ibid. Q.676G.

2. %'e try as much as possible that their earnings do not
exceed Is a day, that they may be looking out at all times
for work to themselves. Ibid. Q.6771. "Some never
made more than 2s (weekly), others again made 73 or 8s."
Ibid. Q.6781.

3. "what class are employed at present? (1843) - "a class
different from that of last year or 1337. The greatest
proportion of unemployed -males were then weavers. At
present I do not think there are more than from 20-3J
weavers on the roil. Ibid. Q.6761.
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of the able-bodied to relief. But there had been in the

previous twenty years considerable experience of neeting

the extraordinary distress amongst the weavers vith extra¬

ordinary measures. -ho gentlemen of the town and country¬

side around were accustomed to raising and organising

Relief funds to assist unemployed weavers through periods
2

of depression.

In 1841 a tremendous gloom settled over Paisley. A

high percentage of the weavers were skilled -en v*orking on

costly materials for which there was no steady market. For

about twenty years the foremost article of production hod

been the imitation Indian Cashmere shawl, which was executed

in a great variety of exquisite patterns which took so much

time and labour that the finished shawl was a costly article.

But expense alone was not the sole bogey. Fashion was a

tyrant even more to be feared and when the popular Cashmere

shawl went out of fashion in the early forties it struck a
1. There was on assessment which was used to provide funds for

the Town's Hospital. There was also o joint co mittee
of the Kirk sessions oi the three churches, which distri¬
buted relief among the members of each parish church. In
neither case were any funds allocated to simple distress.
Old age, sickness, widowhood etc, were the objects of
the fund.

2. In 1827 the Renfrewshire Relief Fund was donating £500 a

week, raised from local subscriptions, and from the London
Relief Committee. In three months it had disbursed

£22,000, chiefly to families of native weavers, the number
of distressed families being as high as 2,700 at one tine.
J. Ilandiey.op,cit. p. 142.
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blow at the Paisley weaving industry from which it never

recovered."*" A great part of Paisley was plunged into

unproceuonted distress.

In addition bo this the town itself went bankrupt,

2
involving, many small investors in total ruin. The Cart

Navigation Trust also foiled and a number of working people

lost their money. loreover a good many of the Friendly

Societies, from whom the operatives expected help at such

a time lost their funds in the failure and were able to pay

nothing. A crowning blow was added by the exceptional

severity of the winter of 1842, In the face of these dis-

tresses two Relief Funds sprang, into being.""

The manufacturers of the district in November 1841

opened a Relief Fund for tho workers of the town. They raised
1. It is recorded that Queen Victoria made a generous effort

to boost the trade by buying 17 shawls. However, it seems
that it was totally beyond the Queen's power to restore
the shawl, or indeed any other garment, to fashionable
shoulders, and it is only to be feared that this may have
hastened the end.

2. "Is it consistent with your knowledge that part of the dis¬
tress in Paisley arose from the losses sustained from the
corporation; were there many weavers and others who had
suras invested?" "Yes; and a great many aocietiea".."Those
who have lost money; those who had lodged money with the
corporation - are not able to recover it?" "Not a shilling
hitherto. Instead of paying part of the principal, they
made 2 ••' of a dividend." Rep, Poor Lows. 184$ App. I
M.E. Qq.11713 F 1171G.

3. "I need scarcely ask you whet her tiiese losses by individual
workmen rendered it necessary to raise a greater fund for
the unemployed than otherwise would have been called for?"
"I think that is self-evident. But irt had the same effect—
in a different way. It made persons in authority feel
that they were bound to do something for those poor people
who could not get their little savings out of their
hands. Ibid. ,.11722.
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subscriptions from tffaAi and country to the sum of £9,160

of which they drew nearly £8,000. The method of relief was

to hand out webs for weaving to all who ashed. The average

rate of wages paid was 5s.7Vd a week. This was rather below
1

the average rate for the previous year.

This fund, from the very nature of the relief, gave its
2

assistance almost entirely to weavers. In all it gave out

in the period while it lasted, from November 1841 to Sep-
3

tember 1842, 4459 webs." Nevertheless, this was not nearly

as many as could and would have been given had the demand

been greater. A shawl manufacturer, who acted as manager for

the Manufacturers' Relief Association describes the position.

"When we had 50 webs ready, we sent for 50 weavers. We took

them as they stood on the roll, but of these we only got 3 or

4. Next day we sent for another 50, with a similar result.

I stated to the committee that they would not work. After

that we took them promiscuously; we said, Come to us, and we

will give you all work. W® were then told by the other

committee that we had not work to give them. We took a list
1. The I'aisley average was higher than that of tne South West

in general because of the high percentage of skilled weavers,
(xrom this sum lod to 1/- has to be deducted for expenses).

2. Also starchers, heddlemakers, winders, reedmakers.
2. Rep. Poor Laws 1844 App. I M. JS. Qq.11145-11150.

For table showing numbers of weavers employed see
Appendix, Table J".
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of all that called for work, and kept a list of all the

weba; and on the 22nd of January, 1042, we hod on hand

271 webs, for which we could not find workers. e still

have on hand to sell about hl,4o0 worth. borne were sold

at less than 30on cost.'^"
The manufacturers blamed the General Relief Committee

for giving relief to sen who could hove worked at their

webs. "I think the members of the Relief Committee took

them on their roll when they must have known we hnd webs to

. 2
give them." The Relief Committee replied that the manu¬

facturers did not give enough in payment for their work. At

one time there were 160 operatives working, for the manufac¬

turers ho were also getting, relief from the General Relief

Committee. Moreover, the committee did not strike off its

rolls those weavers who had relused to take webs from the

Manufacturers' Association. In fact the two Relief Committees

did not work harmoniously together.

The General Relief fund was devoted to providing work

for those not employed by the Manufacturers' Association.

The work offered was field work, - digging and stonebreaking.

Their wages were partly paid by the farmers on whose land

the men worked^and the remainder made up by the fund. The
1. Rep. Poor Lows, 1844,rtif.App. 1. Mr-S-. Qq. 11145-11150.
2. Ibid. 1.11158.
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average rate of payment for stone-breaking was Is. to ls.8d.

per day, but with a naximura weekly wage of lis.2d. It is

unlikely that this maximum was reached by any but the youngest

and strongest, but even so it seems clearly more remunerative

work, though harder, than weaving the webs offered by the

onufecturers' Association. Over the winters of both 1041-2

and 1842-3 the General fund was kept going and as much work

as could be procured was offered to the men. There were a

few women on the Fund, mostly those who had lost their work

of sewing "boarders" on to the shawls. There were in

addition a few persons on the Fund who f for reasons which are

not ciear^ were not required to do any work in return for re¬
lief.

It is impossible to say how many of the laisley weavers

fell at one time or another on the Fund. Some there certainly

were who managed to avoid it and struggled on on their own.*L
Some were helped by small advances from members of the kirk

sessions. Some were given credit at the shops on the strength

of their own good character. Some were members of Friendly
2

Societies, and some depended on their savings. But their

security was short-lived. When the town went bankrupt in 1842

provident and improvident were brought low together.
1. Ibid. '^.10679.
2. nee below Ch. VI pp. /(>$ - IJI4
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A widespread impression prevailed in the country as a

whole that the improvident in Paisley greatly outnumbered

the proviaent. It was felt tuat the distress was due, to a

At 1
great extent, to unsatisfactory character of the inhabitants.'

They were said to be unprincipled, and manufacturers in

Glasgow were not at all anxious to give their webs to the

Paisley weavers. They complained of being duped. And even

the loisley manufacturers sent work to the villages around,

finding that they got their work more cheaply done and more
O

honestly returned'. It is possible that this situation arose

because so many of the Paisley weavers were skilled weavers

who may have accepted the plain work when obliged to but at

once deserted it for figured work if the chance arose, making

only a poor or unfinished job of t^eir plain web. This might

weLl earn them tue name of being unreliable. Nevertheless

the general unpopularity of Paisley with other towns which

had weaving populations of their own may well have been due

to the frequency with which appeals had to be raised for
1. "I consider it (Paisley) to be the most dissolute and

ignorant community in Scotland, without exception."
Evidence of Ar. William luir, secretary to the Edinburgh
Committee for distributing funds to the poor. Hep. 1044, Vx
A. E. 1.2712.

2. "There were more webs given out to distant parts than
would have employed all the unemployed in Paisley at the
time, had the Paisley manufacturers chosen to do so.
Ibid. 1.11711.
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Paisley. Perhaps the bonds of sympathy had become strained.

The distress in the country in general in the years

1837, and 1841-2, was probably not as acute as in Paisley,

which was almost wholly devoted to weaving, but it was

sufficiently severe to induce the larger towns to form re¬

lief committees to assist their own unemployed poor. In

Edinburgh a local committee was set up to provide work -

mainly breaking stones on the Meadows for macadamising the

Meadow Walk* Few weavers were employed on this."1" hut Edin¬

burgh also set up a committee for distributing funds allocated

by the Central Relief Committee in London. In this way re¬

lief was sent to many small weaving centres. Paisley figures

prominently on the list also. But the larger towns, such as

Glasgow, Greenock, Aberdeen, end others which hod formed

their own local committees, sent nothing to the Central Board

directly, except in so far as their citizens contributed to

the appeals and church collections which were taken through-
2

out the country and sent to the Central Fund in Edinburgh.

outside the orgenised relief committees of the large

towns the countryside faced its own problems locally on a

1* Ihil. (kllol.
-£b- No -dissenting. congrejgations contributed except in a

few instances in Edinburgh.
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much smaller scale. Ehe most usual form of relief in a

small town or village was the Soup-Kitchen. This net with

varying success. For instance it i3 interesting to compare

the views of illiam Anderson, an blder, with Thomas Colder,

a weaver, on the doup-Kitchen at Kirkintilloch. William

Anderson: "During the late depression in trade we had a

good many out of employment; but the same individuals were

not idle a long time, sometimes about eight or ten days.

When one web was done and they could not get another, there

was a soup kitchen established for their relief. A sub¬

scription of about £93 was raised for this purpose commencing

about Kept ember 1341, and the amount of upwards of 300 *

left for the benefit of the poor by a «r. Adams of London,

was applied to the same purpose. The soup kitchen lasted

about half a year - 116 were relieved on on overage in a
2

week." To which must be added, "There was a soup kitchen set

up to relieve the distress; but very few and indeed I think

none of the respectable weavers hod anything to do with it.

Those who hove usually token advantage of a soup kitchen in

this town have gexieraiiy been individuals who would take it
3

all the year round if they could get it."
1. A nhoppin of broth and a penny roll daily was the ration.

3 choppins for a family was the maximum.
2. Perm Z_e<^vS . inn-, %>.$" ■
3. Ibid p.382.
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Similarly at Kilmarnock, where £280 vvi|§ spent on the
*

soup-kitchen in 1841-2, the "respectable class' of weavers

would not apply and so it was given up early in 1042. A

fund of £430 which was raised was distributed as relief.

At first no work was required but later road-making was

organised and '1,000 was borrowed for making webs which

were given out to weavers,^"
In some of the country districts the weavers were less

fortunate. In Fenwick, a small village in Ayrshire, for

instance, there was great distress among the able-bodied

unemployed, principally weavers. No subscription was raised

for their relief and they could obtain nothing through the

ordinary channels of the Poor Fund of their parish. A few
£

found employment as day labourers. hat became of the rest

is not recorded. Yet these for the most part were respectable

people. In the nearby village of Dairy the only fund for

relief was a collection of upwards of £20 raised by the

ministers and kirk-session. The largest allowance given

(from first to last) was 6 shillings. A deputation of

'weavers and others' waited upon the local landowner to make

a representation of their great distress. "lie ordered the

road-surveyor to make arrangements in breaking stoneh, ^tcT

!• il&p- Pervi hiuos . I*lfi+ . App-X. f-?1^.
2. Ibt'd ■ ^pp- M • pp. ■
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give employment to all who applied, and all who went were

set to work. I do not think above 15 went."^" As with

the aoup-kitchen3 so with the stone-breaking. Not all those

who were in need oi reliei in those years were able to accept

it in the forms in whicn it was then offered.

There was for a time the idea that Emigration might

prove a more acceptable form of relief to the weavers.

Emigration on a notable scale began in the first twenty

years of the nienteenth century. During this period the

number of emigrants showed a marked rise, especially from

Scotland and Ireland. In England the movement did not set

2
in with equal force until the mid-twenties. This distinction

between the countries has sometimes been attributed to the

absence of a Poor Law in Scotland and Ireland. It was thought

that men who were thrown more quickly onto their own resources

(as in Scotland) mifht have turned to emigration sooner than

1. Ibid. p.
2. Helen I. Cowan, British Emigration to British North

America. 1783-1837. University of Toronto Studies.
Vol. IV. No. 2. Uh, VI.
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those who could apply to their pariah for relief. On this

view one would expect to find large numbers of weavers

among the emigrants. Put in fact, where the returns give

the occupations of the heads of families emigrating on their

own initiative, they seem mainly to have been members of

the class of small tradesmen and mechanics, rather than the

destitute. Whet seems much more likely to have accounted

for the preponderance of Scottish emigrants during this

period was the fact that the Highlands were undergoing an

organised clearance whereby many families were being com-

pulsorily emigrated by their landlords. This may well

account for the numbers leaving Scotland in the first 30

years of the century. In support of this theory there is

the fact that the numbers emigrating from Greenock, the

usual port for embarking the Highlanders, are much largver

than those from all other ports.''"
Of the Scots emigrating it is no doubt the case that

there were a certain number of weavers who were able to

emigrate on their own. But as far as the records permit

a judgment it seems likely that the only emigration of

1. See Returns re Emigration. Accounts arid Papers Vol. XXVI,
(1832) p.280. See in particular the returns showing
emigration from Campbelltovn, Greenock, and Stornoway to
the British Colonies in America in the years 1825-32.
In the years 1325-32 more persons emigrated to the U.S.A.
from Greenock than from ell other Scottish ports put
together.
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weavers in an/ number wos that which took place with the

assistance governtent grants in the years 1820 end 1821.1
The attention of the government was first turned serious¬

ly to the idea of assisted emigration in 1817 when a pet it ion

for help to emigrate was laid before it on behalf of the

cloth-workers of Yorkshire. Thie was refused, but two years

later a government proposal was passed by Parliament to

assist 300 distressed fa lilies from Yorkshire to emigrate

to the Cape of Good Hope.

In the following year Parliament approved a Government

proposal to assist 2,000 Scottish weavers to emigrate to

British North America. A great many -weavers had joined

Emigration Societies formed in the winter of 1819/20, in

Glasgow and the surrounding districts. These societies were

holding public meetings and addressing petitions for assist¬

ance to the home Office, and, in the knowledge that the sub¬

ject was under debate in Parliament, interest in Emigration

grew cpsce and hopes soared. But the offer of assistance

when it come was a great disappointment. The settlers were

not to be granted a free passage. There was to be a grant

of 100 acres of land each, subject to the usual settlement

duties, end seed corn arid implements were to~fre nsold to the

1. see nelow p.
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settlors at cost.and capital provided in instalments of)

three, three, and two pounds, which was to be repaid by

the Emigration Societies jointly at the end of ten years.

,'iut the grant of a free passage would have meant nore to

the would-be emigrants than all the promises of assistance

on the other side of too Atlantic^because so few hod the
means to cross it on their own. The emigration Societies

made the selection of emigrants from among their members but

they could not provide sufficient funds. In the end a private

subscription and loan was raised, sufficient to sand out

1,200 emigrant a."

Those members of the societies who were left behind

redoubled their off arts,and another series of petitions

reached the Home Office. The government decided on a further

measure of assistance and requested a committee to make a

choice of 2,000 weavers from the applicants presented by the

various societies, roughly six thousand in number. In the

end 1,883 persons from Lanarkshire, bumbarton, Stirling,

Clackmannan, and Linlithgow were embarked. They joined the

first settlers at a site of the name of Hew Lanark in

Upper Canada.

Much has been written of the hardships that faced~the^

1. Cowan. Op.cit. . ]6.
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pioneer* both on the journey and in the new homes, but

from ouch account 3 as have been kept of these weavers it

seems that the miseries were more than male up for by the

independence and si ray la comfort achieved in a comparat ively

short time. Among the weavers tnere was no doubt about

the 3uccssa of the venture. Tven the least prosperous

thought themselves well off in comparison to their brethren

at home. This is remarkable in view of the fact that at

first sight the weavers, from the nature of their previous

work, would not seem to be suited for emigrant life. In

general they abandoned the loom when they quitted this

country. They went not as weavers but as unskilled labourers,

and even where their success was only very moderate in their

now life they seem to have been glad to exchange it for

their life at home.1

In purely financial terms the venture must be regarded

as a failure, and was so regarded by the government of the day.

Rot a penny of the advances made was ever returned, and in

1. It was "nothing uncommon to see a poor Glasgow weaver
who came...with scarce a stitch to cover his naitedneso,
strutting between the stumps of his trees as pompous as
an -dinburgh 'magistrate. " u. - o*> ■ cAL~. p . °n ■

Nevertheless this must be set alongside the many petitions
of misfortune and disaster with which the requests for
repayment were met.
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the end in the year 1836 the government of that day remitted

the debt.1 As t measure of relief, which was the whole

intention behind the venture, it seems unlikely that any

effect could have been felt by the removal of so small a

number.

The result of the venture however was that the Govern¬

ment began to consider whether Emigration, assisted by Otate

funds, might be a useful solution to the problem of on

excessive labour supply in certain industries and areas.

A delect Committee wa3 appointed to sit on the question. The

concern of the committee was to be as much with investigating

the necessity for relief as with emigration itself. It began

its sittings in larch 1326 and in the first session reported

generally on the evidence before it. It found an excessive

supply of labour, especially Irish labour, over the demand.

During the summer of 1326 the depression in trade created a

tremendous agitation by the weavers and the emigration societ
2

ies for help to emigrate,. The committee resumed its invest -
1, Jsaid to be more than 622,000 in addition-to the cost of

establishing the settlers. Cowan, Op.cit. p.92.
2, There were six societies in Paisley alono. The uord

Lieutenant of Renfrewshire caused on abstract to be uade
in January 1327 of the number of persons composing the
societies In the county of Renfrew who hod petitioned for
aid. Of the thirteen societies six were situated in
Paisley. The total number of persons, including children
was 4,653. Ioj. Jo.
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igations, paying special attention to conditions in the north.

Finally in June of 1827 it put out a final report incorporat¬

ing all its conclusions and going into much detail of how

assistance to emigrants could be given, and where it thought

such assistance would be useful.

The minutes of evidence appended to the Reports give a

picture of a uniform desire on the part of the witnesses,

and the men whom these witnesses represented, to get out of

the country which, they said, no longer held anything lor

them.*" Among the witnesses was the President of the Glasgow

Emigration Societies, Joseph Foster, an operative weaver.

He told the Committee that the members of his Society, who were

mainly weavers, were determined that, if they got the chance

of a fresh start, they would take up agriculture and have

2
nothing further to do with industry. The Committee put to

him the question of funds. Had they any° Very little, but

they could obtain more on the promise of Government
1. "Of course all the members of (your) society, if they could

find an opening in their native country, would prefer it? -
Tea but they see no possibility of doing it; they have no
hope but of going to Canada." select Committee of Enquiry
on Emigration 1026. .1. E. ^.148.

2. "If you went to America, and the option was given you of
Seining your- livelihood in some manufacture or trad®,
should you prefer that instead of taking to agricultural
pursuits?" %e as a society, are determined, and my own
opinion as an individual, is the same, not to meddle withT
manufacture; we ore quite disgusted with it, and tired
of it.'! Ibid. 1.122.
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assistance.

The committee then outlined to each witness the plan

which it favoured, a rather complicated scheme whereby the

loon was to be repaid by graded payments over a term of

thirty years. The witnesses were practically unanimous in

agreeing to the ability of the emigrants to meet these

payments. But in the event the chance was not offered to

them. While the Committee was sitting the Manufacturers'

Committee for Relief made it known that it would contribute

£25,000 towards Emigration if Inrlioment would vote £50,000.

At this the Select Committee closed its deliberations and

recommended the vote. But before the Report was tabled a

return of prosperity in the country changed the whole aspect

of the question. The government decided that the emergency

was over and that the necessity for a grant was now removed.

Flans for the project, already well under way, were abandoned.

1. "To what extent could persons connected with your society
pay the expense of conveying themselves to Canada?" -

"As a body I think they could pay nothing; but we applied
to a number of wealthy and respectable citizens, and told
them of our embarrassed circumstances, and we solicited
their assistance in forming a fund to provide clothes and
other necessities; they said they would in pert assist us,
and a number of them have subscribed, and others have pro¬
mised they will yet do more when we are enabled to avail
ourselves of it; they hove subscribed something for the
purpose of clothing and other necessaries." Ibid. Q.134.
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The final negative to State-assisted Emigration was

contained in tae Select Commit tee's Report where it made it

quite clear that in the general way it was not repared to

recommend Emigration as a permanent method of relief for

Scotland as things stood. here are the exact words, ".here

the evils ol a superabundant population are found to exist

they are not in general under those circumstances to which

Emigration could he applied as a permanent and effective

remedy: and your committee would beg to remind the House,

that they are not prepared to offer any recommendation in

favour of Emigration, unless such collated measures can be

taken as would prevent the occurrence of the evils complained

of."1 In saying this they are referring to the early findings

of the Report; that trie overpopulation in Scotland was in

the manufacturing and not the agricultural districts. The

removal of some operatives from a manufacturing area would

only mean that their places would be filled by others, in

fact by the Irish immigrants who "must shortly fill up every

vacuum created in England, or in Scotland, and reduce the

labouring classes to a uniform state of degradation and

2
miser^." ' So that the final conclusion of the Report really

was that until a system of relief could be devised to keep

1. Report from the S.C. on Emigration from the U.K. 1827. p.14,
2. Ibid. p.41.
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Irishmen at home it was useless to lay out money on

parliamentary grants to assist emigration irom Scotland.

I'he Government accepted the Report and undertook no

further schemes in this period."'" ithout the assistance

of the Government few weavers could emigrate. It was a

great "blow therefore to the would-be emigrants among the

weavers when the Report of 1826-7, from which so much hod

been hoped, turned down assisted Emigration as a means of
2

Relief. Row only those able to call on the assistance of

their local charitable committees or churches, or on their

relatives and friends, were able to leave, and in the tremen¬

dous drift that took place from this country in the twenty-

five years following the Report it must be supposed that the

weavers formed only a very small part. It is not possible to

say exactly how small. References ore to be found to

occasional groups of emigrants which were financed privately,

1. Under the persistent pleas of the weavers it made an offer
to emigrants of free grants of land of 50 acres each.
Two parties in 1830 were able to take advantage of this
through the generosity of some of the citizens and
Presbytery of Glasgow. The privilege was granted again
in 1832 end a group sponsored by the Glasgow Emigration
Society was able to sail for Canada.

2. Some weavers, in the ferment of expectation during the
final sitting of the Committee had even gone so "far a3
to give up the lease of their houses.
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often "by their churches or by interested men of means. ^
These groups were usually very small. In the Emigration

■Reports of the thirties and early forties the occupations

of the emigrants cannot usually be extracted from the total

numbers given. But where they con, the number of weaver

2
emigrants seems to be small.

Of course it must be borne in mind that quite apart

. from the difficulty of emigrating there was also a great

disinclination among many of the weavers to do so. By no

means all the weavers, any more than the Government, sub¬

scribed to the view that Emigration was a solution to their

1. One such group appears below. 1 hove a lot of letters
addressed to Mr. Houston of Johnston who aided in sending
them out. (a small party of weavers from Paisley). The
letters are of a very pleasing, and cheering description
and he says he knows the parties, and can trust to what
they say...there is not one who is not contented. They
write that they are happy at their looms when the snow
is eighteen inches deep on the ground; that there is no
money, but plenty of meat, and drink, and clotnes, and
(they add) we went nothing more." Report of the belect
Committee of Enquiry into the Poor Laws 1843. App. Pt.l
Qq.11689 and 11690.

2. for instance Returns of Emigrants to Hew Louth .ales,
Accounts and Papers vol XXVI (1832). Out of a list of
39? persona whose occupations were stated only 26 were
weavers. Asked if Hand-loom beavers would be welcome as

emigrants to N. Louth wales, r. .A. miles, J.P. replied
to the oelect Committee that the.y certainly would be,
not as welcome of course as sawyers and blacksmiths and
the like, but as shepherds they could command a good wage,
and that their labour in any form would be welcome in a
country in such need of colonists. Report of L.C. on
Emigration 1842 p.118.
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difficulties. In the .inutes of Evidence token before the

Royal Commission of Enquiry into the Petitions of the hand-

loom .esver5in 18?9 t ie weavers' spokesmen declared emphati¬

cally that Emigration was not deemed acceptable by the

weavers generally as a means of relief. The numbers would

have had to be immense, they claimed. They thought it

infinitely preferable to 'bring the food to the people' and

in this connection pressed strongly for the repeal of the

Corn Laws, along with other reforms.

There were political elements among the weaving body

who regarded Emigration as a form of escapism and thought

their duty lay in bringing about a political reform. At a

public meeting in Glasgow in June 1819 Resolutions favouring

Emigration were met by vigorous opposition from a section of

the meeting. One spokesman told the meeting that.."the low

wages of the weavers did not arrive from a superabundant

supply of hands, nor from any want of internal resources,

but from excessive taxation and misrepresentation in Parlia¬

ment... he thought...that even were their petitions (for

emigration aid) answered, it would not by diminishing the

number of hands hove any effect in raising the wages of

those who remained-, he instanced the Irish:, who were not,

he said, in the least benefited by the emigration to
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Scotland. He moved an amendment to the resolution, that

there should he annual parliaments, universal suffrage,

and a diminution of taxation. The amendment was carried.

Amongst those who boasted no knowledge of either

economics or politics there was yet the very natural disin¬

clination of skilled men to see their trade go without a

fight. Many weavers, according to the witnesses before the

Royal Commissions, accepted the fact that their trade could

never return to what it had been before 1R15, but they felt

that the extreme of poverty in which they stood could hove

been avoided, and that there were still remedial measure, con

2
siderably short of emigration, which should be tried first.

Finally there was the genuine fear of exchanging the

known for the unknown, which, though it may be supposed to

have less weight with the destitute, affects most of us,

end combined with the extreme difficulty of obtaining a

passage, and the rigours of tne same passage, was probably

enough to deter many a wretched weaver from trying to reach
3

"thee weary colonies."^'
1. TCJ ni CtfvhUv - (H>. clf . p •
2. bee below Ch. VI.
3. bo described by the mother of an emigrant weaver son.

David Gilmour, Op.cit., p.15.

.1 &
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And so the great question of Emigration, - government-

assisted Emigration - dangled, the subject of endless debate,

before the weavers for almost a decade. But in the end it

left them, both those in favour and those against, very

much where it found them.
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SELF-Mr'LP

It seemed that it was left to the weavers to help

themselves. It is not possible for the investigator one

hundred and more years later to say how much and how often

kindly help was given from one family to another in times

of sickness, or unemployment, or ill-luck. He can only

pursue such lines of research as are recorded, and thus

present a disembodied tale of such public activities as the

weavers were known to be engaged in. These took two format

in the first place to provide a means of temporarily alleviat¬

ing their distresses, and in the second placej if possible,

to remedy them by removing the causes. Into the first cate¬

gory fall the weavers' Friendly Societies, and into the

second their attempts at Trade Unions, and their efforts to

negotiate Boards of Trade.

The Friendly Society, had an obvious place in the weav¬

ing trade. The absence of a State system of relieving the

poor in Scotland made contributory societies essential to

most trades. An early example of a Weavers' Society is to

be found in the Fenwick~hveavers' Society. The Account Book,

happily preserved, gives a clear picture of the work of the
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Society."1" This society had various 1 unction a, suea as

2
Luying in provisions wholesale, hiring out reedu, end

regulating the prices and standards of work, (they v.-ere

customer weavers and did not vork for agent a at this time),

but its activity as a friendly society is seen in regular

entries such as arch 1, 1765, Given out of our ox to

John I-irklend weaver in iinnick town Icing in trouble and

in need, the sum of 2s.6d." Later we read, "'dec.4, 1765,

Given to Johhn Kirkland's Orphan this present do„ the sum of

5s.3d." The membership fee of the master weavers aeons to
0

have been 2s.6d yearly, lor this sun the,, themselves re¬

ceived small payments if the^ were ill or in distress, and

their widows and children also. For instance there is an

eri.tr,, of 8/- to one 'ary dkirron, "the idov of the deceased

'emler rhomas err,'' for part of her house-rent, end this

entry was reseated, in varying amounts, lor 27 years after¬

wards, as long indeed as she survived her husband. !?he sums

allotted end the subjects of the allotment see to have been

within the discretion of the committee and not naie in

acknowledgment of any claim, other than on the goodwill of

the society, other early Friendly societies amongst the
1. This loo, is in the hands of the Rev. Andrew Faulds. of

Lt. ride's ansa, dew Lcnnrn, who very kindly let • see it.
2. it se ns to have been on early example of a co-operative

victualling society.
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weavers v.ere probably tue seme in this respect, although

not engaged in the sa «o breadth of operations as that at

Fenwick. In is remarks tie lit il society was finally

dissolved by its remaining three members in 137,7.

small friendly societies were probably to be found in

nost weaving districts, but details are scanty. It se^ms

t.^ot those earlier societies required only smell entry fees,

and the idee does not seem to have beon to require a contri¬

butory sum from each member, sufficient to support him in

sickness for any length oi time, but simply to have a little

money 'put past' in 'the Box' in order to e able to give

occasional small sums to members in need. This is probably

true of most of tue early societies, but the„, re probably

none the less valuable for that. A contributor to dymonu'

report, writing of the four Friendly societies at Govan in
2

1838, said that they had bean invaluable to the weavers."

bymons gives the entrance fee of the only Govan society which

he found, as 1/- for the first fee, and Is.Id each year there-

ofter. The benefits must have been very smell, but_the con^
1. I itnesses before the various Commissions of Enquiry of the
thirties and early forties refer to societies in existence
at the beginning of the century. For instance a ivitnos
from Paisley stated that there were about twenty societies
in Paisley before 1810, "but most of them were on a bad
principle and were dissolved." Rep. on Poor haws 184 3.
App. I. q.10,343.

2. Hep.1039, p.24.
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tributions were small also. Hhay were oa much as the weaver

could menace end the,, elforded him e little rrotectior that

wots worth having."

But in time oven tueao small contributions could not

be -iet end Friendly societies* in ;iany districts petered out.

byraons found a , ood deal of evidence of previous societies

which, by the time oi his enquiry in 1839, had shrunk greatly,

or had been altogether dissolved. In Glas^ov , in fact, he

said that friendly societies had entirely ceaaed to exist.

,.2
"Funeral Clubs are alone kept up."*" This was probably true

of c good ncny other districts, especially the plain cotton

weaving centres where wages were lowest. Phis is not of

course to say that some weavers in these districts were not

members of successful Friendly societies, but generally speak¬

ing the fortunes of those societies which were run more or

less exclusively by and for weavers declined with the fortunes

of the trade, and in the plain trade at any rate were, by 1839,

scarcely in a position to help their members much, even where

the,/ existed.
1. E.g. btrcthaven society. The subscription was 4s. hen a

member had 5 years standing he received 4s when confined
to led, and 2s.(id, if he could walk. "Twenty years ago
there ware 37 u no iters (w avers), now only loo.' Bop. 1039,
p. 28. bimilarl., Airdrio Friendly society was entirely
maintained by weavers at a subscription of 4s a year.
I Lid. p.26.

2. Ibid. p.23.
. o.g. Jurifries, 1 bid. ±. 38.
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In the fancy trade and in the better-;aid classes of

work Friendly wocietiea were more thriving. In ilberchon,,

for instance, a ailk-weeving centre, the great majority of

the weavers belonged to Friendly Societies, although even

here the numbers had diminished." In Paisley, the centre of

the fancy trade, there were a good many Societies, twenty-
<*•»

four in 1838/ succeeding the 20 in 1810 which had been

"founded upon a bed principle arid dissolved." It appears

that the better principle involved a higher contribution from
3

each member to pay for regular sickness benefits. As the

contributions rose the memberships declined and it may be
$

as- umed that those wao fell out were the poorest-paid weavers.

The advantages of friendly societies and the help they afiorded

to the woavers ware, after wages had begun to fall seriously,

confined to the upper ranks of the weaving trade. This was

of necessity, but it severely limited the scope of this form

2£ sao^stance to the trade. __ __

I'. RepI 183k. M.B. In. 2537-97
Symons in 1839 unfortunately does not make any mention of
friendly societies in his investigations of the prosperous
woollen districts, and naturally enough no woollen weavers
were celled to give evidence in the Commissions of 1834
on Hand-Loom 'weaving, or of 1833 on Commerce, 'anufactures
and Shipping, or in the Poor saw "eiorts and Appendices of
1843.

2. Hep. on Poor Laws 1843. s.pp.1. v. 10,343.
. Re. .1834, . . ..1129.

4. "Do you think the lowness_oi the wages has induced them to
withdraw from Friendly Societies?" X a • perfectly con-
vinced of that, it has been the reason which has caused
many to withdraw, and rev :ntod numbers from entering."
Ibid. ..113 . Jge ZbU .
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The I r isle,,, Friendly societies suffered o severe blow

from the bankruptcy of tne town in 184 2. They hi ;• already

been heavily called on during the distress oi 1837 onwards.

In 1843 when the deport on the distress (xeisley) was pub¬

lished there were stated to be nominally 36 Friendly Oocietios

in the town. ut oi these lore than hell were dissolved,

dissolving, or in a state of bankruptcy. And of the re¬

maining eighteen said to be at ill in existence not more than

four were in a state of heclthy operation.* The others were

obliged to sus end their standing laws in order to keep

their members on their books." This complete, temporary

breakdown of operations aggravated the distress of that

period exceedingly, striking an unexpectedly severe blow

at the provident. md at iaisley, due to the number of

aKiiled weavers there, the proportion of the provident was

probably higher then elsewhere; at least the proportion of

friendly societies was higher. The rates of allowance t iven

by the best societies were 6s a week when unable to work, and
i. dep. on Distress (laisley) 1843. M.S. Q.731.

Corroboration of this is found in the evidence given to the
Enquiry on the Poor Laws of the same year. But here only
one society, called the Young friendly, was said to be in
full operation, and another called The quitolle, which
was crippled by a loss of 6700 ith the town, in partial
operation. The others were all suspended. Dep. on foor
Lav s 1843. App.I, M. E. q.llbu9.

St-Their members were unable to make the agreed contribution.
On the other hand most ol the societies were unable to pay
any claims. The funds of r good nr.ny of the societies
had beer invested sit i the to n or it., the sank.
Ibid. .11713.
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10s. when confined to "bed or the room. For these benefits

the subscription ©t the age of twenty was about 12s a year,

and at forty about 26s. a year."

It was generally agreed that the existence of success¬

ful friendly aociei:es was very beneficial to the character

and way of life of the weavers, and public opinion was greatly
Q

in their favour.' Their merits of course were much clearer

to see than those say of Trade Unionism or Chart(enism.

itness the evidence submitted by a Dr. .urns of Paisley in

1843. "I would entreat the Commission to recognise theso

societies strongly. I do not know any clos^ of institutions

that tend.s to bind more the working-cla3t.es in one healthful
r?

community than friendly societies'." Their failure was bound

to provide a strong argument towards the introduction of a

State assessment for the Poor. hut in this connection on

even more »resaing argument was provided by the fact that

by far the greatest and most destitute portion of the weavers

4
were never members of friendly societies at all.
1. Rep. on : oor Laws 1843. App.I y. 11522.
2. "Have you observed whether individuals after they belonged

to them improved in their habits." "Yes, and I have the
observation of the late Dr. Thomson in this town, who said
that he could set down as well-doing men those who were
members of Friendly Societies.' Ibid. q.11514.

3. Ibid. ^.10,343.
4. e.g. oi Glasgow oymons sa„. s in 1839.. "with regard to

friendly societies in the poorer districts, the weavers
seem too defected to attest helping themselves by these
raeaiio, and, in fact, the necessary capital to begin with
is generally wanting." Rep. 1839, p. 19.
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It is not possible to soy frecisely what use the

weavers were able to make of friendly societies in assist¬

ing themselves in their distresses. In the years before

1825, when their distress was not so acute, probably a good

many weavers were members of societies and were able to call

on funds occasionally in time of illness of unemployment

or strike. But after 1825 or so, many weavers and friendly

societies parted company, neither being able to support the

other in a state of continuous emergency. By 1839 some large

weaving areas, like Glasgow, seem to have had no weavers'

friendly societies at all.1 In other areas where societies

existed and membership figures are given they seem to in¬

clude only a very smell proportion of the weaving population
2

in the area. It 3eeais safe to assume that the friendly

societies only succeeded in touching the fringe of the

weevers' problem.

It is perhaps necessary to draw attention at this point

to the use weavers made of Savings Banks, if only to say that

it was very little. It is of course possible to find a few

weavers among depositors when the occupations of members of a

1. With the exception of a Funeral Society which had a
membership of 1,000, Rep.1839, p.23.

2. e.g^Kirkintilloch 200 members; 1963 looms,
Strathaven 150 members; 830 looms.
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branch are listed."*" On the East coast of Scotland the pro-

2
portion of weavers was probably rather higher than elsewhere.'

But in proportion to the total weaving population the number

of Savings Bank depositors was infinitesimally small. An

analysis for Paisley, where the best-paid of the cotton end

silk weavers were concentrated, shows less than 150 weaver

3
depositors in the year 1840. The number of looms in Paisley

at this time was about five and a half thousand.

One of the arguments put forward in favour of Savings

Banks was that they would make the operatives less the

victims of fluctuation in the labour market. Instead of

being compelled to work extra herd and so intensify the

glut which already existed, their savings would tide them

4
over hard times. Excellent as such advice was, those most

needful of it were those least able to take advantage of it.

Savings Bank depositors were not as a rule unskilled labourers.

1. See H. Oliver Home, A History of Savings Banks, 1947. He
gives analysis of the membership of several branches.
e.g. Dundee had 48 depositors on opening day; 4 were
weavers. pp. 96 and 97 op.cit. Perth out of 78 depositors
had 17 weavers p.97 op.cit.

2. Ounfermline, out of 1770 male depositors had 413 weavers.
Kirkcaldy in the first 100 depositors had 39 weavers,
op.cit. p.98,

3. See tabled Appendix.
4. This view was put forward by the North British Review in

1844.- Quoted by Horne. op.cit. p. 109.
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They ware domestic servants, artisans, and small tradesmen.

The institution of the havings Banks, excellent as it was

in encouraging aaving, wea not able to help thoua who had

nothing to save.

The obvious action for the weavers to have taken with

a view to self-help would have been to form a combination,

hut the great difficulty in combination which the weavers

never succeeded in overcoming}was the dispersion of their

number into scattered units which could never be sufficiently

united for effective bargaining with their masters. They

were all individuals, working on different materials, for

different hours, at different rates of pay. ihen they con¬

gregated it was not in their working hours, in great numbers,

as for instance did the cotton-spinners, with conditions and

grievances identical, but in their leisure hours in small

knots in doorways and loom-shops. And such was the variety

of their employers and employment that it was hard to know

even what a man in the next street was earning, though he

might be on identical work. The effect of this on the indus¬

try was paralysing and made hand-loom weaving, alone of all
2

the skilled trades, the only one without a union after 1825.
1. Sea the conclusions of Home op.clt, p.97.
2."Do you know any other bodies of persons, except the

hand-loom weavers, -who have not combined*;'' " I kno-v none,
in nil my e> erience of the trades of Glasgow, that are not
combined, except t ,e hand-loom weavers. 5.6. on Combinations
of orkraen 1378. . . < .1*13. (Corroborated by other it-
nesses.)
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bven the unskilled trades were often combined in local groups,

such as the Glasgow labourers who earned 2s a day at labour¬

ing in 1838, - more than most skilled weavers earned at that

time."*" The most that the weavers achieved during our period

was to organize small local combinations from time to time,

but these were temporary;and never established themselves

or led to anything bigger. It was generally accepted that

although all the other trades could combine, the weavers

could not, and many attributed their great distress wholly
2

to their lack of a union.

There is no doubt that this lack did aggravate their

distress in a peculiarly severe way in that it not only left

them with no bargaining power but also open to the gross

overstocking of their own trade by the surplus labour of

3
other trades. This was the immediate and disastrous cause

of their overstocked ranks. Though they could not get out,

because of the combined state of other trades, others could

get in, end t...oiled the numbers in the trade wholly beyohd its

4
natural limits. This meant that the price of their labour

fell and they all had to work doubly hard to make the same

1. Ibid. Q.1424.
2. e.g. Ibid, q.1418.
3. Compare the spinning trade where the Got ton-spinners'

Association only accepted as apprentices near relatives of
operatives; or, on making an occasional exception, charged
an entry fee of about 65.

4. Ibid, q .1951, 2116.
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wages as before; this led to a vicious spiral of increasing

output and decreasing wages, and the resulting distress was

quite incalculable. It would clearly therefore have been

of immense advantage to the weavers had they been able to

combine as a group, not 30 much to keep wages high - there

was always after 1825 the power-loom to act as a check to

rising wages - but to restrict their numbers to reasonable

proportions, to what the trade would bear. The weavers were

fully aware of this. Yet during our period 1815-1845, they

never succeeded in establishing a union, and became more

and more submerged by their numbers.

From their activities during our period it would be

possible to think that the weavers had scarcely involved

themselves in trade-unionism at all, and had left it wholly

to other trades. But in fact the weavers had been pioneers

in the field, staging a strike in 1787 over a reduction of

wages, and again in 1812 in an effort to compel the masters

to pay agreed prices. Both strikes failed, on the interven¬

tion of the authorities to arrest the leaders. The weavers

had the misfortune to be active in trade unionism when the

political atmosphere was very unfavourable to combinations,

(though they were not actually illegal in Scotland),^" and
1. Combination finally became a crime in Scotland as a result

of the weavers' strike in 1812. See J.L. Gray. The Law of
Combination on Scotland. "Economica Dec. 1928. Vol. Vlll,
p.342.
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almost totally passive alter combinations became legal in

1825.

The events oi the great strike of 1812, although they

occurred three years before our period begina^ are nevorthe-

less very important to the understanding of the later period

because in failing to secure its aits the stride really

precluded the possibility of future successful combination

in the trade. The strike arose, rather curiously, out of e

Parliamentary nquiry into the trade, and as conducted entire¬

ly without violence.

During the first decade of the century the Scottish

weavers had twice mode, in common with the n,< iish weavers,

an appeal for Parliamentary invention by pet it ikoning for a

Bill to regulate 3ome aspects of the trade, and in particular

to fix the minimum price of labour. The principle of a

minimum price was not new, for there was still in existence

an act empowering Justices of the leace to fix rates of wages,

loreover it was specifically recognised in the Spitalfields

silk industry by a Bill regulating both labour and apprentice¬

ship, which hod been in existence since 1773.^" In answer to

the first petition two Bills were passed in 1803, known as the

Arbitration Acta. They regulated the description and methods

1." Repealed 1819." ~ *
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of / iving out work, end laid down that all dil utes were

to be decided by summary process before the Justices. The

second epieal, made in 1809-11, was for iarlie sent to fix

a minimum price of labour." This was rejected on the grounds

that it would be ruinous to the operatives to restrict the

t'rode and thereby cause unemployment, and that such restriction

would infringe on the 'Tree exercise of Industry, of Okill,

and of Talent."2

hen the weavers' delegates were in London to give

evidence they were advised by several interested and sympathe¬

tic lembera that their yet it ion went against "the a; ecuiative

opinions of the age", which were opposed to legislative inter-

3
feronce in such a case. .Yhitbread in particular bold them

that he thought they had no hope of obtaining regulation

by the state, and he thought that they should make efforts on

their own to limit hue number of hands coming into the trade.

The delegates come home fired with the desire to act

immediately and restrict entry into the trade before it was

too late, aiid plans were at once set on foot to form a Union.

Scotland took the lead. Although ngland had the larger
1. Petition of Journeymen . aavers. Evidence was taken from
all branches of the trade^manufacturers and operatives,
and ail were in general in favour of so e form of

2. Report on l et it ions of Several beavers etc.1811, p.l.
3. A.B. Hichmond( state Trials in Scotland, 1824, p.11.
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share of the trade Ccotlend had by far the more valuable

part in proportion to the number of looms, and also a

decided ascendancy in the skilled trade, which as we hove

seen earlier, tended to produce a remarkable body of mem^
Glasgow accordingly, end not "anchester, became the seat of

active operations on beha f of both countries. Articles were

drawn ux on several heads? not to allow any persons into the

trade without serving a regular apprenticeship of seven years;

to restrict the number of apprentices taken by any one person;

to regulate the trensfer of journeymen; and to . revent frauds

and embezzlement. ,'heae directives were published in. news¬

papers, and printed and sent to all the manufacturing towns

and villages.

The next step was to enforce these directives, and for

this purpose c close federation was formed of affiliated

societies taking in ever., town, village, and district where

weaving went on. Persona were appointed to superintend sub¬

divisions of each district, who together formed local

committees with power to call a general meeting. Central

Committees were formed at Glasgow, Paisley, and Perth in

bcotlend, and at liolton, i rest on, and Carlisle in England,

and Pel fa at in Ireland. weekly -ta«<HHbngsr-of delegates were—

held in Glasgow. According to Richmond, one of the leading
1. bee above Ch. IV, p.*.
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men on the central committee at Glasgow, the scope and

efficiency of the organization were very remarkable.

Its strength was shortly put to the test. In January,

1812, the weavers decided to meke a trial of the reality

of the magistrates' power to fix wages. They sent a deput¬

ation to the Lord Provost of Glasgow asking him to cell a

meeting of the magistrates to receive a petition from the

operative weavers praying them to exercise their powers to

fix a reasonable rate of wages in the cotton manufacture.

At first the meeting was refused, but on the weavers' offer¬

ing to present the petition at the head of their united body

it was granted. After a long conference a meeting of the

trade was called at which two committees, one of eight

weavers, and one of eight masters, met to discuss the question

of price-fixing in the presence of the magistrates of the

city and country. No agreement was reached and the weavers

thereupon raised an action at the quarter sessions. They

drew up a table of prices which, after a long and costly

litigation (subscribed for by the weavers) was finally found

by the Court of Cession to be both reasonable and moderate."'"
This was however only declaratory, carrying no sort of com-

pulsion with it, and with a few exceptions, the employers

ignored the decision.
1. The Court recommended a scale varying from £1 to 8s per

W66K«
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The \wsevers therefore decided to make a stand et once

end abide by the prices they lied fixed. They had fixed them

of course without the consent or co-operation of most of the

masters, but this won because the masters showed no disposi¬

tion to give any co-operation at all.

:\:o days after the Justices' decision the order went

out from the Union's central committee that no work was to

be done except at the price stated.1 It was most unquestion-

inglg obeyed by the great majority of the weavers, who had

at this time the utmost confidence in their Union Committee.

On the first day 20,000 looms stopped work, and in the next

few days nearly double that number. scarcely the sound of a

2
shuttle was heard, we are told, from Aberdeen to Carlisle.

Everything remained in the moat profound peace; no tumult or

disturbance of any kind took place. "Hoy was there eve* such

en effort made in this country. England could never have done

it. beotland could not do it now, without immediately pro¬

ducing riot and disturbance; fifteen years of progressive

degradation have changed the character of her manufacturing

population?'' About 200,000 were affected by the strike, ecord-
1. The detail of much of what follows is tru.en from .Hex.

Richmond, op.cit. lie was one of the leading members of
the Union's Central Committee, and later suffered very
severely for this connection. The book. was written in 1024
to/indicate his own {-art, not in the strike, but in the
subsequent events, in v.nick he was commonly held to have
played the part of informer.

2. Ibid. p.29.
7. Ibid. p.27.
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ing to contemporary reckoning. fo help wea expected or

received from England or Ireland end the Inion itself had

no funds to deal with subsistence on such a scale. Friendly

society funds vere borrowed, end joint securities given for

credit in various ways.

Three weeks passed and no work was done, except on the

few fabrics that wore given out at table prices. Suddenly,

the committee was arrested, meetings were banned.end criminal

proceedings begun against the leaders. dome of the strikers

would have responded by violence but they were restrained.

There v. ere no personal assault a or damage except for a few

cut webs. "Five pounds would have covered all the damages
<->

sustained."' The leaders were tried in 1913 before the nigh

Court in Edinburgh. The trial aroused the greatest interest

and excitement. Ho violence WG3 proved and the only charge

substantiated was that of simple combination." Four of the

leaders were imprisoned for sentences ranging from four to

eighteen months, and those absent were outlawed, /is a con¬

clusion to the matter the Act enabling Justices to fix wages

was repealed.
1. Ibid. p.29.
2. Ibid. p.34.
3. for a discussion of the legal aspects of the case see

article by J.L. Gray, The Law of Combination in Scotland.
Economic a dec. 1928, pp.342-3.
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The weavers wore left in c sad state. Their confidence

in their eo.iniittee and the union was gone, and they abandoned

it, leaving the commit tee encumbered with .lei ta incurred under

the atrile. The v avers returned to work with nothing gained,

and in so far as it was clearer then before that the meatora

had nothing to fear from their actions, their position had

been w eokeneu.

The abrupt ending; of the eavers' union, after only two

years' duration, had momentoua consequences for the trade.

The strike failed not from lack of combination among; the men,

but from the arbitrary action of the authorities in interven¬

ing directly on the employers' behalf. The weavers ./ere un¬

lucky in choosing for their big strike a moment when the

political atmosphere was particularly unfavourable to any

sort of action at ell which could be construed as sedition,

hut in 1825 when the political atmosphere had changed somewhat

end a similar peaceful strike would not have been proceeded

against, the weavers were not in e position to make one. Un¬

controlled entry into the trade during; the intervening period

prevented them from ever disciplining their body to the sane

extent again .and ith every year the possibility of combination

slipped further from their grasp. The,;, went on for years

trying to get .cards of "rnde set up to regulate wages and
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prices by arbitration,but they never as a united body .took

atrike action again.

This rstner detailed study of the pioneering efforts of

the weavers in trade unionism ia a necessary background to any

commentary on the state of trade unionism among the weavers in

the period 1310—'5. For a decode after the atrike there is

silence on the subject of unionism amongst the weavers, except

for the implication of c few weavers in outbursts of what

would now be more properly celled rowdyism than unionism.

One such was the conspiracy, so called, of 1816-17, in all

probability greatly magnified by the reel of the government

informers. It appears to have been nothing aore than t secret

organisation, small in numbers, and bended together with

no very clear idee of e purpose, other then that ell were in

favour of reform in general, and improvement of their own

circumstances in particular. No "respectable labourers" were

members, but a few poverty-stricken ex-union weavers were in

the group. It was in no sense a union supported by weavers,

and it doe3 not appear to hove hod much organization. The

leaders were arrested and charged with the felony of intending

to subvert the established government and laws. The charge

wo a not proven. Tut there was great rancour among: tne

operatives against the government for encouraging the so-colled
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conspiracy by the use of informers, and tumultuous meetings

of protest were held in the manufacturing districts of

Scotlnnd.

The suspension of habeas Corpus followed in 1817. Aftor

a year it was lifted. A year of bad trade in 1819 aggravated

the unrest. It should be remembered that in Scotland no

pariah relief opiated at this time, as in England. A secret

association was formed in Glasgow and it may be assumed that

some weavers took part, simply because their numbers were so

great, and their sufferings worse than any. In February, 1820,

a general congress of delegates was held a few miles from

Paisley. on April 1st posters ware put up in the manufacturing

towns calling the people to arms. Great crowds milled about

but nothing more serious was attempted than a faint-hearted

assault upon the Carron iron-works, and one or two attempts

to seize arms. For his part in one of these,-the seizure of

a fowling-piece from a farm house, which was later returned, -

an old weaver of the name of 'ilson was executed in Glasgow.

His execution was clearly leant to be an "example", and the

anger and disgust of the operatives were tremendous. At

Paisley a similar "example" woo frustrated by the firmness

of a juryman.

In 1824 we find the weavers taking up the question of a
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union again, events-one delegates from Glasgow ard Jistrict

met Did adopted c constitution of twenty-four articles."*"
Reports of increasing support in the local tranches .ere

made ot c. second aeting, 2c ch ie ber subscribed Id c.

week, At t!iis meeting t icnufncturer of tne nr.me of Hutchison

vie :, vot'id out of the trade, and orders were evidently given

to obstruct his workmen because we let or hear of a complaint

of this being dealt with by the Justices, ?ut in 1925, when

trade became bad, the union was immediately affected, and

wo read, "The savers' Association in the est of Scotland

seems to be gradually falling to pieces. At a meeting in

Glasgow, which was attended by 53 delegates, very discouraging

accounts were generally given of the state of the Association.

The contributions ©re diminishing, and the members arc dropp¬

ing: off, and taking work et under prices. A proposal waa sub¬

mitted for raising e joint-stock fund to carry on the cotton

Manufacture, end furnish work for the members of the Associa¬

tion, but it 's negatived. The esse of these poor ten seems

extra aely hard. Their labour is heavj , and their wages small,

aiid the improving state of the country seems to bring them

no effectual relief."2
1. Edinburgh Annual Register 1824 Vol. 17. p.219.
2T. boots Magazine,. July 1825, p. 114,
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The destitution of tie weavers octou oa a groat stimulus

to unionism in other trades once combinations became legal

in 1825.1 This had the indirect effect of naking the

weavers' unioniess condition worse, both by forcibly excluding

weavers from entering other trades, end by driving surplus
2

labour into their ranks. Succesoful unionism in other

trades, moreover, was on ever- resent reminder to the weavers

of want was lacking in their own. lor instance, when the

cotton-spinners struck for higher wages in 1037 skilled
3

workers were earning 35s - 42s per week.'

Partial and local strikes among the weavers occurred

at intervals, but nothing sufficiently effective to alter the

downward trend of prices in the trade, or do more than arrest

them to porerily. For instance, in April of 1329, o combina¬

tion in the plain muslin branch of the trade forced up the

wages paid b,, the regular lanufacturers about 45 ' on whet
1. "Many witnesses gave it a3 their decided conviction that

the poverty of the weavers had been the fruitful cause of
Trades' Unions amongst other artisans, who, seeing the»
extreme destitution the weavers were reduced to by
successive reductions of wog'ies, united for their mutual
protection, to avoid falling into the seme wretched con¬
dition." Rep. of S.C. on Hand-loom eavors 1835, p. Xll.

2. "I am perfectly convinced that the distress of tue hand-
loom weavers is mainly and almost entirely to be ascribed
to tno exclusive nonogol„, established by the forcible con¬
duct of the trade in all other lines which prevents them
getting; into any other line." Rep. "of b.C. on Combinations
1338 ,©.2116. 'lire they able to obtain employment in iills' "
"They would, but the combinations ill not allow them. "
.ep. j1 s. . o on © © o. o © q.5625.

© Ibid. (i.o93b.
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1 2-
thoy uad been. The result was that the 'bowl cork'

nanufacturers expanded and the regular manufacturers cut

down. Then to keex the ^selves in the trade the smeller

houses began to hand out work below the weavers table prices.

It was readily accepted because it was higher- aid than the

"•.owl-corns,w work, and so the combination broke u.. It

seemed tuat the only effect ol the forced advancement was to

throw the weavers out of employment.

In the next decade a few scattered references are met

vith^Xocal organisations and strikes. lor instance in Jundea
a union of over l,0i)0 strong was publicly dissolved by its

office-bearers when the linen acnufacturers insisted on the

operatives repudiating their union.^ A more striking case

of the some ind occurred at .Lanark-, Iiere in 1833 a union

drew up a table of . rices which was agreed to by the manu¬

facturers and worked for some time. hen eventually some

weavers began to take work at lower prices the unionists

took steps to prevent these renegades from beaming-up the webs.
I. ??ep. of—rrrC*. 1839 pp. — * 64. The manufacturer v;ho gave

evidence on t.is also stated that a strike in 1826 of the
muslin weavers had induced him to remove a considerable

part of t at work to Belfast, where it remained. The rice-
cutting between him and his brotner made him a particularly
unpopular manufacturer. It was his work that was boycott -J
at the meeting- in 1825, see above t ./$£.

given out to any person belonging to a Trades Union or
similar association, and all persons applying for vork will
be required to sign a declaration disuniting themselves
from t at body. "The Dundee Constitutional" quoted in
the Perthshire Courier 29.8.34.#

), J# • -fyir>v>. fcLW p fa ^

Oiftovd-vv SbhA^tUe ewJv&vUtl) mift' umjLu. fa wcktA* ev btrhfls.
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But the union v ao forcibly broken up by the Duke of He ail-

ton, with the further requirement thot the funds of the

union should be divided u amongst the non-unionists. The

only town on the Dost of bcotlond in which open violence

took piece in this leriod was Dunfermline. Here the union¬

ists cut the ork fro the looms of those ©overs /ho took

work ot reduced prices."'" Rioting followed, and a few arrests

were made, but it does not appear that the violence was

2
epproved of by fcne weavers in general. The Dunfermline

union seems to have been an exception to the general tenor of

such unionism as existed in the trade, which was very peace¬

able and concerned meinly with negotiating tobies of prices

which «>ould be acceptable to both parties.

In Glasgow, which hod once been the active centre of

trode unionism, all was quiet. At the time in the early

thirties when on expansion of unionism was taking place in

other trades, the weavers sere giving up the idea of effec¬

tive combination for strike-action in their trade and were
>

concentrating t mir hopes on introducing a* e^ boards into

the trade. In January of 1834, 3oo delegates, claiming to

represent 5u,uuO weavers, set in Glasgow and passed resolu-

tions regarding these hoards ofTradtr; The idea was taken up
1. Rep7~18397"p7inGl *
2. Ibid. p.136-7.
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by the Maxwells of Pollok House, near Glasgow, father and

son, successively members of Parliament for Renfrew. Though

the Bill Introducing Wage/8 Boards to the trade was defeated,

a Select Committee was secured in 1834- to enquire into the

trade. A fuller investigation was undertaken in 1838-41.

The Report of 1841, while making some recommendations, stated

broadly that the condition of the trade was irretrievable.

Thus the weavers' hopes of Parliamentary intervention were

eventually dashed, but throughout the decade of the thirties

this was what they worked for, and this was the aim which

replaced trade unionism in their enthusiasms, and which
1

distinguished them accordingly from other trades.

The weavers of Glasgow ana the West of Scotland main¬

tained a union, re-formed early in the decade, not with any

idea of compulsion of the masters, but purely with the view to

obtaining some cohesion within their own body. They held

public meetings, which anyone could attend, in the Glasgow
2

magistrates' council chamber. Hugh Mackenzie, a noted

witness in the Enquiry of 1834, was the General Secretary of

the Union until his death in 1842. It was not in the least

3
a secret association, and made no attempt at coercion^
1. For a discussion of Wage# Boards see below pp.
2. Rep. 1834. M.E. ^.2817.
3. "You never made a secret of your combination?" "No, by no

means; the whole town kens it." Ibid. ^.1095.
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only sending a deputation to the Glasgow manufacturers when

they thought an advance in wages was possible, or to remon¬

strate with a manufacturing house which they thought was

reducing prices unneccessarily.^ When Charles haird was

Secretary of the Relief Committee in 1837 he said he was

<sls
surprised to find so many weavers among the applicants for

2
relief. But he added, "It is but fair, however, to state

that the Union or combination among the weavers, appears to

have been of the most harmless description, merely, if

possible, to get a general fixed rate of wages, and (so far

as the writer has been able to learn) never productive of any

of those acts of violence, or other great evils, which have

characterised some Unions of other trades." The Union

that Bsird probably had in mind was the Cotton Spinners'

Association which had been productive of a good deal of

violence since its inception in 1805, and which in 1837, in

common with some iron-moulders, sawyers, and colliers, staged

a great strike which is said to have affected as many as

1. See their story of their dealings with the Hutchison
Brothers on the eve of the Enquiry of 1838-9. Below p. L-°y-
It was the idea of having some sort of standing machinery
to deal with questions like this, and prevent flagrant
injustices, that made them so anxious for Boards of
Trade.

2. 1553 out of 3072 applicants4 C. Boird Op.cit. p.171.
3. Ibid. p.171.
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6U,0ovJ,1
The v<eGvers were not directly effected by the strikes.

They t ore idle too, but not becmise they v ere on strike.

The degression of trade hcd already hit them, and great

number^ ..ere out of work. Tut there is no evidence thet

there was eny revival of active unionism amongst the weavers.

hen v^ymons in the following year tried to press the wit¬

nesses for information about any unions that they might have,

he met with so much alarm on the subject in his first twenty

witnesses that he was onl^ able to get one who would so
O

much as mention the words 'union', and 'strikes'. .But in

his twenty-first witness he was more fortunate and got

sufficient evidence to convince himself that in 1339 the

1. They struck against a reduction of wages (average 3bs-42a
per week). On^ witness before the B.C. on Combinations of
workmen said /.only about 2,000 were affected. But opinion
generally seems to nave thought the strike unwarranted in
the general state of distress which other trades, such as
the weavers, were bearing. Cp. enonymous article in flock-
wood's Magazine of farch 1838 Nor.XLll, p.289. "The press,
with the exception of the Liberator, the Trades' Union
Journal, were unanimous in condemning it." A public
subscri;tion on behalf of the eavers had just been
begun. Lee above Ch. V p.(3%-

2. See S.C. on Combinations of Workmen 1833 •!. T, q.2116.
Five of the Cotton Spinners' Union Committee hod Veen sen¬
tenced to transportation. The severity of the sentences,
passed on very dubious evidence, and the exaggerated re¬
ports of vitriol-throwing and mill-burning hod produced
a state of high tension. not really happened has never
been fully elucidated but it is interesting to compare
Sheriff Alison's and advocate Gemmil's evidence throughout
the .inut.es of evidence of the feport on Combinations of
or..men, 1833.
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weavers of Glasgow end environs hod no union, and were in

no position to have a union, of tue kind which existed in

other trades.

The reasons emerge clearly enough. lo beg..n with they

were so much scattered, "over the whole face of the country

as to make it extremely difficult though not impossible, vide

1313, to act in unUon. Secondly, the. were at the disadvantage

of the riselves being the owners of their tools of production.

The managers had less to lose relatively then where the„ hod

capital sunk in machinery; also it was easier to transfer

work from pieces where weavers were combined to where they

were not. ^nd finally, if the weavers had been able to main¬

tain n combination for any length of time the effect would

have been, not to raise their wages, but to drive the trade

2
into the hands of the 'smell-corks' or cut-price merchants.

This was due, as has been seen already, to the conjunction of

en over-supply of hands to the tredo and the existence of the

power-loom, which could be brought into operation wherever

on advance in wages made it practicable. So that there was

not in general any possibility of raising ..ages, more than

1. Hugh Mackenzie's evidei.ee. Rep.'51ty.Kfei37W. 1. of Y'.. <,.991.
2 fat all the plain muslin manufacturers in Glasgow in

1839 was either in the hands of bowl-corks or weavers

selling direct to purchasers.
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frnctionelly, above what tne roputrbl© manufacturers were

prying. -iiirf w8;j perhaps not always atrictl... true ra it

'ley be supposed that reductions ii'i wages followed nor©

reiidly upon chrng.es ir. the trcue then advances, and there

iry therefore have been r piece for auch incbinary ra was

propoeed in the form of hoards of 'rrde. ut it »?■ a true

enow h to make it' p. robeLie that combinations, conceived for

fch> purpose of raising wages by compulsion of the mo at era,

were of little use to the weavers, unless they could also

at e very early stage hove been successful in drastically

cutting aown the number of entrants to tue trade.

The subject of combinations leads directly to the

uuoat ion oi oerds of Pr-cde."*" The idea of such boards cane

to tr .e tne pise -' of combinations in the hopes oi the weavers

nna their sympathisers. diet tit©-, could., not effect t. • selves,

./ combination, the., tnougat might be achieved in pert, with

tue holt, of tue govern '.on L, by hoards of tr roe. Their aim a as

si ilar, if nor© modest; to regulate, rather than to raise
1. Board© of '"rode have been included in th© chapter on Golf-

he 1; , and regarded oe such, in the sense that they had in
the first piece » -on . Morosed and instituted by weavers
and menufal fcurera. in two trade thenae-lves, although they
rocuired the uei| oi l:.e ,• ,jvernn-...t to -3/t^iwi the s^ste
to tuo mole oi the tr' .0.
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wages, by mutual agreement i otweon lanufocturers arid sv a avers.

The boards were to be composed of en equal number oi both

partios ho were to sit at regular intervals. They were to

fix minimum rico lor ever,;, class of work. These ., rices

could oi course be exceeded, and they could be reduced at

t lie times fixed for revision, but for the period during whit

they .ere in op- ration they could not be undercut • "he effect

would be to create a stability in the trade beneficial to both

operative end manufacturer, to cut out 'the remarkable differ-

once3 that exiatoJ betweon tho v. eeving prices ..rid by the

various houses, end at the same time by making tii«se prices

conn.-uisory to wc.rd off from the tro.se stony speculators, -nd

small manufacturers without capital.

enthusiasm for the project was at its peak during the

enquiries preceding the Report 01 tne Toysi Commission in

1855. no much evi • enco was collected in it a favour end so

much deoir.s to see it in operation was evinced by the whole

trade that in e further session oi t.,e enquiry definite efforts

were made to obtain evidence from witnesses who were .mown to

be unfavourable to the lan, tut very little serious opposition

to it -fj found.

The question w as one of govern.merit intervent ion. As the

weavers themselves had no Inrgeining power to put these boards
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into operation over the country, and as the boards could not

operate unless their decisions were binding on both parties,

government intervention was required to bring these boards

into being and to place them on - formal legal footing. The

weavers thought themselves perfectly justified in making this

request whan the,;, were, as the.." felt, so singularly the victims

of another piece of government intervention in the operation

of the Corn Lews. The attitude of the government was less

elour.

In the early years of the recline of the trade, in the

decade before 1916, the weavers had twice petitioned parlia¬

ment, in 1808, and 1811, to fix a minimum wage in the various

branches of the traded or if that were not possible, to devise

o plan whereby an agreement on wages could be reached by the

joint consult at ions of -meat era and operatives, "and to leave
C

on umpire in case of any difference.This petition was on
1. The idee was not new. The law empowering J.l.s to fix

rates of wages was at ill in existence at this time end was
specifically recognised in the bpitclfields cilk industry,
by e bill regulating the price of labour which had been in
operation since 1773.

2. Report on I "at xt ion of several severs etc. 1011, p.7.
The idee was not ver„, clearly thought out yet but something
of the sort was wut forward by several witnesses. "Do you
mean e fixed rote of wages for the trade at ail times'.'"
"So; whet I would be understood to mean is, the work at
present is ver„. bed, and the workmen have reason to complain,
•at another time it is goodf whenever it- is very good or —

bad let rn umpire settle the wages. '.'her: the trade is
good the men must have more wages; when it is leu, the
masters must pay leso." Ibid. p.9.
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both deer, alone rejected, rut the i >«-, rr.* u->r. fro ; »•}, o

lie tr- ' coht iiiwed :o , eciine, end oth^r ros; ects oi re-

1 i • i , . ,f. rv.; r' I ox , o" >v n combination, i> led,

1 : r v i' •• r i; . their -.v .l c,t a i .-•'■■■ r o cr " "are ■' nrior^ to i not on

■ oti t o 11 ■»:■! of ro; ulct irp i ofir js nrf I only eoaoii Le method

I'ft. to th " f rotr.fi .a4 r.a. itrnHit. in the tr;-

:'!iO >nc nuf nc t irror o also hr 1 on in to-oat in the stability

of tie trade. The majority oi to - x seem not to 1 if-ve » ©en

r.vor&o to toe i <>r oi rmulet ins 'unr.o. Che cor;at ant reduc¬

tions in the ..rices oi ..«? vi.-v net i. ur calculations and

l*"lt tuc.i! wit:, .toea<j uiiiicult to nr.mm fit c remmaret ive

,-rics, rrni produced n fonorai ntaosphere of uncertainty and

ire... of confidence in the trade. 1: .so enereily afrsed t.nat

to- o r-11 rr.-.ut r-ciur---ro huvocver in on v ... little ( • . itr 1

ware the first to Bake reductions,'" In flat sea sona t hey ware

oblif - :i to sell tii'-ir food a belo- cost, ■ n! t o onf tro weavers

et lower wefos, end clthou^n 1; fcno first instant •» L..ey ilmt

oi
. ly ret tar v. or ot innda, :,h > re..Vuc t i >; could j rr. i uelly

1. f. v.i . ro'ui: .s o; i n. rcc t ic*5 iiit>;. , ..hat, it v-oul-i ruin to
trr.de end a# asrevote th«'* distress « -y throw in,--' amy weavers
out of woi'k; and on the frounda of princ i: 1®; that "no inter
i nrericoi tne uef/leleture .•.• iin the freedom oi Yr .le, or
witn the

; eriect Liberty oi ever, individual to . is pose
oi nxw >. i_/a ■ :}u 1 o-l .our nit wid way en 1 oii La0 te.r la
•;; ic. • , „u ; "■ .font cohduciv* to his '•■ n int a rest, cm

.Ire ■. it a -at yiolriin -n L 'inci. Im /.

first import a.nee to tn*> prosper i-ty an-.t m. p r in e ss oi toe
co '.runit, . l . i .1.
i never n-»e.rct ox ci inatmce ox c icrge house l e_ y t .

first to rejui. ' . - .1 . . . 1712- .
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agreed through ell the other houses* whether the„ wished to

reduce or hot. The large manufacturers stood to lose moat

because the value ol their stocks was constantly being

threatened. These larger houses in general paid better wages

than the small," and they hed' an interest, alongside the genu¬

ine concern which many ol them felt for the -workmen, in

keeping wages up, and cutting out the speculator and smell
3

capitalist, especially the'bowl-corks'* and small weavers.

The Scottish manufacturers who were witnesses before the 1834

4
committee were all, with one exception, in favour of the

boards. If with government assistance the boards could be

given a formal status so that the prices fixed would be

binding on the whole trade, it seems that the manufacturers

would have been prepared to give them a trial.

There were in existence in laisley and Glasgow at this

time boards which had been recoiitiy established in some

branches of the hemes-, trade, and which were operating succeao-

1. Rep.1834, V. C. e.319-323.
2. lbid.fi.797.
3. —"there are always at nil tines manufacturers who ere
willing to give a reasonable price to their workmen, and
would do it were they not afraid that they would be under¬
sold in the market by others." Ibid. ^.793.

4. ;"r. James (rant, Dundee. "As far as Dundee and Forfarshire
are concerned I think boards of trade are unpracticable,
uncalled for, and can do no good." Ibid. C.3117.
His argument was thot the linen trade wss different from
the cot on trade, that prices were generally uniform, and
that it aid not sulier from "capricious depressions."
Ibid. \.q.3128-3138.
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fully within their narrow limits. The first board had been

set up in Icisley in 18?0 to regulate the prices for trimmings,

end had worked well end been extended to some silks and silk

gauzes. The arreng ement a had boon simple, enufacturers end

weavers had each drawn up p. table of prices which they con¬

sidered reasonable end handed them to arch.other for correction

The prices agreed or had been fixed c.$ a minimum for six.

months; rnd on the success oi the scheme it hpa been continued

1
and extended. It was said to have greatly improved the

r

relations between masters and •nen."' The plan was taken up

two years later in Glasgow in the names-.: branch, where it

worked successfully. But only about 1,000 out of tne 9,000
3

or 10,000 weavers in Glasgow were in the harness branch.

The difficulty was to establish similar boards in the plain

traue. It was here that the government's assistance was

needed. "In the plain department I re: resent, the thing, is

impossible; and ii we could have come to as good an understand¬

ing with our employers ea tne harness-weavers of Paisley and

Glasgow have done, probably we should not have troubled you at

this time to in.1st on the establishment of a board."4
1. There were -'out TOO harnas- manufacturers in Paisley. At
first ten stood out of the scheme, but eventually tney ell
cams in. According to t,.e Paisley harness-weaver witness
the weavers had had no disputes over wages. Ibid. 0.88?.

2. Ibid. Q.887.
■

. Ibii. ,.1115.
4. Ibid, h.lllo.
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In the plain trade trie weavers had made desperate efforts

to keep up the weaving prices of fatries by canvassing those

houses making the reductions toe moment they oeard of them,

and re.rose ting to them strongly tne injury they were doing

to themselves, as well as to the weavers. It was an anxious

and expensive business,x for it took up the time of weavers

who could not afford to lose it, and it did not by any means

£
always succeed.' vhen it 'id succeed it was often all too

clear that the proposed reduction had seen ; rely arbitrary,

and had no connection with the state of the trade in general.

An incident described by Hugh haekenzie in a letter to Symons

in gives an interesting, illustration of this point, of

which indeed there is abundant evidence. The firm of

liutcneson brothers, a large house

smongst the weavers, was reducing

hutchason did not justify himself

but with an ill reputation

its prices. " ;r. 'Ore..am

on the necessity ol' so doing

on account of the market but boldly averred that it was

1. Ibid. V...C94 , 0-37.
2. ouccess in any ense could only be temporary. dee Hugh

'.ackenzie* s story of k&w wn :n trad© was pood a manufacturer
reduced prices, and refused to hopY the weavers' remonstrance
The weavers moved rapidly and succeeded in arranging an
effective boycott of his work. ithin £4 hours the firm
restored its prices. 'The rest of the manufacturers appeared'
very thankful that we had taken such a step, because,
finding we had beaten Mr. halgleiah it would give more
confidence to go on.* Q.688. But within a very short time
the weavers had to repent the process to another firm. If
trade .had been very bad at the time t..ey could hardly nave
uOL w •
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because he could ( et the work done cheeper elsewhere.^ It

wq3 in vain that the leputstiou represented the evil conse¬

quences, end that oil the other manufacturers following in

.lis wake, entailed unnecessary evil upon a great portion of

the community. The., were retiring very much cast down with

the result of the interview, when 1r. lute maon observed,

"Yes, by-the-iye, I observe by to—day's papers that a 'Committee

is appointed in Parliament to inquire into the case of the

hand-loom weavers." "Yea," said one of the deputation, "and

this very instance of your arbitrary"' reduction of wages

without cause, will be a precious argument in the mouth of

our witnesses to prove the necessity of establishing a board

of trade." The observation told like a stroke of electricity.

The two brothers exchanged a significant glance across the

desk, end the deputation retired. It was not, however, an hour

when one of the foremen was dispatched niter thea, and informed
1. Because the weavers had no combination, or even intelligence

of the trade in other districts but their own, they were on »
easy prey to this argument. 2or instance the manufacturer
who "has work going in Girvan end Bathgate writes to his
agent in Girvcn that he can get his work cheaper in Bath¬
gate, and if the weavers do not submit to a reduction he
will withdrew it. and send it somewhere else. He writes again
to his agent in Bathgate to the same purpose, and thus taeae
two tuvviio, fro.w their ignorance, being respectively afrqiu
that they will deprive each other of work, generally submit;
and it is by imposing upon the country places in this wey,
that many reductions'""have been affected in Glasgow." Rep.
1034, .p. 69S.

2. .411 underlined words ere in italics in the original.
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them that the prices were again restored; but much evil was

already done, lor the other manufacturers would not believe

the circumstance, and it coot no little labour and lost time

on the part of the weaver to convince them. You will, sir,

immediately perceive from this, that there wea no necessity

ct the time lor the reduction elue^the^prices would not

nave been restored. It was mere cupidity, and one manufacturer

lad it in his cover, and still has the power of bringing down
"i

all Glasgow,

The weavers hoped that o board of trade would protect
c,

them against such sudden unnecessary falls,' and against the
rv

inequalities in the prices of weaving,' end if it did no more

it would still be a tremendous improvement on their state as

it was, and would rid thorn of the anxiety and inconvenience

of constantly watching to see what ell the different houses

were doing. It would at the same time rid the "respectable"

manufacturers of the constant threat of being undersold in the
X # • O p • X • 5 jJ ]j • W» ) *"• U (3 o

2. " ./hat you expect from boards of trade is, to prevent the
running-down of wages by soma individuals setting the
example?" "Yes." "Contrary to the wishes of many manu¬
facturer "Yes; what I would ask for boards of trade for
is, to prevent them from being reduced without cause,"
v vS £ • X <J * j « • + • (.I* ^ — •

3. A man could change his master at the end of esrery web if he
did not 11*.e the price, T"ut in practice he lid not do so
because the loss of time in heking such a etirnge would pro¬
bably cost him .ore then his gain in wage, 1 so it was
evidently the case that weavers got advances on their wa£as,
and these could presumably only be pot from n warehouse
whore the weaver as known. Ibid, ,.838.
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market by some small house that did not mind, or was obliged,

to sell its goods at leas than cost."1" There we s no intention

of restricting the trade by a fixed minimum, as weaving prices

were to be under constant revision, and there was no inten¬

tion, or machinery, for forcing wages up, under the scheme.

It seemed to the weavers a very reasonable measure, and their

hopes of seeing it materialise were high. "There is a strong

impression on their minds t hat Government may interfere in

their behalf end establish something like a board of trade to

regulate, not to cramp trade; a wholesome rule to establish

an equalisation of prices, so that one manufacturer can go

on with confidence, being assured tnct another cannot undersell

hio. Now the weavers of Glasgow end the neighbourhood all

round ere all alive on the subject, and have a complete re¬

liance that Government will on the present occasion interfere

2
in their behalf.'

A proposal was put forward by Hugh Mackenzie on behalf
3

of the Glasgow .cavers' Association. A committee composed

equally of manufacturera and weavers waa to be constituted
1. .hi ? practice among small houuoy of getting advances from

foreign consigning houses, based on an estimate of what the
goods would fetch:., waa hold to bo responsible for many re¬
ductions, because if the goods did not reach in the market
the sum eat imoteJ the difference was met by reducing the
waavara' v:ag.aa. "that, uss been alwegy fcj.e mode found to
pay best." ibid. Q.751.

£. Ibid. OCT.
3. Ibid. Q.78P,
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as a board of trade. There were to be three of these boards;

one in Glasgow, one in -tenchester, and one in Belfast. They

were each to decide the minimum prices of weaving in their

area for c fixed period of tine, at the end of which the

prices were to oe revised. In t ae event of dispute the final

arbiter was to be the Board of Trade in London. It was a

very atmight forward scheme, and though there might well have

been difficulties in ensuring that the weaver had the same .

opportunities as the manufacturer for coming to a decision

on the minimum wage, yet it had worked in the harness trade

without dispute, and it might well have worked in the plain

trade. At least it seems it was worth trying. It was very

generally agreed that the disorganization within the trade

was as much to blame as outside factors for the falling wages;

neither manufacturers nor weavers wished to see further falls.

Firm prices for weaving, even if they had only been adhered

to over short period^would have assisted bothar parties. The
aim was modest; in the first instance to regulate wages; in

the second, ii possible, to raise them.

It is not possible now to do more than guess at what

would have been the attitude of 1arliament to this scheme

had it fully considered it. It did not, end this was due to

the remarkably unlucky circumstance that one of tne weavers'
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greatest well-wishers took up the scheme with enthusiasm,

and put forward propooals of his own, These were drawn up in

the form of a fill, ready, if the l3~'o Co nit tee so recommend¬

ed, to be put before parliament immediately. The Committee

did recommenu it, ana the dill was introduced in 1936, and

was defeated. It seems clear now that this fill had vary little

chence of success. It is possible that the Glasgow plan A

might have had more.

In Fielden's plan wages were to be fixed for the various

fabrics woven in each district by taking the average paid

in tue past three months by manufacturers accounting for more

tnan noIf the work done in the district. The wage fixed was

to be the minimum paid in that district for the next three

months. The plan clearly presupposed that wages would rise;

no provision was made for them to fell. If they rose during,

one period that average became the minimum for the next period,

and so on. They could not fall below the last minimum fixed. .

It is not difficult to imagine with what distrust the

manufacturers viewed this scheme, '"ven the most well-disposed

must have had doubts about committing themselves to a fixed

minimum which could not under any circumstances fell, even for

a short time. It was too rigid, too alarming to them to think—

that if they once raised wages they would be compelled toabide
I. There was a vein similar holton plan also.
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by them. Pielden of course thought the sierra unnecessary.

He was convinced that in time, due to the salutary effect

that Boards would have on the trade, t4ta± wages would 3lowly

rise. The Committee constantly queried this, threw doubt

on it, and worried over the advisability of the fixed minimum.1
But in the end they unanimously recommended that the govern¬

ment should accept Fielden's proposals. It seems a pity that

2
they did not pay more attention to the Glasgow plan. Its

greater flexibility might have been much more acceptable. It

relied mors on the agreement of the two parties, which in this

case really meant on the reasonableness of the weavers. But

there was no reason to think that this would not be forthcoming,

because they had a lot to gain simply by obtaining uniformity

of prices within the trade, and even when wages were falling

they expected to be protected by the boards from the kind of
3

reductions to which they were in the habit of being subjected.

The rejection of the Bill must have been a tremendous

blow to the weavers. The most thinking of them, as well as

the rank and file, had been concentrating on this measure

as the most likely, and probably the only^hope of arresting,
or controllings the decline of their trade. Hugh Mackenzie,
1. R e 1j . 1854~AEC.ii . 3~14-8 J41. ~ ""
C. Rep.1834. M.E, Q.789.
3. "If the manufacturers were only agreed among themselves

we do not want to push the manufacturers to extremities."
Ibid. Q.2948,
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for instance, who had never believed in the possibility of

successful combination; who at one time had though of

emigration but hed"turned from that; who did not lay so much

stress on the evils of the Corn Laws as did many witnesses;

and who did not hope so much JdfojH their repeal, gave all his

support to boards of trade. And he says that there wsre many

like him, with whom he had talked over the pest year- (1833-4).

In 1838, when evidence was again taken, by the Assistant

Commissioners, on this subject,the picture had changed. The

enthusiasm of a few years ago had vanished and only a very

lukewarm interest remained, except in Paisley where the

boards were still working satisfactorily. Even in Glasgow

where the weavers were still actually in favour of boards

of trade, "the more extensive body of them anticipated no

»* 2
great benefit." Most weaving districts were either indiffer¬

ent or opposed to them, and only a small minority of weavers,

were actively pressing for them.1 Neither Symons nor Harding

thought the weaving body as a whole interested in the subject.

The great desire was now the repeal of the Corn Laws. "Other

measures have been deemed desirable as palliatives of their

condition, but I am bound distinctly to state, that the
1. Ibid. Q.900.
2. Rep.1839. pp.23-24.
3. Ibid. p.71. These weavers belonged generally to Glasgow

and Paisley; also to Airdrie and Lanark.
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weavers in ray district will be satisfied with nothing short

of a total repeal of the duties on the importation of foreign

corn."1 This had become the pin-point of the weavers' hopes.

"It is also the opinion of a large body of the weavers, that

any law which should punish a man for taking what he thought

fit for his labour, or attempt to force him to starve rather

than take less than a junta of persons might decree, would

be tyrannical. I am decidedly of opinion that the majority

of the weavers in my district consider it contradictory to

ask for the repeal of one sort of restriction in the corn-

laws, and for the adoption of another in the shape of a mini-
♦ 2

mum of wages." Symons himself clearly agrees with this and

adds several practical objections to the working of the boards

which, he says, taking together with the mistaken principles

on which he thought they were based "were enough to show that

such a measure would prove detrimental to the interests of

the workmen themselves."^

We need feel under no obligation to agree with Symons

on this point, excellent investigator though he was. Had he

been examining those seme witnesses four years before he would

have found a very different attitude. The weavers had failed

I7~TbId7~p76s7"~ "777
2. Ibid. p.71.
3. Ibid. p.72.
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to get these boards established and they had lost hope and

interest in them. But had they succeeded, and had the boards

succeeded, they would undoubtedly have been regarded as of the

greatest possible value to the trade, and their existence

cherished. The restrictive nature of their operations would

have been regarded simply in the light, so to speak, of

holding the ring for a fair contest between the main combatants.

But the weavers had abandoned the project, ttofcugh failure

to secure the boards, in favour of a repeal of the corn-laws.

Consequently their attitude to the subject had changed. The

weavers' championship of non-intervention here means little

more, I feel, than that as it had proved impossible to take

any satisfactory measures of intervention, they had fallen

back on the belief that any kind of intervention was bound to

be unsatisfactory. They were like desperate men/. Emigration,

combination, boards of trade, repeal of the corn-laws, were

all at some time their greatest hope. Looking back on it now

there seems to have been more hope of success, though only

of a very modest kind, in their idea of boards of trade than

in any other project. The Committee of 1834 evidently thought

so. "Your Committee beg respectfully to declare their opinion,

that tiro distresses of the Petitioners warrant the trial of a

measure of this limited nature, and that, if it do not succeed
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to the extent of the expectation of the Petitioners, it will

at least show that Parliament has sympathised in their

distress, end lent o willing ear to their prayers for relief.

On the other hand, the Committee of 1841, reporting on the

evidence collected "by the Assistant Commissioners in 1838-9,

reported very adversely on the usefulness of "boards of trade.

The commissioners dwelt on the impracticahility of such

"boards. They thought the agreements would "be constantly

evaded, end this was undoubtedly a possibility in view of the

state of the trade, but their main grounds of condemnation

were, "the oppression of fixing any general rate of wages,

without reference to peculiar end local advantages and dis¬

advantages, and the impossibility of adjusting them by law to

those peculiarities." This appears to be rather a criticism

of the Fielden plan, then of boards of trade. It seems a pity

that the Glasgow' plan evidently received so little attention.

On its more modest and flexible lines something might have

been done. .v'age boards could not have raised wages, or even

maintained them in face of a really persistent downward trend,

except at the cost of increased unemployment of weavers. But

they could have performed a function similar to the wage

boards of later days; that of preventing the kind of reduc-
1. Rep.1835. p.l.
2. Rep.1841. p.49.
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tions in wages which were the product of ignorance and

weak bargaining power.
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CHAPTER Yll

CONCLUSIONS

It will probably be pointed out that the successful

application of any partial remedy, such for instance as

was proposed in the boards of trade, would simply have pro¬

longed the distresses of the weavers by halting temporarily

the decline of the trade. But as it was all too clear that

these men were in the trade, in great numbers and in great

distress, and as they could not readily extricate themselves

without assistance, the attitude that matters were best left

as they were seems altogether objectionable.

In trying to sum up contemporary opinion it is always

difficult to distinguish between intentions and results, be¬

tween whet was desired and what was done. In the case of the

handloom weavers nothing was done. But it would not be true

to say that nothing was desired. Nor would it be true to

regard the case of the handloom weavers either as evidence

of the disinterest of responsible bodies, or as an instance

of a general aversion to extending the sphere of government

action. It seems much more likely that it was a practical

problem, that the difficulties attendant on any form of

government intervention were felt to be insuperable. In
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other fields the intervention of the state was advancing, and

new powers and new responsibilities were being pressed on to

the governments of an expanding industrial society, but like

industrialisation itself, it was an uneven business, extending

far in one direction and not at all in another. Thus at the

same time that the state was beginning to make itself respons¬

ible for restriction and regulation of one aspect of the

textile trade, - the labour employed in factories, - another

aspect of the seme trade was left totally unregulated, and

the whole problem of the handloom weaving industry, involving

the lives of about 800,000 persons,"^" was shelved indefinitely.

It was a tremendous problem. There were so many in the

trade, who were there from no particular desire to be weavers

but simply because it was a trade which was easy to enter and

hard to leave. If they had not been there, they would have

been somewhere else. This point was very clearly recognised
p

at the time. The whole problem of the expansion of the

population (and not least of the Irish population) had been

superimposed upon the structural problem, - that from the

late twenties onwards, handloom weaving was a trade in process

of being replaced by new methods of manufacture. This
1. The Committee of 1835 estimated the number of handloom

weavers in the United Kingdom and their dependants at
840,000. Rep.1835 p. XI. See also Rep.1841 p.119.

2. See Reports 1835 and 1841



specific question of the hsndloom being gradually replaced

by the powerloom was only a part of the problem, and did

not at the time seem as intractable a part, as the tremendous

overstocking of the trade with all sorts and conditions of

labour for which it had become the repository, - the fact

that it had become "the common sewer of unemployed labour."^*
On the one hand there was the nature of the trade, inexpensive

and easy to enter, and simple to learn; on the other was the

expanding population and the Irish immigration. At the

same time because, due to the uneven progress of the indus¬

trial revolution, a corresponding over-all demand for labour

had not yet been felt, the rest of the billed trades were

in close combination. A trade like handloom weaving inevit¬

ably became the focus of all sorts of problems not specifically

its own.

Furthermore it seemed possible that in this trade in

which so many had congregated there existed a type of compe¬

tition which was really excessive. There were a tremendous

number of small manufacturers in the trade, especially, it

appears, in Scotland. It is possible that less intense com¬

petition would not have driven prices so low, and that this

might have permitted the paying of higher wages without a

1. J.C. Syraons. Arts and Art Izan a at Home and Abroad, p. 154.
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marked reduction in employment. As things stood there was

a total lack of any form of organisation in the trade, not

even such as was provided in other trades by the workmen's

combinations. There does seem to have been a place for

intervention here, in the provision of a legal framework for

the setting up of wage-boards. But opinion was evidently

divided on the question. The Committee of 1835 was in favour

of the experiment; the Commissioners of 1841 were against it.

It has already been suggested that the proposals for boards

of trade, differently framed, might have met with better

success, but this is only conjecture. It must be concluded

that an opportunity of intervening on behalf of the weavers

and the trade generally, 3trongly urged on the government

by the Committee of 1835,"*" was missed, and the opportunity

passed. No other opportunity of direct assistance to the

trade, with the exception of the two early emigration schemes,

presented itself. The establishment of the Poor Law in Scot¬

land in 1845, and the Rej'eal of the Corn Laws in 1846, can be

assumed to have benefited the weavers, but the assistance

1. "To the sentiment that Parliament cannot and ought not to
interfere in cases of this nature, Your Committee is
decidedly opposed. On the contrary, where the comfort and
happiness of any considerable number of British subjects
is at stake, Your Committee conceive that Parliament ought
not to delay a moment to enquire, and, if possible, to
institute redress". Rep.1835. p. XV.
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was very indirect. No direct step to remedy the situation

in the trade was taken.

Were the same situation to arise to-day there is no

doubt that measures of some kind would be taken. On the "one

hand there are devices which could be employed such as the

wage-board, to regulate wages in trades in which the workers®

bargaining power is low due to porr organisation. On the

other hand there would probably be some attempt to secure

an orderly contraction of the industry, possibly by restric¬

tion of entry of new firms, and by measures designed to

assist the transfer of labour to other occupations."*" These,

and other remedies like them, are the product of experience

and practice in similar situations over a long period. It

would be meaningless to make a judgment on what was done in

1835 or 1845 in the light of what might be done in 1955. The

only judgment which may be made must be on the basis of what

contemporary opinion itself thought about it, and in general,

with the exception of the difference of opinion on boards of

trade, there seems to have been complete agreement that there

was nothing that could be done specifically to amend the

■at,GLLa.,-q£ raoa, Ihe_we^vers'_hqpga cqu£d__onl^_3Li£__in_t
1. It might be added that there are also political forces

which increasingly in this century have brought pressure
to bear on the government to take action when any consider¬
able industry employing large numbers is in difficulties.
But it must be admitted that the same political forces
have frequently precluded the application of the measures
that the situation really demanded.
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bettering of the condition of the labouring classes as a

whole, and in an increased demand for labour. Symons sums

it up. "Unfortunately the case of the handloom weavers is
1

susceptible of no remedy specifically applied to their case."..

He adds that their best hope lay in the repeal of the corn

laws, which;, 'by increasing the demand for labour, and

opening trades which the insufficiency of demand alone keeps

combined, enable deserving men to quit the lower branches

of handloom weaving, which would either be annihilated by

the powerloom, or left to those who do not desire or deserve

to rise. The skilled departments of handloom weaving to

which power cannot be applied, would participate in the benefit

of increased trade, and would become either the only branch

remaining, or the only one respectably handed".

The general feeling at the time of the Enquiries was

that the weavers should get out of the trade at once. The

words of one manufacturer expresses clearly the general view.

"I think the best friends to the weaver are those who would

deal with them faithfully, and encourage them to disperse
3

and get other employment as quick as they can". But it was

not equally clear that the weavers could follow this advice.

The same cnanufacturer, when asked what he would suggest the
1. Symons op.cit. p.154.
2. Symons op.cit. 154-156.
3. Rep.1835. M.E. Q.2241. See also Baines op.cit. p.239.
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weavers should do, replied, ''I have stated before that there

is not a great deal of employment for men that have been

brought up to handloom weaving, and perhaps got to the age

of 40, 50, or 60 years; a man of that age has his habits

fixed, and he is fit for nothing but what he is brought up to,

and therefore, no doubt, there would be great difficulty in

getting other employment. I stated already, several of our

own weavers got other employment in a new machine establish¬

ment, one as a porter, another to go for errands, and another,

I think, to superintend a little department; a man that could

read or write could do that. It is impossible for ma to

point out how they could get individual employment".x

A reluctance to go into the factories is frequently

ascribed to the handloom weavers. Chapman for instance

suggests that they were slow to take advantage of their

opportunities. "The typical handloom weaver with his cottage

and loom, who dreaded the thought of factory-life and remained

rooted like a tree in his parish, represented a social order

that was already obsolete". And again, "Most hsndloora

weavers competed with the factory, instead of entering it and

attempting to secure for themselves as large a share as

possible of the gain resulting from new economies in
3

production".
1. Rep.1835. M.T. q.2333.
2. op.cit. p.47.
3. Ibid. p.46.
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But it is not at all clear that the weavers were able

to enter the factories when they wished. They themselves

said that even if they wanted to, they could not, because of

the combinations. There is a great deal of evidence on this
1 2

point, some of which has been quoted earlier, but one

quotation may serve to indicate the position, as stated by

the weavers. "live many of the handloom weavers gone into

factories?" "No, the whole of the trades have combined

and it is impossible for a weaver to break in upon them; but

their children, expecially young girls, are taken in to work
3

in the power looms". The custom of employing women and girls

on the steam looms may well have been partly the result of

the early reluctance of the men to go into factories. But

the time when the weaver could make a better wage at home

than in the factories had passed, and by 1840 there must have

been many who would have entered the factories if they could.

Syrnons' writing in 1839, said, "I am confident that the great

body of the Scottish weavers long to leave the loom, and would

willingly sacrifice all the boasted freedom of the craft for

a few of the more substantial conforts of life incidental to

4
any other avocation for which tliey were competent 'I
1. See in particular Report on Combinations of Workmen 1838.
2. See above Ch. VI, p, )$7 • (Ux V . p. 3f'37-
3. Rep. C.M.S. 1833. M.S. q. 11716.
4. Rep.1839, p.55.
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Chapman makes a further point on what he takes to he

the lack of spirit shown by the weavers. He criticises the

cotton weavers in Scotland for not getting out of their own

branch into the more profitable linen or woollen branches,

with which the power loom, before 1839, had not come into

competition. "Yet the cotton weavers in Scotland, end perhaps

those in England, did not attempt to transfer their labour

to the woollen industry, partly for lack of enterprise; partly

because they could not give the few days requisite for learning

the new work, or afford to remount their looms even at the

trifling cost of 20s"^" This is clearly a misunderstanding of

the position in Scotland. The woollen and the linen branches,

in their well-paid sections at least, were factory trades.

And in these branches it was not the competition of the power-

loom that was so much feared by the weavers as the influx of

new hands to overwhelm the trade with numbers,as the cotton

weavers had been overwhelmed. The weavers in these branches

therefore, were in close combination end it required great
2

influence to broak in on them. The whole question is one

of uncertainty but it seems probable that the weavers could

not immediately solve their problems by going either into the

hand loom or the power loom factories, or certainly, despite

1. Chapman op.cit. p.48.
2. See Symons1 story of the Galashiels hand loom factory Rep. IZ3J.

pp.55 and 56.
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done so.

The question finally arises therefore of what became of

the handloom weavers. After the publication of the last

Report in 1B41 we have 110 further exact and detailed evidence,

but it seems a reasonable surmise to make that for perhaps

ten years after the publication of this Report not much change

took place in the state of the trade. Generally speaking the

weavers were not fit for heavy labour, such as navvying on

the railways, and unless they could get into semi-skilled

work, or the factories, or work of that kind, they were obliged

to wait until the expanding industry and trade of the third

quarter of the century enabled many of them, or of their

children, to get out of the trade.

In some branches the hand trade persisted for a long

time. In the weaving of light linens round Forfar, for in¬

stance, the introduction of the power loom was remarkably

late. "At present (1864) there are about 4,500 hanclooms in

end around Forfar. In the course of a few more years, this

branch will probably become a thing of the past, as the fabrics

manufactured are admirably adapted for power looms, and steam

seems destined to supplant manual labour in the weaving of

Linen".but at the same timo there were even in the plain
1. Warden, op.cit. p.560.



cot tort trade, where the power loom had long since taken over,

men struggling to make a living by the handloom."'" These

were probably older men, too set in their ways or too poor

in health to try to change their trade. After a life-time

of weaving it would be difficult for an older man to get

2
taken on elsewhere. It may fairly be supposed that those

who got out of the trade would be generally the young and

strong men, not necessarily the skilled. And it may also

be supposed that many lingered in the trade long after it

had ceased to afford them any sort of living. This state of

affairs had in fact been reached by 1841, and the publication

of the Report of that year, which could recommend no measures

of assistance;may be regarded as marking the end of hendloom

weaving as a trade in which a man could expect to obtain a

reasonable return for the hours of his labour and the skill

which he expended.

The decline of a trade in such painful circumstances

would be an embittering experience for any body of men, but

the remarkable character of the weevers 83 a group, foremost

in intelligence and understanding among the artisans of the

1. As late as 1864 Henry Carrigan of Bridget on gave evidence
to the Children's Employment Commission as Secretary of a
Hendleom Weavers' Association, "If only to affirm the
destitution of his fellows".

2. Long before this it had been an accepted fact that "being
once in the trade they contract sedentary habits, and are
of no use at agriculture, nobody would take them at
half the wages". Rep. on Petition of Journeyman Weavers
1811. p. 6.
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country, makes these suffering© appear all the greater. They

had been held in universal regard, and not without reason,

"weavers then formed, as a whole, a remarkable class of men -

intelligent, end observant of the progress of events at home

and abroad; devoted to politics, strongly or wildly radical,

if not tainted with revolutionary sentiments, after the in¬

toxication of the first French Revolution; great talkers

when they gathered together in the street or public-house,

during the intervals of work; intensely theological, often

religious, well versed in all the intricacies of Calvinism,

severest critics of the minister's discourses, and keenest

of heresy-hunters, scenting it from afar, in phrase or simile,

herein only being strong conservatives - in a word, general

guardians of the Church, reformers of the state, and proud

patrons of learning and the schoolmaster; but, withal, good

fathers, good churchmen, good citizens, and not seldom good

1
men. Twenty years after the time to which this refers

Symons was writing, "when a men's whole facilities are strained

to the utmost from sunrise to sunset to procure a miserable

subsistence, he has neither leisure, aptitude, nor desire for

information...The degenerating influence of poverty and

excessive toil was never more strongly exemplified then in

1. William Jolly. John Duncan leaver and Botanist, p, xp
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the case of the handloom weavers of Scotland"."*"
It was e most saddening experience, which one would

never wish to see repeated, of a body of men who in such

numbers became the victims of circumstances over which

neither they nor anyone else had any control. "The great

grievance of the condition of the weavers consists, not in

the lowness of wages - for there must always be some trade

where the wages are lowor than in others, - but in the fact

that men of merit,of talent, who have experienced and deserve

better fortunes, should by a combination of circumstances,

have become enchained to a trade, which is doily sinking

them lower in the depths of destitution, and from which they
O

have not the power of escape'

1. Sy ions, op.cit. pp. 147-148,
2, Ibid. p.lob.
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table l

Table showing weekly wages of weaver employed on ^
54 inch wide pullicate, from 1806-1338 inclusive#

Year.
•

y ;.— y tf
Wage.
!b • » CI

Year. Wage,
a.fa

1806 32/6 1323 12/3
1807 25/9 1824. 12/3
1808 23/- 1825 10/-
1310 21/3 1826 ,8/3
1811 £6/9 1327 10/-
1812 18/- 1328 6/7

1813 25/9 1829 6/-
1314 24/9 1830 5/6
1815 26/9 1831 5/6
1816 25/9 1832 5/6
1817 12/3 1833 5/6
1813 15/9 1834 6/7
1319 16/9 1835 6/7
1820 10/- 1336 7/5

1821 12/3 1837 6/3
1322 12/3 1838 6/7

1. Hep.1339 p.14. This table, which comprises the figures
of only one manufacturer, is given simply as an illus¬
tration of the trend of weaving prices in this branch.
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TABLE 2

Table showing. Bates of ..'ages in Otner Trades.

Trades

Bricklayera

Bootmakers

Brassfounders

Breakers of Metal

Cott on dpinner3

Carding. Masters
Cabinetmakers

Calenderers

Calico-printers

Factory Dre3aers

Twisters

Warpers

liQ son s

Plumbers

Painters

Plasterers

X a11 errnnaker s

Slaters

Sawyers

Toppers in Spinn¬
ing factory

1310_

17/-

20/-

19/-

15/-
18/-

17/-
22/6

17/-

21/-

16/6

24/-

1310
to

.1320,
16/-

18/-

1320 1825 1330
to to to

1825 1330 1335 1338

15/-
18/5

13/-

15/-

13/-

18/-

15/-

18/-

15/-

13/5

20/2
17/9

16/-

15/-

13/-

25/- 25/-

17/-

21/-

20/-

24/-

16/- 16/-

19/- 20/-
9/- * 10/-

26/1 23/10
16/1017/6
13/- 18/- & 20/-

15/- 15/-

13/- 13/-
18/10

8/4

9/6

13/- 19/-
25/- 25/-

16/6

20/- 20/-

21/6 21/6

20/- 20/- 20/- 20/-

24/- 24/- 24,/- 24/-

14/- 14/-

1, Taken from a table given by Symons. Rep. 1339. p. 15
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TableshowingthenumberofPersonssuppliedwithworkby theGlasgowBeliefCommitteein1S37.i
Applicants

Scotch

IrishS
Ingli
ahForeignersTotal.

Glasgow
OtherPartsTota!
L

eaver3

1151

588

1739

1103

32

10

2884

OtherTrades
102

79

181

--

7

—

188

Total

1253

667

1920

1103

39

10

3072

igeaofAppli¬ cants: Below30

607

227

834

304

17

3

1155

Above30

497

265

762

532

15

6

1315

Above50

149

175

324

267

7

1

599

Tote1

1253

667

1920

1103

39

10

3072

Unionists,t theirages: 3elow30

259

123

382

176

8

566

30-50

284

149

433

302

10

1

746

Above50

70

53

133

117

1

241

Total

613

325

938

595

19

1

1553

1Re/j*r>tcrwKtvL<msIftyh-■P<\*tL.l°o»
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TABLI 4

Table showing number of Iersons
the Soup-Kitchens.

supplied
1

with food at

Males Females Total Ages of Applicants Total

Weavers 247 45 392 Under 30 175

Other trades 81 627 7C8 30-50 499

328 672 1000 Above 50 326 1000

1. Mode up from List supplied by Bnird. Ibid. ■ 0. ~]cct.
2. The number of children supplied is given separately

as 2188.
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eaversforkingtothePaisleyandRenfrewshireReliefAssociation sinceNovember25,1341.'
'asaversworkingfor

Weavers
workingfor

J

week

ending-

weekending-

December4,
1841

...260

May7,
1342

11,

!»

...400

14,

504

18,

V

...550

21,

M

25,

W

...700

30,

ft

January1,
1342

...734

June6,
1342

8»

w

830

13,

u

15.

t»

...912

20,

306

0.0, 22,

t»

...890

27,

ft

29,

tt

...880

Febru
ary5,

1842

...870

July4,
1342

12,

n

...850

11,

*•

19,

o••

18,

26,

...785

25,

Tt

28,

ft

March

S .13-19

...743

August

1,1842...

235

12,"

•••

...693

8,"

1911

...657

15,**

158

-i.»7j 26."

...503

22,"' ........
107

29,'

acril

2.134
2•••

...562

Sftr-tflmlftr5.1842.....
9," 16,"

••«

...490

23,n 30,n

' dh(i.a■112.0$.
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TABLE 6

Emigration Societies in the County of Renfrew in
January 182.7. 1

Same of Society Adult 3 Childron Total

Paisley Priredly Emigration
Soc iety No. 1. 196 410 606

Paisley Caledonian 107 2 01 308

Paisley &- Suburbs 112 183 295

Taislsy Canadian £17 459 676

Paisley Caledonian St. 53 100 153

The Irish friendly 200 376 576

Elderslie Emigration 100 211 311

Lorrneed & hielston 80 156 242

Broomlnnd 130 244 374

Hibernian Irot eat ant 119 211 330

Goven Emigration 98 175 273

Paisley Friendly No. 2 120 266 386

Johnston Emigration 30 93 123

Total... 3085 4 653 1

1. Taken from "Abstract of the Number of Persons composing
the following Societies in the County of Renfrew, who
have petitioned for aid to enable them to emigrate to
the British Possessions in Perth America, made up by
the direction of the Lord Lieutenant of Renfrewshire,
January, 1827. StA&ct Cos^wCitit <ru -i%2j. . <X ip~.



table7

Depositorsinth©SavingsBankatPaisley,showingtheamountinvested perheadbythefollowingclas-esintheyears1840-1842.1 At20Nov.1940„At20Nov.1841*At20Nov.1842
Class2 No.Amt.perheadNo.Amt.perhead,'o.Amt.perhead

DomesticServants
196.

—-rrs- 11

207

——-———
13

178

rrs 15

Weavera

149

8

120

10

116

9

Pattern-drawers,) FLower-leshers,) Warperst:Dyers)
7.4

12

62

10

39

13

FactoryV.'orkers
45

7

50

8

56

4

MechanicsA) Artiiicesfs)

169

13

139

13

104

13

Labourers,Gardners APorters]
154

10

107

12

68

14

1.Abstract:ncf3eupfromtablegiveninPep.ofS.C.onPoorLaw1843,Ji.pp.Ip.589. 2.Tothenearest
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